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KOREAN POTTERY OF THE KORYO PERIOD (935-1392)

With reference to nine selected pieces

in the Freer Gallery of Art, Washingthm, D. C.

By Evelyn B. McCune
Mrs. McCune, author of this article, was born in Pyengyang,

Korea. Her father. Dr. A. L. Becker, later became head of the
science department of Chosen Christian College, at Seoul, the
capital, and it was at Seoul that Mrs. McCune received her ele-
mentary education and finished high school. She then came to
the United States and was graduated, B.A., from the University
of California in 1930. where she specialized in the study of art.
r?*»f nrriing to the land of her birth, she taught for a time at the
American School in Korea. In 1933, she became the wife of Dr.
George M. McCune, at present connected with the Office of Far
Eastern Affairs of the State Department.

Mrs. McCune has taught art in Occidental College in Los
Angeles and Polytechnic School in Pasadena, California, and is the
author of several articles on the subject.

THE potter's trade in Korea has been a brisk and flourish-

ing one for many centuries, judging by the quantity of

shards that remain, some of them dating from neolithic times.

One may collect a thousand such fragments: roof-tile, house-
hold crockery, religious gear, and find no two alike, such is

the range of type and design.

In general Korean pottery falls into two classes : the red

soft-paste crockery in common use; and the gray, hard-paste

Jar and stand.

Acquired by Mr.

Freer from Yam-
anaka and Com-
pany in 1907.

Lent for exhibi-

tion to the Japan
Society in Feb.

1914 and to thp

Metropolitan Mu-
seum of New
York 1916 - to

1920. Reproduced
in “Art in Amer-
ica”, 1914; East-

ern Art, Vol. II,

1930.

Courtesy Freer
Gallery of Art

porcelaneous pottery that is wheel-turned and more elegant. To
this second class belongs the celebrated celadon-like ware that
reached such an admirable peak of development during the
Koryo period. Examples of this ware were much praised at
Kublai Khan's court as well as at the capital of the shoguns
where Korean celadons were admired so extravegantlv that
quite a demand was created for them for use in the performance
of the tea ceremony. A Chinese poem speaks of the impos-
sibility of imitating the famous Korean sky-color.

1

Simplicity and Beauty

A Chinese envoy to Korea in 1125 described certain pieces of
Korean porcelain as resembling in color the ancient sky-color so
rare and so highly prized in Chinese ceramics .

2
Mr. Rackham

of the Victoria and Albert Museum sums up the qualities of
Koryo pottery briefly as follows:

In general the Corean wares of this classical period
(924-1392) show a dignity and simplicity of form, com-
bined with an exquisite sense alike of right proportion in
spacing and of the beauty of subtle curves, which entitle
them to a high rank among the achievements of the potters
of the world.

3

1 he superior, wheel -turned pottery may be studied in two
main divisions: that of the green-blue ware and that of the
white ware.

The former, the celadons, are more famous. Many celadons,
however, are ornamented with white inlay or white medallions.'

I lie latter, the white ware, has often been confused with the
t hinese I ing ’l ao. I hat it is not Chinese in origin is the
opinion of many of the best informed experts.

4

Technical peculiarities that differentiate Korean ware from
other wares is the fact that the footring is generally glazed and
there are from three to twelve spur marks or bits of sand

Courtesy Freer Gallery of Art

Wine-ewer of bronze form (left). The glaze is a brilliant

gray-green over brown with a fine crackle. The design is inlaid

*in white. This piece was acquired by Mr. Freer in 1909. It was
lent to the Japan Society in 1914; was reproduced in Eastern Art,

Vol. II, 1930. Ritual wine-ewer (right) with hinged cover over

spout. The glaze is grayish, lustrous; the crackle scattered. The
design is inlaid in white and black, a good example of Korai unkaku
(clouds and storks). It was acquired by Mr. Freer from Yamanaka
and Company in 1909; was lent to the Japan Society for exhibition

in 1914 and has been reproduced in Eastern Art, Vol. II, 1930; in

Coomarasw amy, A. K. and Kershaw F. S. “A Chinese Budhist

water vessel and its Indian prototype”; in Guest, G. I)., “Chinese

Porcelain at the Freer Gallery of Art,” American Ceramic Society

Bulletin, Columbus, Ohio, 1941.

Courtesy Freer Gallery of Art

Vase, pear-shaped with a trumpet lip (left). The design is

inlaid. Here is to be seen the small aster-like flower used so

frequently in this ware; like the mishima-de of Japan. This piece

was lent to the Japan Society in 1914 and to the Metropolitan
Museum of New York, 1916-1920. Reproduced in Eastern Art,
Vol. II, 1930. Vase, (right), baluster form with silver-rimmed
mouth. The design is in black and white inlay under a crackled
glaze. This piece was acquired by Mr. Freer in 1909 from Yama-
naka and Company. It was exhibited by the Japan Society in

1914 and has been reproduced in Eastern Art, Vol. II, 1930.



Courtesy Freer Gallery of Art

Wine-jug', melon-shaped (left). The cover is a lotus flower
with a seated bird finial; is attached by a cord. The design is

incised in the paste under the glaze. This piece was acquired
by Mr. Freer in 1907 from Dr. H. N. Allen. Dr. Allen thought
that the cover was a pine cone surmounted by a squirrel, a rea-
sonable and attractive idea. The Korean potter, however, wras
bound by conventional and traditional designs which he might vary
but not desert. Loaned to the Metropolitan Museum, New York
1916-1920. Wine-pot (right), double-gourd form with twisted
handle. The celandon is a brilliant gray-green with crackled
surface. This piece was acquired by Mr. Freer in 1909 from
Yamanaka Company. It was loaned for exhibition purposes to

the Japan Society in 1912 and to the Metropolitan Museum, New
York, from 1916 to 1920.

adhering to it owing to the method of resting the piece on a

bed of sand while it is being baked.

Distinctive Shapes

There are certain shapes distinctively Korean also: the cup
on a high foot with its accompanying stand ;

wine-pots modeled,

in a great variety, in melon or gourd shapes, bamboo plant?

and so forth. But the most important peculiarity of Korean
celadon is the technique of decorating with unglazed inlay. B\

this method an intaglio design—made by hand or mould—

i

filled flush to the body with threads of white clay, ofte-

enhanced by additional decorations of black clay. This methoc

seems to have originated in Korea. It is called scuiggani war
by Koreans, shokan ware by the Japanese.

5

Another distinguishing feature is the fact that there is so

little flamboyance to be found in Korean ceramics, a fact that

is not equally true of the more conspicuous wares of China and

Japan.

In conclusion it may be said that, owing to the fortunate

preservation of a quantity of first class artifacts because of the

custom of burying ceremonial vessels with the dead, the stud

of Korean potten provides a splendid index to the genera

art habits of the country and the general good taste of thi

people.

1 W. Hough, “The Bernadou, Allen, and Jouey Corean Collections ii

the United States National Museum," Report of the U. S. Nationa
Museum 1891, Washington, 1893, p. 435. The poem begins: "Kaol
pe-chun ja . . .

.”

2 The color is described as resembling the ancient “pi-se” or secret

color of Yueh-chou as well as the new porcelain of Ju-chou. This last

passage has often been quoted as giving the clue to the nature of the

last-named Chinese ware. S. W. Bushell, Description of Chinese Pot-
tery and Porcelain, being a translation of the T’ao Shu, Oxford, 1910.

* Bernard Rackham, Catalog of the Le Blond Collection in the Victoria
and Albert Museum, London, 1918, p. 52.

1

L. D. Warner, “Korean Grave Pottery of the Korai Dynasty,’
Bulletin oj the Cleveland Museum of Art, April, 1919.

Ibid, for Japanese names of various classifications: celadon, Korai
seiji; celadons with inlay, Korai unkaku ; celadons with painted pat-

terns, egorai
;

white ware, hakugorai
; bluish glaze, seijihaku; honey

glaze, amegusuri
;
greasy white, nyoju.

BOWL GIVEN BY KOREAN KING TO AMERICAN
MISSIONARY IN 1884

The fourth bowl from the left is the famous Allen bowl.
It is a celadon saucer of opaque, percelaneous, light grey,
hard paste. The glaze is thick, vitreous green, crackled; the
resulting combination giving a beautiful gray green color
resembling some varieties of jade.” Description in catalog of
U. S. National Museum. The bowl was returned to its owner
in 1928. This is what Dr. Horace X. Allen who later became
American minister to Korea, says about how he acquired it

:

“As an instance of the value placed upon the ware in Korea, I

may add that in 1884 after saving the life of the prince next
in power and influence to the ruler (Min Yung-ik. E. M.)
I was given a present of the most precious thing they could
think of. It came escorted by a large company of officials and
their retinues and when the lacquer and silk wrappings were
removed I discovered simply a little gray bowl. It was a
specimen of their ware and has been on exhibit in the Smith-
sonian Museum many years. I knew nothing of this ware
then and my disappointment must have been evident, for great

pains were taken to educate me regarding the pottery there- -

after.” From a letter to Mr. C. Freer in March, 1907.

OF INTEREST

TO FRIENDS OF KOREA
Two bills have recently been introduced into the Senate

and the House of Representatives to authorize the naturaliza-

tion and the admission into the United States under a quota,

of Koreans. Both bills are still in committee. The Senatorial

bill (S. 730) was introduced by Senator Claude Pepper of

Florida on March 13, and Dr. Adam Clayton Powell of New
York presented bill H.R. 1901 to the House of Representatives

on January 31. Text of the latter bill follows:

A BILL to authorize the naturalization, and the admission

into the United States under a quota, of Koreans and descend-

ants of Koreans.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That

so much of section 303 of the Nationality Act of 1940, as

amended (U.S.C., 1940 edition, Supp. III. title 8. sec. 703),

as precedes the proviso is amended to read as follows:

“Sec. 303. The right to become a naturalized citizen under

the provisions of the Act shall extend only to white persons,

persons of African nativity or descent, descendants of races

indigenous to the Western Hemisphere, Chinese persons or

persons of Chinese descent, and Koreans or persons of Korean
descent

Sec. 2. With the exception of those coming under section

4(b), (d), (e), and (f) of the Immigration Act of 1924. as

amended (U.S.C., 1940 edition, title 8, sec. 204 (b). (d).

(e), and (f), all Koreans and persons of Korean descent

entering the United States annually as immigrants shall be

allocated to the quota for Koreans computed under the provis-

ions of section 11 of such an Act, as amended (U.S.C., 1940

edition, title 8, sec. 211). For purposes of computing such

quota, the geographical area known as Korea (Chosen) shall

be treated as a separate country.

Wine-pot with an ovoid body, lotus flower cover (left). The
glaze is in two tones of greenish-gray celadon with a light crackle.

The spectacular decoration is done in under-glaze reserve on the

body and in white inlay on the cover. It was acquired in 1909
from Yamanaka and Company by Mr. Freer. At right is a wine-
pot in melon form with lid a conventionalized lotus topped by a

loop handle. The design is inlaid and carved under the glaze. It

was acquired in 1909; was lent to the Japan Society in 1914 and
to the Metropolitan Museum in New York from 1916 to 1920.

(All of these illustrations are of potterv of the Koryo period

from 935 to 1392 A. D.)

Courtesy Freer Gallery of Art
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TELEPHONE WATKINS 9-2000
CAB^E ADDRESS “INCULCATE. NEW YORK"
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The Board of Foreign Missions

OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

156 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK lO. N. Y.

May 3, 191+5

To Relatives and Friends of

Missionaries from the Philippines

Dear Friends:

We have just received a night letter from Los Angeles, California, giving

the names of a large number of our missionaries who arrived there on May 2, 191+5*

The Red Cross has stated that, due to the fact there were some 3*200 persons on the

ship, it was impossible to give advance notice regarding the arrival of individuals*
We have not, therefore, had the names until today* Miss Blanche Yeomans^ of the
San Francisco Office, went to Los Angeles last Friday and arranged for handling the
necessary travel and other requirements of these friends who had arrived* Miss Yeomans
stated, in the night letter, that the group had arrived and were all cared for*
The list is as follows:

j

Miss Gerda 0* Bergman
Rev* and Mrs* Benjamin E* Bollman and 2 children
Mrs* H* Hugh Bousman and 3 children
Dr* and Mrs* Roy H# Brown
Rev* and Mrs* Henry H* Bucher and 1+ children
Miss Martha Bullert
Dr* and Mrs* Welling T* Cook
Mr* and Mrs* Charles A* Glunz
Miss Katharine W* Hand
Miss Nannie M# Hereford
Miss Julia M* Hodge
Rev* and Mrs* Leonard S* Hogenboom and 2 children
Dr* and Mrs* Otho P* D. La Porte
Dr* and Mrs • William W. McAnlis and 3 children
Miss Harriet E* Pollard
Miss Olive Rohrbaugh
Miss Lilian Ross
Rev* and Mrs* Albert J* Sanders and 1 child
Miss Dorothy L* Schmidt
Rev* and Mrs* Stephen L* Smith and 1 child

In order for you to have the full list before you and to make oertain that
you know where the friends are, we are listing, first of all, those who had arrived
previously and, second, those who are still remaining in Manila*



-2 May 3 # 19b3To Relatives and Friends of

Missionaries from the Philippines

Previous Arrivals from the Philippines

Rev# Alexander Christie » April 8, 19h5
Rev# John Y. Cr others .• April 8, I9h5
Mrs# Wilma Park Dickey (and Mr# Carroll E# Dickey) - April 21# 19h5
Rev# and Mrs# Harold W# Fildey and 2 children - April 21# 19k5
Rev# Clyde E# Heflin - Maroh 30# 19U5
Rev# and Mrs# Joe B# Live say and 1 child - April 21# 19l|5

Robert and John MacDonald# sons of Rev# Kenneth P# MacDonald • April 8,19U5
Rev# David P# Martin • April 8# 19U5
Dr# and Mrs# W# Brewster Mather and 3 children - April 8# 19U5
Dr# William A. Mather - April 8# 19U5
Dr# J# Albert McAnlis - March J>Q t 19^4-5

Dr# Theodore D# Stevenson •» April 8# 19^4-5

Dr# and Mrs# Marshall P# Welles and 2 children - April 8# 19U5
Rev# Gardner L# Winn » Inarch 30# 19U5
Rev# and Mrs# Donald E. Zimmerman - April 8# 191+5

Missionaries Still in Manila Returning; First Opportunity

Mrs# Herbert E. Blair
Dr# and Mrs# James W# Chapman
Mrs# John Y# Cr others
Miss Alice J. Fullerton
Miss Daisy F# Hendrix
Rev# and Mrs# P# Frederick Jansen
Rev# and Mrs# Kenneth P# MacDonald and 2 children
Rev# and Mrs# M# Harmer Patton and 2 children
Rev# and Mrs# William J# Smith

Missionaries Remaining for Service in Manila

Rev# H# Hugh Bousman
Rev# and Mrs# Ernest J# Frei and 2 children
Miss Frances V# V. Rodgers
Miss Ruth Swanson

You will notice that we have listed Rev# and Mrs# Joe B# Livesay and their
son as having arrived on April 21st# Mr# and Mrs# Livesay, as you know# had been in
Bohol during the whole period of the war# living in the interior# Dr# and Mrs# Harold
T# Baugh and Miss Merne N# Graham are still on that Island and we hope they will soon
be coming to America# Rev# Paul R# Lindholm also is still on the Island of Negros
and doubtless will be coming to America very soon#

We rejoice with you at the safe arrival of these friends and look forward
to seeing them and having them share with us their experiences during this long
separation#

With kindest regards, I am.

Yours sincerely,

J# L# Hooper



WhatDo You WantforEwha?

"As Ewha graduates weave into the fabric of Korean

civilization—through their homes, their professions, their

churches, and through other civic and social contacts and

activities—they will determine the nature of our nation and

our culture.”

—Dr. Helen K. Kim, President

Ewha Women’s University

Seoul, Korea



"The New Korea— liberated from the curse of Japanese domination

—pauses at the crossroads; she is trying to decide the pattern in which

to mold the new nation. If Korea should decide to be materialistic, then

it would mean that you have liberated another enemy in the conflict;

but, in case Korea decides to be and then becomes a Christian nation,

you will have an indispensable ally in your combat for world peace

both now and in the years to come.”

"The New Ewha must and does accept the challenge. Ewha graduates

in the past have made lasting contributions to Korean culture; and even

the Japanese officials had to acknowledge this fact. However great may
be the opportunities and responsibilities of the present and the future.

Ewha graduates will be called upon to take the lead.”

"We want Ewha to maintain forever her Christian character so as to

continue her forceful impact upon our national life. Our Board of

Managers, our faculty and I, as president, could have sold out the

college to non-Christian, rich people during the years of stress and

strain if we had not maintained the strong determination to hold on

to the spirit of Ew'ha’s founders and supporters—the Christian women
of North America. The daring, pioneering, and sacrificing spirit of

these founders of our beloved Ewha provided educational opportuni-

ties for Korean womanhood.

"We must provide a program of religious education for all of our

students to be attracted to the teachings of Christ and their eventual

commitment of their lives to a Christian civilization.



"We want Ewha to remain the Mecca of Learning and the training

center for women leaders in as many fields of service as possible.

"Therefore, after liberation, we started anew . . . offering work

on a university level in three schools: College of Liberal Arts,

College of Music and Fine Arts, and College of Medicine and

Pharmacy. In the Korean language, the terms for these three col-

leges are: Liberal Arts, Fine Arts, and the Healing Arts. Fine Arts

includes music and other forms of aesthetic culture; and the Healing

Arts prepare for humanitarian service in nursing, public health,

and various branches of medicine.”

Students may major in the following subjects: Languages and Litera-

ture, Home Economics, Education, Political Science, Physical Educa-

tion, Religious Education, and Social Service in the College of Liberal

Arts. Majors in the College of Music and Fine Arts include: Piano,

Violin, Voice, Public School Music, and Art. The College of Medicine

and Pharmacy offers majors in Medicine, Pharmacology, Public Health,

and Nursing.

What Ewha Needs Now
Faculty—Upon the liberation of Korea by the Allies, the Japanese per-

sonnel was removed from the highest positions. Many of the best

trained leaders desired to serve both their own country and that of the

governing power. Therefore, the University was opened on October

22, 1945, with an inadequate and overloaded staff whose sacrifices

are matched only by their loyalty to the ideals for which Ewha stands.

Dr. Kim’s absence at this difficult time is made possible by such devo-

tion as is exemplified in the acting president, Miss Emma Kim, who
is carrying the burden of administration together with the complete

cooperation of the Board of Managers of which Dr. J. S. Ryang is

the chairman.

The only Western woman friend of the University in Korea now is

Miss Constance Duncan, a member of the UNRRA staff and an

Australian. She has been coopted to help the Board of Managers.

While serving as Y.W.C.A. secretary in Kyoto, Miss Duncan spent

vacations in Korea and became a staunch promoter of Ewha College.

"Ewha needs to have all former American faculty members returned.

As soon as they can be recruited, we need at least one specialist for

each of our new courses: a professor of political science, an art teacher,

an instructor in social welfare work, a woman doctor having experience

in medical education, and a teacher of nursing education.”



Transportation—The confusion at the time of occupation crippled all

facilities. The complete breakdown of civilian transportation and the

delay in stabilizing currency in Korea have proved major problems.

"Faculty and students are walking from five to ten miles every day,

as there are no busses in operation and the campus is situated three

miles west of the city of Seoul. We need a truck to bring in food

supplies, fuel, and other materials as there is no public means of trans-

portation available to a private institution. Rice bags were gathered

up from different villages, some 100 miles away from Seoul, and

trucking had to be paid for at black market rates. We paid Y3,000

for one trip last fall which took three of our teachers a day there and

a day back, with a night on the way.’’

Equipment—The "Korean” language can now be used in schools and

in homes. "Our biggest problem is books. We can use books printed

in English—textbooks, reference works, professional periodicals for

the past ten years (because of restrictions on importing publications in

languages other than Japanese), and good magazines on cultural

subjects for the same period. An electric duplicating machine, perhaps

a Vari-Typer, would help us to supplement our lack of textbooks until

such a time as a normal supply may be printed.

"We need equipment of every kind—from a recording machine,

with blank records and play-back attachment for recordings to facilitate

the teachings of English and other subjects, to pins and needles. Our

typewriters need repairing and we need more of them. We need office

supplies of every type. We need every kind of equipment for athletics

because our gymnasium was stripped. There is not enough equipment

for the home economics work, including sewing machines and supplies

of every kind—from threads and needles to vats for dyeing.

"Pianos, violins and

other orchestral in-

struments are always

insufficient to care for

Ewha needs. Since the

work in art is new, we

lack paints for w-ater

color, pastel, oil and

other media, brushes

of every’ description,

paper of all kinds, can-



vas, easels, and mechanical drawing instruments. We need phono-

graphs, records, needles and albums, books, pictures and other aids

in a training program for the aesthetic arts.

"We need complete equipment for the hospital. Equipment of

every kind is needed for the teaching of scientific subjects in the

University. We need everything for the College of Medicine, includ-

ing raw drugs and chemicals for studying Pharmacology.”

"Our campus—located in a beautiful grove of pine trees— lies in a

valley west of the capital in a village now incorporated in the city of

Seoul. Only part of the original plan was completed. Now we must

finish that plan and build to care for the University as it exists today.

"Emergency measures may be necessary for the next year or two to

relieve the crowded conditions in our present plant which was built

to accommodate a student body of only five hundred girls. It is impos-

sible to estimate the cost of new buildings now; and it may be several

years before we can complete the building program that was prepared

when the college moved out from the city to the present site.

"We must plan for expansion to meet the challenge for the new Korea,

and the new Ewha, in a country freed from several decades of domina-

tion. . . . These needs may sound great. But they are modest compared



to the challenges that must be met, not only for Ewha Women’s Uni-

versity, but for our contribution as a free nation to the progress of

world civilization. . . . Not the presence of atomic energy, but our

failure to be and to act as serious Christians right now will be the

great threat to world peace.”

Completion of the campus—$1,000,000 is needed for buildings and

equipment.

Endowment is needed to safeguard operating expenses—$1,000,000.

The Historical Pageant of Ewha opened with a prologue: "The

first fifty years of the Christian education of women in Korea is thought

of as a river—beginning in a tiny spring into which brooks and streams

flow to make a mighty river.” Many are the dates depicted in this

colorful pageant presented in 1936 on Ewha's fiftieth birthday. But

there are other historic meetings which did not take place in Korea.

By their deeds—While a student at Ohio Wesleyan University, Miss

Helen Kim attended the General Executive Meeting of the W.F.M.S.

in Des Moines to present the work of her alma mater in Korea. From
day to day no opportunity was afforded for her presentation; finally

Miss Kim had to go back to school, but she left a written message:

"You have so many colleges in America. We have only one for girls

in our whole country. Won’t someone give us this land?” Miss Jean-

nette Walter, who had joined the college faculty in 1911 and became

principal of Ewha Haktang after Miss Frey’s death, read this earnest

message, rang the old Ewha dormitory bell, and sat down. That very

day an American lady and her two daughters, traveling in Korea, were

taken to the coveted site. They proposed to buy the land because they

saw what a separate college plant would mean to Korean womanhood.

A stone seat has been placed on the campus at Sinchon to commemorate

this gift of Mrs. Philip H. Gray of Detroit.

Symbolic of a life, dedicated to Christian education throughout the

world, is the administration building of Ewha Women’s University.

Pfeiffer Hall was made possible by the munificent gifts of a couple

whose name will long be remembered by students as they enter institu-

tions in many countries where the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pfeiffer

tried to make available an opportunity for a rich, full life. The vision

of the first president of Ewha College, the late Miss Lula E. Frey,

and the devoted years of service of Dr. Alice R. Appenzeller, president

emeritus, set an example. We face the task of carrying on these respon-

sibilities with a sense of deep humility.
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Ewha’s Glorious Record

First pupil taught in the home of a Methodist lady missionary.

Queen Min bestowed the name upon this first school for Korean

girls, Ewha Haktang.

Ewha High School was opened.

Primary and High School were given recognition by the Korean

Government.

Ewha College was founded.

First Commencement—a graduating class of three.

Kindergarten Normal Department was established.

Frey Hall — the first college building — was erected on the

campus in Seoul.

New site was purchased with a gift of an American friend.

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, became a cooperating

mission.

Literary and Music Departments obtained government recog-

nition; total enrollment was 70.

United Church of Canada Mission began cooperating in the

maintenance of the college.

Home Economics Department was established; first class in-

creased the enrollment of the college to 137.

Graduates to date—60; Koreans’ support of the budget—20%.
Less than 200 girls in all Korea were receiving a college edu-

cation.

Ewha, the only college for women in a country of 20,000,000

people.

Gift of $50,000 was received from a benevolent lady for the

first building at Sinchon.

Dedication of Pfeiffer, Case, and Thomas Halls; opening of

the college on the new campus.

Dedication of the Kindergarten, Dormitory, Home Manage-

ment House, and English House.

October 22, reopening of the college as Ewha Women’s Uni-

versity—the only university for Korean women, and the only

Christian college for women in Korea.

Fifty former students returned to complete their course which

had been interrupted by the war.

On opening day nearly 1,000 Freshmen entered the University

to pursue an education in a free atmosphere. Twice the normal

capacity was admitted to the dormitory and classrooms; but

the university was compelled to turn away hundreds of Korean
girls who were eager to study at Ewha.
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How Can You Help

?

Ewha Women’s University has many needs—both immediate and future.

Traditionally, this institution has opened her doors to rich and poor alike.

The new program calls for preparation, under Christian auspices, to serve

the new day in free Korea. Students, graduates, faculty, members of the

Board of Managers, parents’ associations, and both Korean and American

patrons are being asked to give of their talents and funds right now.

American faculty is needed

Professor of Political Science

Instructor in Fine Arts

Specialist in Social Welfare
Specialist in Physical Education,

a young woman active in sports

Woman doctor to teach medical sub-

jects in English

Teacher in Nursing Education
Supervisor for the Hospital

Instructor in Public Health

Transportation facilities needed immediately

Station wagon to transport the faculty

who reside in Seoul

School busses for students

Truck to transport school supplies, fuel

and food for the Dormitory
Automobile for the use of the staff

Equipment for general use is urgent

Books—both texts and reference

Cultural magazines (1936-1946)
Professional periodicals (old)

Typewriters, ribbons, carbon paper
Vari-Typer for duplicating material in

English language, stencils

Office supplies of all descriptions

Phonographs, supplied with needles

Classroom furniture needed right no
Folding chairs for classrooms

Recording machine (for audio-aid )

,

with blank records for recordings

Sets of records for the new method in

teaching foreign languages (Chi-
nese, English, Russian, and others)

Pens, pencils, ink, erasers, thumb tacks,

paper clips, paper of every kind

Blackboards, plain and colored chalk

Athletic and gymnasium equipment i

Everything is needed and at once for

the entire student body

Home Economics equipment urgently

Sewing machines, with attachments
Extra bobbins and needles (Singer)
Assorted sizes of cotton thread for sew-

ing, black and white

Musical equipment is needed

Pianos, organs, violins, strings

Band and orchestral instruments
Piano tuning kit

j needed right now
Phonographs, all types of records,

needles, albums, etc.

needed

Heavy-duty machines, several

Piece goods, both white and colored, in

cotton, rayon and woolen materials

Woolen yarn, dyeing materials, pins

Phonographs with all types of records,

needles, albums, and other supplies

Vocal and instrumental music

Art equipment is urgently needed
Paints and brushes for every media
All kinds of paper for art work
Canvas, modeling clay, other supplies

Scientific equipment is needed now
Complete equipment for the Hospital
Laboratory supplies and equipment

Easels, mechanical drawing instruments

Art books, magazines, pictures

Aids in teaching the aesthetic arts

Apparatus for physics and chemistry

Chemicals and raw drugs of every kind

Your pledge may be of two kinds: for yourself as an individual or for your

organization as a group. You may make a gift now or indicate what you

will undertake in the expansion program. Send your pledge or check to:

Mrs. J. M. Avann, representative of the Ewha College Cooperating Board,

Ewha College Promotion Office, 105 E. Houston Street, New York 2, N. Y.
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DR. PAULF. DOUGLASS.
PRESIDENT

DR. O. R. AVISON.
Secretary -Treasurer

~Jlu CLbu^tum czLtiend* ICctea

416 COLUMBIAN BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D. C.

January 26
, 1945

Dear Friends:

It is v/ith great pleasure that I send you a copy of the
enclosed endorsement of our efforts to insure the indepen-
dence of Korea.

All the Boards of Foreign Missions and all missionaries
working in Asia know that nothing less than the complete in-
dependence of our beloved Korea will make their work for the
Christianization of its People of avail. The Policy of the
Boards to avoid all entanglements in the political affairs
of the Mission lands was absolutely correct in the pre-war
times. At this time of crisis it seems entirely fitting
that the Boards should shelve their hands-off policy.

Korea’s independence is essential if its people are to
maintain their religious freedom, therefore, it is right for
missionaries to aid them now. This is the time when all
Christian people should unite with "The Christian Friends
of Korea" in their effort to secure this freedom for the op-
pressed people of Korea,

We feel that one of the best ways to help Korea is to
join this group of Americans and Canadians and thus let their
governments know that they will have the full support of the
Christian Churches in any movement looking to the restoration
of Korea’s freedom. After the war Korea will need Christian
missionaries to help organize the churches and schools and to
give sympathetic support to all measures for spiritual and
moral advancement.

A good deal of money is needed for the expenses of the
association. Any contribution above the annual dues will be
greatly appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

0 iPy
0^^

0. R. Avison
ORAigf
Enc

.
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Board of Foreign missions
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
156 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York

Gentlemen

:

After being in Seoul, Korea, for a little over a ween, 1 would like to
give you a short report about the state of the Church here, later we will sera you
a. more complete report, and will have Korean pastors send their report through this
office for faster delivery to you.

During the Japanese occupation in the oast years the churches were told
that they could have only one service a week, these services to .last not over one

hour, and all services were strictly censored. At tne start of each service alle-
giance was pledged to the Emperor hi bowing to the east . This was distasteful to

mos Korean Christians, and many stopped attending, wiany of the church buildings
were taken over by the police, and come were sold under the pressure for funds. The

schools were ordered to teach no religion in their curriculum, and the Bible nouses
were closed.

Recently eight Protestant churches united. Pressure was brought by the

Japanese to this end,. though it hod been the aesj.ee oi most churches to unite for

some time. Representatives were called, as*.ed to vote, and tne votes taken by the

Japanese. But the results of the voting were not made public, and the Japanese
appointed a, leader for the United Church. There :ls some question with many leaders

about his position, though all concede that he is a guoa man. rie agrees with th~

others that e new General Assembly should be held as soon as possible to draw up a

new constitution and to have a reflection . This office lies been in constant touch
with him, and he and his staff have given us valuable cooperation.

There is a question of some capable leaders who are in disfavor with tne

church because they were forced to cooperate with the police. V.hile they have the

best interests of the church at heart, their ministry cannot be- effective till they
have come again into the favor of the church people. There art aiso some jealousies
between some of the leaders that are detrimental to the best interests of the church.
These problems can be settled only when adequate help can be g-ven by missionaries
who know the situation and are trusted by Koreans.

The churches arc now increasing their programs as fast as possible, with
the encouragement of the occupational authorities. Attendance is on the increase,
and there is every reason to be optimistic about the outlook for the future. There
are still problems of immediate importance.

In the northern areas, occupied by Russian forces, the Koreans are under
tne severe handicap of rough treatment which is being given, many pastors have come
to ask if something could be done about that, but we have no control over the area.
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At the samt time, much of the support previously given to the Coi.imur.ist teaching

has been discredited by the actions of the Russian soldiers.

Church property, having been in the hands of the police in many cases,

needs to be straightened out. This can be finally accomplished only when those Vvho
"

have authority from the Boards can return.

The leaders of the church need advice and guidance from missionaries as

they hever have before. While they desire to maintain the United Church, they want
this help from the denominations previously represented in this field.

The leaders of the United Church, the previous leaders of the separate de-
nominations, and many others have been into this office for help. V.e have given
them the best we could, and will continue to do so. Still we are not capable of
giving the help they need, and have not the authority to do many of the things they
ask. We appreciate the welcome they have given us, and desire to help in any way v.e

can; but we are not qualified.

All church leaders are anxious for the return of former missionaries.
First they want the most experienced men who have guided the church in the past.
Then they feel that specialists in various fields, such as education and medicine,
are essential, v.e hope with them that these men can return as soon as possible.
Even if the men return at first without their wives, the work is sufficiently urgent
to warrant their temporary separation.

We will do what we can from this end to try to get military approval for
their return.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) HENRY V. LAviPE

C ha plain Section
XXIV Corps
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LETTER FROM ReV . kv ILL Ii.i.T C. KERR/
/

Dai Ichi Hotel
Tolfyo, Japan
December 30» 19^-5

Dear Dr. Hooper*

The ’•Report from Japan”, of which a copy has come to me, is such an
attractive booklet that I hardly recognize myself in the new dress. I am gratified,
of course, that the letters wnich I dashed off to you can have been of such use to

the church at large,

I am told that the average xmierican is apt to feel that, even though the
Japanese attitude may be such as I have presented it, still the Japanese are only
putting on an act in order to make the best they can out of a difficult situation.

I have found no reason yet to feel that the poeple here are doing one thing
and thinking anotner. The atmosphere is just too genuine to admit of that. I admit
tnat it might be hard to prove it scientifically without the us.> of the lie detector
or some such radical means. But the grett bulk of the people to whom I speak, whether
they understand the Japanese language or not, agree in thinking that this is not a

show. vVe realize very well that, if conditions become very much more difficult
before they begin to inprove, there might be a revulsion of fe ling. But we should
exoect that to be just as evident at th ^ present friendly attitude is.

Today I discussed tno matter with a Japanese lady, who has been prominent
in work for women, and her daughter, who has been approved for bringing eut a Japanese
edition of one of the most widely read of nmoricun magazines. They both told me
that I was not mistaken. The daughter keenly characterized the situation vinen she

said that her people are not subtle enough to put on such a show. They have only
b^on conquered this once. If they had been under the conqueror's heal as many times
as have some European countries they might have developed a technique for ingn ti: ting
the conqueror, intending to use him for wnat he is worth and then turn on him. But
the Japanese are too simple minded for this sort of thing. No, they both affirmed,
the Japanese people definitely want tne Americans to help them toward something
better than the estate into which thy have fallen, and they deeply appreciate any
help that can be given. One of tneir friends even went so far, they say, as to

advocate Japan's being made a dependency of some other country during the period of
tutelage*

I attended service again at Fujimicho church today, & couple of young
women approached me and ask.d mo whether I would not lead a Bible study and
discussion group avjry Sunday after the morning service. They and tneir friends,
studants in ana graduates of various women's collegs, had had such a me ting up
to th- time wl r started, but had not been able to continue it. Now they felt that
for their own s~k-*s, for eh- sakes of other friends who ware just beginning to take
an mt-rest in Christianity, and for the church itself, that group ought to be

r-viv.d. So perhaps I have b.,en getting an intorduction to that congregation after
el 1 J I told them that I would gladly help any Sundays that I might be in the city,

but th-.t a new assignment of work might send me over to Korea v-ry soon ( Well, they
would b glad for as many times as I could give them, and would I be prepared to
talk to them when they h ve their organizing meeting next Sunday? If thrre is such
<~n opportunity in that one church, the missionaries who come back here will be faced
witn th- problem, not of finding work to do, but of choosing among all the opportunit-
ies that will be open to them.
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j-i lady missionary of another denomination who stayed hero during the war

and who was interned in the same camp with Miss hells and burned out when hiss noils

was burned out, tolls mo of the reopening of a women 1 s Biblo Institute, of calls

upon her to teach Biblo Classes in various high schools, to say nothing of chances

to address groups of soldiers in the occupation forces; while u Japanese associate

has been invited out to centers in the country whore he has addressed me. tings of

ov.r a thousand on th: need for religion to help in the work of reconstruction.

Tnis missionary lady oubht to get back to the homeland for a while to refresh ner«*

self after all she has been through. But the very opportunities that thrust them-

selves on h.r, coupled with the plea of her home Board that she hold on until some-

one can gat out to take hold of things, ke.os her at her post even when she could

gjt transportation any time she might want it. Well, just look at our Miss Wells,
who is doing the same sort of thing away down at the othr end of t he island, with
no idea at all of leaving the post tint is so full of privilege right now. By the

way, I understand that Dr. Buchanan saw her on his recent trip to Yamuguchi, hut I

h..v. had no chance to sou him since his return.

The pastor at Fujimicho has preached the past two Sundays on the words of

Isaiah in chapters 62 and 63 of his prophecy. He has been drawing m^ny a parallel
between ancient Israel and the Japan of today, Tokyo, too, lies in ruins. The

country pays for its mistakes. But "in all their affliction he "was afflicted, and
the angel of his presence saved tnom: in his love end in his pity he redeemed them."

And what he did for ancient Israel he can do for modern Japan, The same promise
is repeated in the New Testament, and was carried out abundantly in the life of the
Apostle Paul • But God is not to be left to initiate the idea and to carry it out
all by hinself, " I have set watchmen upon thy walls, 0 Jerusalem; they shall never
hold tne ir p~~cj da y nor night; ye that are Jehovah’s remembrancers, take ye no rest,
and give him no rest, till h. establish, and till he make Jerusalem a praise in the
earth", It is a c^ll to intercessory pr

.

y.-r, where God wants his follow. rs to work
with h m for wh t is dear to tneir hearts and to his also, And so, at the end of
one year tnat has been full of tragedy, and at the beginning of a new y. ar that can
b- full of hope becc use God is there, Isaiah has this message for modern Japan as he

hud for his own people so long ago,

Christmas is over, and tn. New Year is close at hand, I must mention the
thr-.e renditions of the Messiah by a large group of Japanese along with inra rican
soldiers. Two of nnos. were given in the auditorium of the Imperial University,
and th last on. in th- large hall in Bibiya park. Dr. Kugawa made an ..ddress in
the University auditorium as a part of th. r.ligious service in which the Messiah
w .s included* It w. s lmost unbelievable th; t those two nationalities could unite
so soon after th. w r, and on a campus w’n..re v. ry different sentiments hud been
utt.r d just a short time before, in so beautiful a service and with so finished a

rendition. I confess to not being too enthusiastic about oratorio music, but I

went twic. ana I was lifted off my feat both times.

a Japanese working in my office said to me with reference to the previous
Surd, y, " I had such a good time at church yost.rd. y. We had communion. I have
never seen so many in attendance be for.. • There were six people there whose arms
w.r.. wrapped in bandages **** I must not be a ’rice Christian' in days like these".
And, later, "Merry Christnu. s. I wish te bo born again."

When Dr. Kagawa’s secretary cameto visit me the ether day I took occasion
to ask him ..bout some of the cha rges th. t h..ve been made recently against Dr. Kugawa.
He said that it w s quite true that Dr. Kugawa hud condemened th.. bombing, of non—
coub t-.nta by the aiii.ricm forces, but th' t he hud just us vigorously condemned
atrocities on the part of Japanese troops, and had boon in tne hands of the gend; rrnes
as a consequence, and questioned ov.r a period of several days, ^fter that he was
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/ asked not to hold nuttings outside of his church, but the government did nothing
further against him because of the osteon in which the people hold him# Even during
tho period of his detention he was able to bring a message to his captors and
influence son: of them to tho point whore they wanted to give up the work th-y w.ro
doing# In answer to tho charge that Dr# Kngawa had been s not to tho Philippines on
a propaganda mission, ho categorically stated that no visit had been made th re since

1936* Other points war. brought up and discussed, but after all, affidavits are
really necessary whon it comes to discussing specific charg.s. I simply bring up
tneso two samples of what was talked about to show how 01 sily stories nsy b- distorted
and harm done by giving only one side of a story. Dr. Kaguwa is engaged in half a

dozen big movements now aimed at the reconstruction of the country, and it is to

be nop-d tln.t his usefulness will net be impaired by one-sided accounts when his
country needs him so much and when his whole life gives testimony in his favor.

Several people recently returned from Korea have told me of the difficulties
through which the Japanese residents thore have been passing# The Japanese .opul -

tion of Seoul has been reduced to a small fraction of what it was before, and it

may bv nurd for even this small number to hold out against th- Koreans wish that
they leave. ** v^ry uncomfortable sort of rain has been falling on the just arid tho

unjust alike. Too many of then have found ti.ings not much better at this end. One

man, an assistant prof-ssor in the Imperial University in Seoul, got back hero to

find that his parents* houss had b.on burned down and his wife’s parents had had to

sacrifice their nome for th. construction of a firebreak by the city.

.*11 the Japanese churches in Seoul except one are said to be housing
Korean congregations now. The Japanese YMC*. is being used as a dormitory by the

occupations forces. The Secrotary, back in this country just a few days, finds his
hopa to be taken on by the Tokyo association blocked by the fact th. t the building
here is also needed by the Ellies. Japanese returning fro n Korea arc; allowed to

tako out just exactly what the Japanese authorities allowed .aioricun internees to

bring out in 19ii2, -one thousand yen in cash and as much in the way of personal
goods as they could carry with thorn. But we were escorted out in fairly cov.fortab.le

day coaches, while tn o large number of Japanese refugees w.r- herded in any kind of

cir that could be commandeered in order to get them down to Fusan, whero for a while

it was necessary to wait around the station for several days before th could find

space on the steamer to carry them across trie Straits.

Word still does not cono to no as to what my new assignment of work is to

be, but I have some reason to hops that tne long deferred trip to Korea may not be

too far off now. I nay be doing work that will causs me to divide my time between
Japan and Korea. I have been transferred to General Headquarters, but still
unassigned. My new -*P0 number is only tentative until the decision is reiched.
Meantime mail sent by the following number will be taken care of for me#

,*P0 500 CI&E Section, GHQ SCHP % P.M., S.F.

My kindest regards to all. It is still a privilege to be out here, end I

hope it will rut be too long until others will ba able to coma out.

Very sincerely

».illiam C. Kerr



LETTER FRO - REV. <vILLIAM C. KEnR

Tokyo, Japan

Dec. U, I9I45

Dear Dr. Hooper:-

No word has come to me as yet about getting to Korea, so I am still at

work here and using odd moments to get in touch with people. I am now the proud

possessor of a typewriter which one of the men did not want to take back to the

States with him, so perhaps my writing will be a little more legible,

I>'jy latest visit has been with Mr. Miyoshi, pastor of the Fujimi Cho Church,

the one which owed so much to Dr. Uemura. On Sunday I attended service there, and

last evening he came to see me at the University Club.

He looks considerably older than when I saw him last, and doubtless there
is quite sufficient reason for this. While the congregation in his church was
considerably larger than what I had found in Osaka, it was still far below what it

used to be. The church is intact. The fires came rather close, but didn’t quite
reach it. However, many of the church families have lost their homes and are now
with relatives out in the country. As the members of the church are largely of the
white-collar class, they find themselves in difficulties because of the inflation.
Many articles and many kinds of food are not obtainable even to those who have the
money. Mr. Miyoshi spoke especially of the inability to get salt, and of how insipid
the food is because of this lack.

He agrees with all the others I have talked to that the missionaries will
be welcome as soon as they can get back here. Among the types of work to do he

mentions education above social service. He would like to see a Christian university
that would match tne Imperial University, and give to education in Japan the moral
and religious basis that Japan so much needs at this time of crisis and opportunity.

Christianity must take the lead. Buddhism is no more and no less than it
was before. In fact, it is handicapped by quarrels with Shintoism, and has again
come to be looked on as a foreign importation, long ago though it was that it made
its entrance into Japan. Patriotic Shintoism has lost government support. Sectarian
Shinto is childish and superstitious. The; military gave some support to Mohammedanism,
hoping thereby to get the cooperation of some of the other Asiatic peoples in setting
up their regime in Asia, but with the incentive the effort is gone. The field belongs
to Christianity, if it can but measure up to the opportunity. To qualify, it must
not neglect education. Education is further needed to make democracy known and
workable in Japan.

America at one time used Boxer Indemnity money in China to help China
itself through education. Might it not just be possible that something of the sort
could happen in Japan?

Social service? Of course, Japan needs more and better hospitals, like
St. Luke’s. And the serving of the people through such institutions would be a far
better method than the indiscriminate distribution of food, difficult though the
food situation is.

But direct evangelism needs the service of missionaries too. Let the old-
timers come out. And let new blood come out, too. Let American representatives who
have a real sympathy for Japan come out and just live here, carrying on as doctors,
or teachers, or nurses, or anything,- just to show what tne r~al Christian life is.
There will be no hatred to meet, but a cordial welcome.
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Yes, all types of evangelism, and with no special change from the way in

which it was carried on before. But let tnere be as little sectarianism as possible.
The United Church will probably last# Its organization is still to be worked out,
but to Mr. Miyoshi’s way of thinking it should be niddle-of-the-road, between the
completely independent system and the episcopal system. It will become more democratic
as democracy comes to be the way of life in the nation. To be sure, it has not been
able to work out a creed as yet, but this will come. There are those who opoose the
union, of course, and would break it down. But the challenge is so great that
Christianity must act as a unit.

The Christian Church in Japan has suffered losses, but it has not fallen
down. By next spring we can look forward to seeing the rising of new life in it.
Making Japanese into Cnristians is the great task, and the church must not fail to
meet it. Let the missionaries cone back to take part in the great task. Christ’s
name is to be the passport of the future.

So spoke Mr. Miyoshi. In some details he may differ from others. Tnere
are many who think the Union will not last. Some oppose it because they want a

creed and some opoose it because they don’t want a creed. But in general tne Christ-
ians certainly realize that the chance of a lifetime, the chance of an t.ra, perhaps
the chance of an eternity lies before the Christian Church at this present moment.
And they want the help of the infest in meeting an opportunity that is here now, even
though no one dreamed of its possibility even a few months ago.

Mr. Miyoshi had word about Hokusai Girls’ School. It was almost closed,

and did not even tako in any new students last year. But it is going to do so this
coming spring. It is going to add a Junior College department (Summon Gekko) to its

pr 5 sent organization. The Department of Education has already approved of this new
development. Meantime, it is out of its own buildings, which were tak^n over to be

an American Military Hospital. At least, that is the report as it has come. The

military authorities did not realize it was a Mission School when they accepted its

shelter, or they might have refused it. The school is now using some primary school

buildings instead.

I asked Mr. Miyoshi whether ho knew what tne United Church had done with
the Mission property, of which it became the custodian recognized by the government.

He said he did not know, but he had no idea that any other disposition had been made

of it. Even though it may have been in certain cases, ho feels that it will certainly
be restored. I must find out about this soon. A visit to the Church headquarters
should give me the information. I just have not found the time to get there yet
when anyone would be in his office. I am interested, of course, not only as a member

of thu. Mission but because the residence in which I lived in Seoul was also in this

same corporation.

Mr. Miyoshi and Mrs. Miyoshi as well, sends best regards to Hiss Monk, the

Reischauors, and all the others with whom he has had associations in the past*

I think I reported in a previous letter that the Kobokan had been destroyed.
That is not true. It is uninjured, and is carrying on a splendid work at the present

ti .e, I am told by Mr. Russell Durgin and others. An institution like that could bo

the basis for starting relief work on a larger scale, to make some impression on the

tremendous need thut there is at the present time, no thought the disaster at the

time of the Great Earthquake was tremendous. That damage has been completely dwarfed

by what has happened this time. Can’t we see to it that the oncoming generation has

the vitamins and the other care tnat th...y will need if they are to do what their
country will need of them wnen it comes their turn to curry on? Military Government
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has a clear idea of the food needs of the country, and there are indications that the

Japanese Government will receive cooperation when it comes to trying to find food

during this coming critical period until the economy of the country comes back to

normal again.

Mr* Sacon, formerly of Aoyama Theological Seminary, and now of the United
Theological Seminary, put into clear relief the call for Christian Missions to put

some of its first efforts into social service. He says that, if the West helps the

Japanese to raise new churches in the midst of the universal ruin, there will be a

great deal of resentment, and the Church’s opportunity might easily be lost, as it is

seen to be the object of favoritism. But if the Western Cburch will do something at

first from which the whole population, or at least a cross-section of the entire

population, can benefit, then afterward help can be given directly to the Christian
body witnout arousing any feeling that the Christians here are tho special pets of

the West and so fit objects for suspicion. ^ very wise and sage remark, that,- and
thoroughly humanitarian and in line with the mind of Christ, I feel sure.

Again and again comes the testimony that Japan has achieved freedom through
defeat. It was a cruel dilemma that the Japanese nation faced, actually. Victory
would mean still greater enslavement for the masses. Defeat meant all sorts of
suffering. But of the two, defeat seems now really to be the lesser evil. The

military are out of the wray, or on the way out, and the people are glad. They
trusted them before. Now tncy know that they were badly deceived, and the resent-
ment that one would expect to be turned against the occupying forces seems rather to

be turned against their former le-d^rs.

But what terror there was in the countryside when the military leaders told
the people of the massacres and the other forms of barbarism that were to follow
invasion. I heard this story of one family, and it is said to be representative of

many. When this family neard that the invasion was near, they put on th^ir ceremonial

clothes, sat down in a circle with their ancestral tablets in their midst, and then
waited for massacre at the hands of the invading American troops l One can see some
reason for the. welcome the Americans have received, when he pictures the relief that
cane with the dissipation of those awful fears.

The other day I had a conference with the Minister of Education, Vmen I

asked him at the end for a message to the American Church, he said what so many others
have said. "Let the missionaries cone, especially for social service and educational
work. And there will not be any personal animosity against them”.

Hr. j*riyoshi, formerly Vice-Governor General of Korea, and more recently
Governor of Kanagawa prefecture and Mayor of Yokohama, and now member of the House
of peers, was kind enough to cull on me a couple of days ago. I well remember the
ti ie when he stood in the pulpit of the Japanese Presbyterian Church in Seoul at the
time of its dedication, and preached a sermon based on the account of Solomon’s
dedication of tne temple he had erected. He has been on the Boards of Ferris Academy
in Yokohama and of Kobe College, and reports that they are both doing well. I was
not altogether suprised when he remarked that he was afraid America did not understand
whu-t Japan had actually done for Korea in the way of develppment. I replied to Mr.
ja.riyoshi that we were fully aware of the improvements that had come in Korea through
Japanese rule there, and that we gave Japan credit for this; but that the thing we
could not stomach was the way in which officials, subsequent to him, had made a

veritable prison-house of the whole country. i.nd I particularly spoke of General
Minami in this connection. His head hung down as he acknowledged that this was the
case, and tnere was no further effort on his part, to stand up for the administration
over there. If all the officials there had been like him and like Viscount Saito,
things might have been different.
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I have at last heard from Miss Wells. I enclose her letter to tie. I had
pictured her as isolated down in her corner of the country, undergoing, all sorts of
hardships, and practically beyond the r^ach of mail. And now I find that the reason
why her answer cane so late is that she has been too busy to write l So I think that
we can set our minds at rest so far as she is concerned, save that she certainly must
be in need of clothes.

But this letter has gotten out of hand, and I must bring it to a close.
One of those days I may make a sudden departure for Korea, I should be very happy
to stay on here in some capacity, and keep in touch with these people and send back
such information as would be of interest. But I think that the main story has been
told now, and the main picture drawn; and if I do leave here for other parts perhaps
there will be things of interest there to toll and pictures to draw. Meantime, so

long as I am here, I shall keep eyes and ears open. I can see how difficult it would
be for an independent civilian to live here with things as they are. u. good part of
the day might go just to finding the necessities of life, and that in competition
with other people who need those very articles. Lodging and food problems are matters
that must be seriously studied before individuals come back here to st- rt houskeeping
again. There are these and other difficulties. But I do hope that the answer to

such matters will be found soon, and the trek back here can be begun again.

f*gain I sond greetings to the good friends in the Board and in the Church
at home.

Very sincerely

WILLL-M C. KERR



LETTER FRO: REV. WILLInH C. KE.RR

Tokyo, Japan
December 9, 19^5

Dear Dr, Hooper

i

Another Sunday in Tokyo. This morning I made my way up to the front of
the Pajace, then along the most to the north, on beyond the Yasukuni Shrine where
those who die for the nation are apotheosized, to Fujimi Cho Church which I had

attended the Sunday before.

Mr. Miyoshi preached on the subject of "Faith.'’ It was not a popular talk
on some passing matter of the day, but dealt with the eternal verities, following the

tradition of that Church from the days of Dr. Uemura, The service was followed with
the celebration of the Communion. The sun broke through the morning clouds and

came in through the eastern windows just as this part of the service began. There
was I, a member of the nation with which Japan had been at war less than four months
ago, joining in the Communion service with fellow Christians from whom years of war
had separated us, but with whom we could once more be at fellowship. I felt sure
that it had not been these people who had willed that war should come to break that
Fellowship for a time.

Only yesterday had been the anniversary of Pearl Harbor, and my thoughts
went back to the way in which I had been taken off for six months of internment that
day four years ago. Just the day before that fatal day, I had joined in a similar
service with Japanese fellow-Christians in Seoul. What has come between has been a

strange interlude, Row it is over, and broken ties can be mended again*

In the congregation there were also two Nisei G.I.s from Denver/ When I

met them after the service they told me how they had found Christ since entering the

Army. Now they are full of an enthusiasm that puts me to shame. They had been to
a Bible Class somewhere else. They told me of a prayer service each Tuesday night
in one of the buildings used by the Allies, and of a preaching service down, on the

Ginza each Saturday night, and from the tone of their voices you could feel that
they can hardly wait until the next of those meetings comes. So that is what life
in the Army had done for two young G.I.s,

This afternoon I took a couple of hours for a Gimburi. Whether they still
call it that I do not know. It used to be the word for a "stroll down the Ginza,"
Whether the same name is used or not, the strollers were so numerous today that it
was hard to make one’s way. All along the curb are venders of war.s too numerous to
mention. It would look as though there was no want here. But many of those goods
do not bear too critical an inspection* and the prices on them are terrific,, judged
by former standards.. Ten yen bills were being handed about where I should have
expected to see the one yen brand, and hundred yen bills where I should have expect-
ed to see tens. G.I.s were numerous among the crowds, getting hold of what might
serve as Christmas presents if they could but get them back to the homeland in time,

I went past the Kyobunkwan building that houses the Christian Literature
Society and the Bible Society. While it looks a little the worse for wear, it is

still intact save for a few windows. Closed today, those doors will be open tomorrow,
for the two institutions have been able to carry on their work in spits of the
devastation wrought around them.
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No word has come to me as yet about getting ov„r to Korea, But a Mr. Kim
who has boon with the Survey got his transfer to the Department to which Dr. Underwood
belongs, and took the plane for Seoul today. Perhaps my turn may com^ b-fore long.

Mr. Kim and his wife have been in the States, but most of his family aro in Korea.

Letters addressed to Generals nodge and Arnold, asking them to find out about the

family, brought an investigation and the report that they were all right* Mr. Kim
was greatly touched at this attention given to his request, to say nothing of being
relieved by the answer that came.

k Nisei G. I. walked down in front of Headquarters the other day with his
arm about the shoulder of a middle-aged woman who had on her face a smile that
bolonged to another world. Many such touching reunions are being achieved these days.

The Nisei, who might possibly have bean looked on as traitors, are getting fully as

good a welcome as the rest of the Americans, and maybe just a little better, especially
when they locate relatives#

Very sincerely.

William C. K~rr



LETTER Fi.O. i REV . WILLIE C. KERR

Tokyo, Japan
Dece nber 16, 19^5

Dear Dr. Hooper:

It is just one week until Christmas. Our dining room in this building is

already gay with several decorated trees and many festoons, Christmas greetings

hang over the entrances to the office buildings that our Forces occupy. Christmas

freedom is one of the many freedoms which an coming to this land. Yes, the day has

been a public holiday before. But in order to take all the joy out of it, several

years ago emphasis was put on the fact that it was th^ anniversary of tne death of

the previous emperor. From that point on, it was easy to go so far as to forbid any

activities of joy on that day, - and that fitted in exactly with th= desires of the

extremists, to put obstacles in the way of anything distinctively Christian,
But the G.I.’s won’t be bothered by the fact that it is the anniversary

of somebody's death, no matter how eminent that person may nave been. Ana Japan

will swing along in their train, already choruses are practising to render the

Mossiah. would that all the celebration of the day would be along the line of
remembering its ret 1 meaning. No, the birth of the Prince of Peace will not be

forgotten, any more than it will be forgotten in any community in tne hone-land, no

mor^ and no 1-ss. But even tnough tnere will not be direct recognition all along
the line of the One to whom we are indebted for this gr-atest of ell Birthdays, the

fact that all true Freedom stems fro a that day will be shown befor , the Japanese
people in a multitude of ways, And many of the Japanese themselves, who know what
tho day really stands for, will make up for the frustrations of the Twenty-Fifth days
of the Decembers of the past f_w years.

I am just back from a concert given by the Nippon Philharmonic Orchestra,
Renditions of Shostakowitch, Mendelssohn and Smetana were given in masterly fashion
in tho hibiya Public Hall, How did I happen to be there? As I came out of the

office building at five o’clock in the gathering dusk of tho evening, -with the last
tints of a glorious sunset just fading from the western sky, to to succjodod by the
loss or brilliance of th~ full moon as soon as our eyes could get us-d to it, I found
a Japanese student walking along at my side. That was nothing unusual. Other people
were walking along in the s-me direction. But I felt that tnis one was keeping pace
with mo, as thougn he would welcome an approach from me. I confess that I was tired
after th^ day’s work, and hesitated to start a conversation which might involve me
for the r^-st of th- evening. But while I put off doing what my heart told me I

should do, he started to speak, and in good English.
''Good evening sir. Are you going to h-ar the concert?" (for at that point

on my way back for tiinn;r I was nead^d in the direction of th- Hall), ''You're not?
I am going, and I have an extra ticket which I should like to use for you. hill you
go with me, or is it inconvenient for you?" "Do you really want me to go? Is there
not someone else for whom you were intending to use the ticket?" "if you cun go, I

w~nt to use it for you". Well, it was a minor matter that, if I went to that
concert I should got back to the billeting place too late for dinner, H~re was sn
offer from the heart, and I had not heard such music for a good while. So I walked
down that street straight to the Hall, instead of turning off where I usually do, and
hud an hour and a half of pure delight, And that is the sort of unexpected kindness
that multitudes of the members of the forces of the conquering nations are meeting
with -v^ry day in this land of surprises.

Last Sunday I went to a Methodist church about an hour’s ride from here,
for the friend, to whose homo I had gone after ds rk some days befor-, was giving me
another chance to see his home by daylight, and so had invited me to meet him at
that church and tn^n go home with him for the noon meal. The church is in a remodeled
home. It was intact, though devastation reigned not ft r away. The set.ting capacity
was not large, but it was practically all occupied. The pastor took the vivid picture
in the fifth chapter of The Revelation, of the book sealed with seven seals which the
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Lamb was to open. There were two facets to his semen on "When the Saviour C ernes",

one looking toward Christinas and the other to what is ahead of Japan in these days

of reconstruction. It was not surprising to have him take that apocalyptic picture.

How often the minds of those familiar with that Book must have turned to those
pict'ures of judgment, when the heavens above them were filled with the whirr of the

engines of destruction, and an almost unquenchable rain of fire was descending on

them, and they had nowhere to escape l But that scene is in the past now, and, if

there is any reason why these people are glad in the very face of defeat, it is

because they no longer have to fear that baptism of fire from the skies. The pastor
brought the picture of judgment down to touch the life of the individual there before
him and to touch the life of the nation which must find a new basis for life out in

the future, And for individual and nation, the answer is in the one whose coming
is to be celebrated so soon now. Will the new Japan give Him the place that the

militarists were terrified to give Him for fear their whole system would topple to

the ground? Maybe more- nearts than ever before are ready to give Him a cnance now,

when all otner foundations have melted away beneath their feet. Th„ Church of
Christ must not fail them now.

The season's greetings to you, to the Board, to the Church. May America,

too, open hearts wide to give entrance to the Prince of Peace#

Very sincerely

William C. Kerr



LETTER FROM DR. JOhN D. BIGGER

Seoul, Korea
December 27, 19^5

Dear Dr* Hooper*

The trip to Seoul was uneventful. We left Manila Wednesday at mid-night,

arrived in Yokohama Thursday at Us 3° p*m,, spent the night there, left at 5 a «m, and

arrived in Seoul Friday at U p»M. They put me up for the night at the transients

officers’ club# and I came over to contact Dr, Horace H. Underwood Sat, A,M,
Without having time to talk things over with him, he took me in to meet

Gen. Arnold, then General nodge. They evidently had the idea that I was coming up

here to stay and had already assigned me a desk in the Bureau of Public Health and

Welfare* The Colonel in charge of this department seems to ?e a very fine man and

has pretty well organized his department, but he received his orders today and

expects to leave in a day or two for home.

He seems to think that I will be a big help, as advisor, in carrying out

his plans. This puts me in a very difficult position as I had expected, from what
Chaplain Bennet wrote me, that I was coming to make a short inspection of conditions,

then return to my work in the Philippines,
As for the relief work in the Philippine Islands, Roy Bell had it pretty

well in hand and we had distributed all the units that were sent out from New York,

and most of the hospital supplies had been given out or assigned before I left.

At present Mr. Bell has been spending his time in taking Mr. Steele around
to meet different military men who have the disposal and sale of surplus war material
At present there is very little available material unless a good price is paid for it

The Seventh Day adventists have purchased two 225 hod hospital units at
the regular price- and the Mary Knoll Mission another.

The U*N.R.R.A* havo purchased ten more units of 250-500 and 1000 bed
capacity for China. If there is anyone responsible to receive any of these units
among the mission hospitals they stand a good chance of receiving some help, free,

from these supplies.
On leaving Manila I asked Mr. Steele, "What shall I do in case I should be

csked to work h^re." he said that I should use my own judgment as to whether I am
needed more in Korea than in the Philippines. The different Mission Boards working
in the Philippine Islands already have their own agents on the field and looking
after their work and distributing relief supplies assigned to their fields,

I hoped to get to all four of our hospitals thero. At present Dr. Carson
is looking after, the hospital at Dumaguete.

The doctor at Tagbilaran is ready to go to work as soon as one of our units
gets there. The doctor at Tacloban is now running a small hospital near by. The
mission hospital is rented to the provincial Gov. for six months. The Milwaukee
hospital is completely destroyed and no available doctor there to start work.

As there is no immediate need for me to return to Manila, I think that I

will stay h^ro for a fww days to see how things work out.
Below is a survey of our mission property which Koreans, who have recently

been to the different stations, have reported to me.
The Japanese Government seems to have sold a good deal of our institutional

property to individuals and deposited the money in the Bank of Chosen,
Missionary personal property in most places was all auctioned off and

money deposited in the Bank of Chosen, According to reports th^reis no furniture of
any kind left in any missionaries’ homes,
Syenchun

Houses stripped, some of the compound used by Korean School,
Hospital, sold to Korean Red Cross but is being run by Dr, Ryn, co-worker
with Dr. Smith-. The hospital' is short of supplies.
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Pyongyang - Reported in fine shape, full operation and staff, 70 nurses:
College dorm that was loaned to the hospital is now used as nurses' hone.
The girls' school (Miss Snook) dormitory is being used by the hospital for
internal medicine and pediatric patients.
The other buildings of the girls1 school are being used by Provincial
Girls' School.
The college is being used by Russion Army.
The women's Bible Institute is used by cloth factory.

One home used by Lawyer Pok.

Others were used by Japanese, now empty.
Foreign scnool and dormitory used by volunteer army.

Seoul, most of property intact.
2 houses habitable. Dr. Underwood bought furniture for one.

Dr. Underwood has already written to you about conditions here.
Chairyung

Hospital still running. It was sold before the war.
Residences in rather bad shape.

Chungju
Government school is using the hospital; houses stripped but in fair
condition.

Andong

Taiku
Hospital is being used for school girls' dormitory houses.

Hospital running. Supt. Dr. Chung formerly from Pyongyang | hospital short
of funds and has received help from U.S. Army.
Houses being occupied by Korean military.
Leprosarium, taken over by Provincial Government and receiving some help
from the U.S.A. (All the Leprosaria are taken over and run by Provincial
or National Government under the Army.)
Severance nospital is badly run down. Tney have received a little help
from the U.S. it. They asked me to be on their Board of Directors and also
to teach medical Ethics to th~ students, I have not answered them yet.

Dr. Underwood seems to be very much in demand by everyone as a consultant.

Sincerely yours,

John D. Bigger

p.S. Every Korean I have met requests all missionaries to come back. There is much
doubt whethar the United Church will survive. The majority of laymen are for

it but most pastors against.
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December 27, 1945

Dear Friends:

The time has come,

for all missionaries to

people are appealing to

ly, to return to Korea,

of Christianity. This

now

.

after a long period of waiting,

return to Korea. The Korean

their American friends, profound-

to make possible the resurrection

resurrection must be brought forth

as we all know, Korea has suffered untold pain and

degradation for the past forty veers, at the hands of the

Japanese. Jith the abolition of her independence came

the persecution of Christianity. Irrespective, Christian-

ity continued to live in the hearts of these undaunted

peoples

.

Today Korea is a controversial subject between

Russia and the United States of America. If the Ameri-

can Military Government should withdraw from Korea, the

infiltration of communistic ideology will be acutely

imminent. In view of this significance, it is conceivable

that missionary work will be hindered to a great extent.

Therefore, the Koreans want their American friends to

return to Korea, as it is felt their presence would be a

deciding factor in the resurrection of Christianity.

Sincerely yours,

0 . R . av i s o n



LETTER FROiU ReV . WILLIl.ii C, KERR

D&i Ichi Hotel
Tokyo, Japan
December JO, 19li5

Dear Dr; Hooper:

The "Report from Japan", of which a copy has come to me, is such an
attractive booklet that I hardly recognize myself in the now dress* I am gratified,
of course, that the letters which I dashed off to you can have been of such use to

the church at large*

I am told that the average xunerican is apt to feel that, even though the
Japanese attitude may be such as I have presented it, still the Japanese are only
putting on an act in order to make the best they can out of a difficult situation*

I have found no reason yet to feel that the poeple here aro doing one thing
and thinking another. The atmosphere is just too genuine to admit of that. I admit
that it might be hard to prove it scientifically without the use of the lie detector
or some such radical means* But the greet bulk of the people to whom I speak, whether
they understand the Japanese language or not, agree in thinking that this is not a

show. We realize very well that, if conditions become very much more difficult
before they begin to improve, there might be a revulsion of foiling. But we should
expect that to be just as evident at th present friendly attitude is*

Today I discussed the matter with a Japanese lady, who has been prominent
in work for women, and h-r daughter, who has been approved for bringing out a Japanese
edition of one of the most widely read of American magazines* Th^y both told mo
that I was not mistaken. The daughter keenly charact . riz ed the situation when she

said that her people are not subtle enough to put on such a show. They have only
boon conquered this once. If they had been under the conqueror's heal as many times
as have some European countries they might have developed a technique for ingr. ti: ting
the conqueror, intending to usa him for what he is worth and then turn on him. But

tho Japanese are too simple minded for this sort of thing. No, they both affirmed,
the Japanese people definitely -want tn~ ijne ricans to help them toward something
better than the estate into which th.y have fallen, and they d.^ply appreciate any
help that can be given. One of their friends even went so far, they say, as to

advocate Japan’s being made a dependency of some other country during tin period of
tutelage.

I attended service again at Fujimicho church today, a couple of young
women approached me and ask-d me whether I would not load a Bible study and

discussion group every Sunday after the morning service. They and tneir friends,

stud ;nts in ana graduates of vt rious women’ s colleges, had had such a meeting up

to th- time war started, but had not b.,en able to continue it. Now they felt that
for their own s-kes, for eh- sukes of other friends who wore just beginning to t-ke
an mt rest in Christianity, and for the church itself, that group ought to be

r~viv-d. So perht ps I have been getting an intorduction to that congregation fter
a 1 1 1 I told th-m that I would gladly help any Sundays that I might be in the city,

but th-t a new assignment of work might send me over to Korea very soon. Well, they
would b. glad for as many times as I could give them, and would I be prepared to

talk to them when they h: ve their organizing meeting next Sunday? If there is such
an opportunity in that one church, the missionaries who come back here will be faced
witn th- problem, not of finding work to do, but of choosing among all the opportunit-
ies that will ba open to them.



ji lady missionary of another denomination who stayed hero during tho war

and who was internod in tho same camp with Miss hells and burned out when Hiss wells

was burned out, tolls mo of the reopening of a women’s Bible Institute, of calls

upon her to teach Bible Classes in various high schools, to say nothing of chances

to address groups of soldiers in the occupation forces; while a Japanese associate

has been invited out to centers in the country where he has addressed me- tings of

ovn a thousand on th; need for religion to help in the work of reconstruction.

This missionary lady oubht to get back to the homeland for a while to refresh her-
self after all she has be ,-n through. But the very opportunities that thrust them-
selves on h.r, coupled with the plea of h*r honu> Board that she hold on until some-

one can got out to take hold of things, ke*ps her at her post even when she could

g*t transportation any time she might want it. Well, just look at our Miss Wells,
who is doing tho same sort of thing away down at the other end of t he isl-na, with
no idea ut all of leaving the post that is so full of privilege right now. By the

way, I und*.rst-nd that Dr. Buchanan saw her on his recent trip to Yamaguchi, but I

h-v* had no chance to se. him since his return.

The pastor at Fujimicho has preached the past two Sundays on the words of
Isaiah in chapters 62 and 63 of his prophecy. He has been drawing many a parallel
between ancient Israel and the Japan of today, Tokyo, too, lies in ruins. The

country pays for its mistakes. But ''in all their affliction he was -fflietod, and
the angel of his presence saved them: in his love end in his pity he redeemed them."
itfia wh-t he did for ancient Israel he can do for modern Japan. The same promise
is repeated in the New Testament, and was carried out abundantly in the life of the

apostle Paul • But God is not to be left to initiate the idea and to carry it out
all by hi ns elf. "I have set watchmen upon thy walls, 0 Jerusalem; they sh: 11 never
hold truir p^cj d.y nor night; ye th- t are Jehovah’s remembrancers, take ye no rest,
and giv* him no rest, till h. establish, and till he make Jerusalem a praise in the
earth". It is a call to intercessory pr.yer, where God wants his follow. rs to work
with hm for wh; t is dear to thair hearts and to his also, and so, at th end of
one year tn-t has bean full of tragedy, and at the beginning of a new year that can
b* full of hope because God is there, Isaiah has this message for modern Japan as he
had for his own people so long ago.

Christmas is over, and trie New Year is close at hand, I must mention the
three renditions of the Messiah by a large group of Japanese along with kmrican
soldiers. Two of these were given in the auditorium of the Imp* rial University,
end th*, last on* in th*. large hall in Hibiya park. Dr. Kugawa made an address in
the Univ. rsity auditorium as a part of the religious service in which th* Messiah
w..s included. It w: s lmost unbelievable that those two nationalities could unite
so soon after th* w r, and on a campus where v* ry different sentiments had been
utt.,r..d just a short time before, in so beautiful a service and with so finished a

rendition. I confess to not being too enthusiastic about oratorio music, but I

went twice -rid I was lifted off my f**t both times.

a Japanese working in my office said to me with reference to the pravious
Sunday, " I had such a good time at church yesterday. No had communion. I have
never seen so many in uttendc nee bo for* • There were six people there whose arms
w*re wrapped in bandages **** I must not be a ’rice Christian’ in days like thes:",
fend, 1-tar, "Merry Cnristmi s. I wish to be born again."

ili/hen Dr. Kugawa’ s secretary came to visit me the other day I took occasion
to ask him -bout some of the charges th* t h*.vo been made recently against Dr. Kugawa,
He said th-t it w s quite true that Dr. Kugawa hud condemenod th* bombing, of non-
co ib t-nts by the ^m-rican forces, but th 4

. t he hid just is vigorously condemned
atrocities on the part of Japanese troops, and had b-. on in tho hands of the gend* rnes
as a consequence, and questioned ov*r a period of several days. *.ftor that he was
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asked not to hold mootings outside of his church, but the government did nothing
further against him because of the osteon in which the people hold him. Even during
the period of his detention he was able to bring a message to his captors and
influence so no of them to the point where they wanted to give up the work they w.ro
doing. In answer to the charge tnet Dr. Kaguwa had boon sent to the Philippines on
a propaganda lission, he categorically stated that no visit hid been made there since
1936* Other points we r - brought up and discussed, but after all, affidavits are
really necessary when it comes to discussing specific charg s. I simply bring up
tneso two samples of what was talked about to show how easily stories my be distorted
and harm done by giving only one side of a story. Dr. Kaguwa is engaged in half a

dozen big movements now aimed at the reconstruction of the country, and it is to
be hop^d that his usefulness will net be impaired by one-sided accounts when his
country ne^ds him so much and when his whole life gives testimony in his f: vor.

Several people recently returned from Korea have told me of the difficulties
through which the Japanese residents there have been passing. The Japanese oopule-
tion of Seoul has been reduced to a small fraction of what it was before, ana it

may be nard for even this small number to hold out against the Koreans wish that
tiny leave. ** v^ry uncomfortable sort of rain has been falling on the just and the

unjust alike. Too many of them have found tilings not much better at this end. One

man, an assistant professor in the; Iiporial University in Seoul, got back hero to

find that his parents* house had b^n burned down and his wife’s per-nts had had to

sacrifice their nome for the construction of a firebreak by the city.

,.11 the Japanese churches in Seoul except one are said to be housing
Korean congregations now. The Japanese YMC.- is being used as a dormitory by the

occupations forces. The Secretary, b-:ck in this country just a few days, finds his

hope to be taken on by the Tokyo association blocked by the fact that the building
here is also needed by the .Lilies. Japanese returning from Korea ar. allowed to

tako out just exactly what the Japanese authorities allowed .m^rican internees to

bring out in 191+2, -one thousand yen in cash and as much in the way of personal
goods as they could carry with tnem. But we wore escorted out in fairly comfortable
day coaohes, while the large number of Japanese refugees wjr-e herded in any kind of
car that could be commandeered in order to get them down to Fusun, where for a while
it was necessary to wait around the station for several days before they could find
space on the steamer to carry them across tns Straits.

7\Tord still does not come to no as to what my new assignment of work is to

be, but I have some reason to hope that tne long deferred trip te Korea may not be

too f..r off new, I ru y be doing work that will cause me te divide my time between
Japan and Korea. I hive been transferred to Genc.-ri 1 Headquarters, but still
unassigned, ay new -,P0 number is only tentative until tn~ decision is reached.
Meantime mail sent by the following number will be taken caro of for me.

.j?0 500 CI&E Section, GHQ SCiJ5 % P.M., S.F.

My kindest regards to all. It is still a privilege to be out here, e nd I

hope it will net be toe long until others will be able to corns out.

Very sincerely

,,illiam C. Kerr
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My last annual report was made in May 1941, four years ago. The last
months in Korea were rather hectic. The churches were afraid to have
the missionaries visit them. Dr. Baugh and I were seen by the police
on our way to a little mission across the river, with the result that
it had to disband. The police had tried to close our hospital by
"planting" little shrines in the homes of workers, but the Lord guided
to the way to have these removed, and the work continued. Again they
forbade any preaching of the Gospel to the patients, either by mission-
aries or Koreans. This time we closed the station as well as the
hospital, for some were compelled to leave on account of the "Day of
Prayer" incident.

Because Japanese assets were frozen in the States our assets were
frozen in Korea, so we could not draw money out of the banks until the
day we left, when most of it had to be paid in retiring allowances to
servants who had served us long and faithfully. We were allowed to
sell belongings up to ¥100.00 worth, and not allowed to give things
away. Koreans were not allowed to go to the train to see us off, but
many were at the compound, for the police had all left. The married
women had to turn over their engagement and wedding rings to the police
but the trustee of our property, Mr. E. Adams, returned them "by the
grace of God," as the Koreans would say.

We spent a month in Shanghai with Ralph Wells, a college mate of mine,
and I studied Japanese daily with the nephew of an elder whose wife
had been on the committee which prepared the Day of Prayer program
which caused our leaving. Because of this study my face does not
appear in the picture which was taken. I had agreed to broadcast the
Morning Prayers for November if we remained in Shanghai, but we were
sent to Manila before November first.

We visited Legaspi in the Philippines and received such a cordial
invitation to remain in the islands for a year, that we accepted and
remained over three years. After ten days of internment in Santo Tomas
we were released and told to go about our missionary work but not to
engage in any political or military activities. We found out that we
guests had to find our own work to do. I found two places for regular
Bible teaching: one the Emmanuel Hospital at the north end of the city,
and the other the Cosmopolitan Student church nearby. The classes v/ere
not large but some of the students very interested and appreciative.
The foreigners and some of the Filipinos at each of these places we re
arrested, the foreigners pronounced guilty of helping guerillas, and
we have not been able to find out what happened to them later. I ex-
pected to be arrested also, although I had not helped guerillas, but
they never approached me. We had some special Bible study at Ellin-
wood, where our guest group was staying, and daily prayers.

Having been especially interested in Scripture distribution in Korea, I
prepared a couple of charts for Mr. Hobbs, the Bible Society man in
Shanghai, for his exhibition he planned to have in December 1941. When
I showed copies to Mr. Fonger, the American Bible Society secretary in
Manila, he gave me a copy of "The Book of One Thousand Tongues" from
which I gleaned further information. Also I prepared a chart for the
distribution in the Philippines. When getting my hair cut I generally
paid partly in New Testaments, English or Tagalog or some other dialect
Sometimes I sold them to other customers. I was at the Bible House
when a letter came from a chaplain at Cabanatuan asking for 500 Bibles



and 2000 Testaments for our soldiers. The Bible Society was dependent
for funds entirely on the sale of Scriptures and could not make so
many free grants. I obtained from missionaries about 150.00 Pesos, and
2500 volumes were sent to the soldiers, but the larger part were por-
tions, because they did not have enough Bibles and whole Testaments.
I would take portions with me when I went to market or to stores and
often sold all I had before returning home. I kept count of the num-
ber of volumes bought from the Bible Society, but left that in Los
Banos. As nearly as I can remember the totals were over 200 Bibles,
nearly 2000 Testaments and over 8000 portions. I hoped to get Fili-
pinos interested in doing the same thing, but did not scern to succeed
in that. Often Roman Catholics would buy, and sometimes rather fear-
fully. I showed them the stamp of the censor, and said there was
nothing to fear. However, I think they were more afraid of the padre
than of the police. Also I showed them a note in the Roman Catholic
Bible on Acts 17:11, "more noble," which says that the Bereans were
justly commended for searching the Scriptures daily to see whether the
passages used by the Apostles were correctly used or not, which was a
far better attitude than that of their brethren in Thessalonica who
persecuted the Apostles without inquiring into their teaching. The
pope himself had urged people to read the Bible daily. One day I went
to the Bible House and bought about 100 volumes and then on to market
and sold, so many that I went back to buy more. After walking about
four blocks I heard a call, and on looking back saw a woman v/as running
toward me. She said her sister, v/ho v/as a Roman Catholic, wanted a
set of portions also.

I found the Whole Bible was available to Filipinos in eight of their
own tongues besides the foreign languages used there. Portions were
available in nine other dialects. But the census of 1939 gave 67
Filipino dialects, so in 50 of them are no scriptures, not even por-
tions. The tongue used by the most people v/as English. Tagalog came
second: over 4,000,000 each. The Visayan group totaled 7,000,000 but
no one tongue came up to four million. Over 1,800,000 people had re-
ported themselves as using the 50 dialects into v/hich no portion of

Scripture has been translated. There is a big field of work here
v/hich is not being v/orked as a similar field in Mexico and Central
America.

In Los Banos Scripture distribution v/as almost impossible for the lack
of books, but some wanted to study the Bible, so I conducted a weekday
class part of the time. I had taken with me the Korean Mixed Script
New Testament, so v/ent through it four times as teacher to Miss Hendrix
and Miss Ross, besides studying it thoroughly myself and writing all
the 1471 different characters and reviev/ing them frequently. I had
v/ith me also Matsumiya's Colloquial translation of Mark, Luke, John
and Acts. The first three I read several times and nearly finished
the fourth. In the beginning of the war v/hen v/e were being bombed I

did not feel brave at all. It seemed so often the bombing came at
meal time, and my appetite seemed to run av/ay and hunt for an air raid
shelter. The closest bomb fell about 200 feet away. I had no desire
that any should fall closer. Some missionaries bev/ailed the lost
years ,

but while not much work could be done in our ordinary way, I

saw no reason v/hy they should be lost years. The husbandman looks on
us not only a3 laborers in the vineyard, but as branches on the vine.
It was a wonderful time for Bible study and prayer, and fruitbearing
should follow such a season of pruning.

Paul asked the Thessalonians to pray for him that he be delivered from
unreasonable and evil men. That seemed to describe accurately those
from whom v/e needed deliverance. God told Abraham he v/ould spare tv/o

whole cities if there were found ten righteous persons therein. Surely
in our camp of over six hundred church workers and their families there



would be found ten righteous, so we prayed that the whole camp be
spared. It is true two of our missionaries died early in the week of
our deliverance but precious in the eyes of the Lord is the death of
his saints. Each received loving care to the last, and a decent
burial. To depart and be with Christ is very far better.

I shall never read Psalm 66:12 without thinking of the day of our res-
cue. All across the lake the P-38’s were riding over our heads. Not a
Japanese plane had been seen for many days. We went through two kinds
of fire. Barracks we re blazing fiercely on both sides of us as we
went to get on the amphibians. On the way to the lake we had about a

five minute battle with snipers. Their fire ceased, and we went on.
The alligator ahead of ours was pierced three times and people were
wounded, but that whole day not one of the 2150 internees was killed.
Some in their prayers had tried to set the date for our rescue. I had
prayed that it come in the time and way that would most glorify God.
One woman sneered that some of the missionaries seemed to think that
prayer had anything to do with our rescue. It happened that one of our
rescuers was standing there and he spoke up, nWe believe it did. We
prayed before the action started." A chaplain had gone with the boys
and had prayer with them.

Not all our prayers are answered in the way we expect. About the last
of January my v/ife was taken quite suddenly ill. I was praying that,
as it had happened when we had dengue in Manila, I might have strength
to care for her, and then if I were to be ill, she could help me. But
the next day I too came down. Then I asked the doctor for a laboratory
test. Two hours later he came and said, "Both of you to the hospital."
We had dysentery but good old reliable castor oil every day brought us
around, and one day both tests were negative. The next day electricity
was cut off entirely and I saw a notice on the laboratory door that no
more examinations could be made. I decided the Lord knew how to run
things better than I did. But He does it in ways that are mysterious
to us, e.g. my v/ife breaking her hip tv/o days after our rescue. I had
lost tv/o pounds each v/eek after coming out of the hospital, and began
to wonder whether I would pull through. The last time I weighed it
was less than 100 pounds. But at New Bilibid I gained ten pounds, at
Leyte tv/o, on the boat ten. On the boat another missionary remarked
to me he had heard more profanity and obscenity since coming to Leyte
than he had heard in the whole previous 35 years. I could say the
same. It seemed remarkable that we did not hear it at New Bilibid
where v/e v/ent the day of our rescue, Feb. 23.

Upon arrival the Board doctor told me I had come through in remarkably
good condition, but still ordered no public speaking and no public
social events for four months. He also gave me a bottle of multiple
vitamin tablets and ordered me to eat six times a day, but not to over-
eat any one time. I call that a pretty nice doctor.

Also I want to add a word of special gratitude to the Army, the Navy,
the Led Cross who rescued, fed, transported and clothed us. When I
left New Bilibid I had no long trousers at all and only one pair of
shorts made of Korean cloth. At Leyte they gave us tv/o suits of army
clothes, and after arrival at America a complete outfit of civilian
clothes. The cross was foolishness to Greeks, but it is responsible
for this spirit in the world today. When leaving Manila last summer
we lost our trunks and their contents. When leaving Los Banos in Feb.
v/e lost our suitcases and their contents. When leaving And.ong Sept.
1941 v/e left most of our possessions, and have no hope of seeing them
again even v/hen we return. But of experience of spiritual values we
have more than^we ever had before, and none can take that away even
though there will be further trials, temptations and tribulations.
We are looking forward to a final term in Korea v/hich will be the
snortest certainly, but we hope the best. -- J. Y. CROTHERS.



Tokyo, Japan
Decenbor 18, 19^5

LETTER Pi.O.i REV. WILLIAM C. KERR

Dear Dr. Hooper:

It is just one week until Christmas. Our dining room in this building is

already gay with several decorated trees and many festoons. Christmas greetings
hang over the entrances to the office buildings that our Forces occupy. Christmas
freedom is one of the many freedoms which an coming to this land. Yes, the day has

been a public holiday before. But in order to take all the joy out of it, several
years ago emphasis was put on the fact that it was the anniversary of the death of
tne previous emperor. From that point on, it was easy to go so far as to forbid any
activities of joy on that day, - and that fitted in exactly with the desires of the
extremists, to put obstacles in the way of anything distinctively Christian.

But the G. 1,'s won’t be bothered by the fact that it is the anniversary
of somebody’s death, no matter how eminent that person may have been. And Japan
will swing along in their train, .already choruses are practising to render the
Messiah, Would that all the celebration of the day would be along the lino of
remembering its rev 1 meaning. No, the birth of the Prince of Piace will not be

forgotten, any more than it will be forgotten in any community in tne ho no land, no
mor., and no l^ss. But even tnough there will not be direct recognition ~11 along
the line of the One to whom we are indebted for this greatest of ell Birthdays, the
fact that all true Freedom stems from that day will be shown befor^ the Jap nose
people in a multitude of ways, ^nd many of the Japanese themselves, who know what
tho day really stands for, will make up for the frustrations of the Twenty-Fifth days
of the Decembers of the past f.w years.

I am just back from a concert given by the Nippon philharmonic Orchestra,
Renditions of Shostakowitch, Mendelssohn and Smetana were given in masterly fashion
in the hibiya Public Hall. How did I happen to be there? As I came out of the

office building at five o’clock in the gathering dusk of th~ evening, with tho last

tints of a glorious sunset just fading from the western sky, to fc- succeeded by the

lesser brilliance of the full moon as soon as our eyes could get us .d to it, I found
a Japanese student walking along at my side. That was nothing unusual. Other people

were walking along in the s~me direction. But I felt that this one was keeping pace

with me, as thougn he would welcome an approach from me. I confess that I was tired
after the day’s work, and hesitated to start a conversation which might involve me

for the rest of th~ evening. But while I put off doing what my heart told me I

should do, he started to speak, and in good English.
‘'Good evening sir. Are you going to hear the concert?" (for at that point

on my way back for dinner I was neaded in the direction of the Hall). "You’re not?

I am going, and I have an extra ticket which I should like to use for you. Rill you
go with me, or is it inconvenient for you?" "Do you really want me to go? Is there
not someone else for whom you were intending to use the ticket?" "if you c^n go, I

w^nt to use it for you". Well, it was a minor matter that, if I went to that 5:30
concert I should got buck to the billeting place too late for dinner. H-re was an
offer from the heart, and I had not heard such music for a good while. So I walked
down that street straight to the Hall, instead of turning off where I usually do, and

had an hour and a half of pure delight. And that is the sort of unexpected kindness
that multitudes of the members of tho- forces of the conquering nations are meeting
with -Vary day in this land of surprises.

Last Sunday I went to a Methodist church about an hour’s ride from here,

for tho friend, to whose home I load gone after dark some days befor-, was giving me

another chance to see his home by daylight, and so had invited me to meet him at

that church and. tn^n go home with him for the noon meal. The church is in a remodeled
home. It was intact, though devastation reigned not far away. The seating capacity
was not large, but it was practically all occupied. The pastor took the vivid picture

in the fifth chapter of The Revelation, of the book sealed -with seven seals which the
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Lamb was to open* There were two facets to his sermon on "Alien the Saviour Comes",

one looking toward Christmas and the other to what is ahead of Japan in these days

of reconstruction* It was not surprising to have him take that apocalyptic picture.

How often the minds of those familiar with that Book must have turned to those

pictures of judgment, when the heavens above them were filled with the whirr of the

engines of destruction, and an almost unquenchable rain of fire was descending on

them, and they had nowhere to escape l But that scene is in the past now, and, if

there is any reason why these people are glad in the very face of defeat, it is

because they no longer have to fear that baptism of fire from the skies* The pastor
brought the picture of judgment down to touch the life of the individual there befor
him and to touch the life of the nation which must find a new basis for life out in

the future* And for individual and. nation, the answer is in the one whose coming
is to be celebrated so soon now. Will the new Japan give Him the place that the

militarists were terrified to give Him for fear their whole system would topple to

the ground? Maybe more nearts than ever before are ready to give Him a chance now,
when all other foundations have melted arway beneath their feet* Th„ Church of
Christ must not fail them now*

The season’s greetings to you, to the Board, to the Church. May America,
too, open hearts .vide to give entrance to the prince of Peace,

Very sincerely

William C. Kerr
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Copy of a Lott^r from Rev. William C. Kerr, USSBS, APO 234, c/o P.1'1, San Francisco,
California

Tokyo, Japan
Nov. 23, 19^5

Duar Dr. Hoopers

For various reasons I have not kept up the rate of letter-writing at
which I started. I haven’t been in touch with the work of our Hiss ion sine, then;
our team has bo~n working up to twelve hours a: day on its investigations 5 and for
a few days the aftermath of a cold has kept me below par. A letter received today
from Grace, in which she told of her visit to 156, has inspired me to break the

silence again.

I enclose the negatives of the Wilmina pictures. How I wish that I had a

camera of my own with mej While the team has its official photographer, I cannot
use him for private work. The . Wilmina pictures I got on the plea that they might
be of some use to the survey.

So I haven't any other pictures to send; and even if I had had a camera,

I hav_ not been near any Presbyterian centers since the visit to Wilmina,

Your letter of Oct, 29 came to me in record time. I was very glad, of
course, to know that my reports had been of some use to you. The Board action,
which you enclosed, was of considerable interest; though I did feel that in view
of my later findings, it was too mild to meet the situation as it stood. I never
did get to see Dr. Shafer. lie was gone long before I got back to Tokyo. And when
I walked into an Osaka church my last Sunday there and found Dr. Horton in the
pulpit, I hadn»t yet received your letter and so could not relay your message to

Dr. Shafer through him.

Some time ago I wrote to Hiss Wells and gave her my address. The fact

that I haven't heard from her yet makes me feel that the local mails must be quite
uncertain.

;'Iy team leaves here on the 29th. After that I shall continue with the

Survey for a time at least, presumably in the capacity of translator in the Tokyo
office. This will give time for me to find out the result of an application I have

made to Gen. Hodge through his liaison officer here for work in connection with the

army in Korea, If a proposition comes, I have my own standards by which I shall

judge its acceptability. There is the further possibility of staying on with the

army in Japan in some otner capacity. And now comes the very interesting suggestion
through Grace that I should have your backing in staying right on here in a mission-
ary capacity. As a matter of fact, you have other sources of information for Korea,

and it might be better for your purposes for me to stay in Japan, ••jy thinking is

still fluid. I can presumably stay with the survey until some time in January if

it So..ms advisable. Before December is very far advanced, I ought to cone closer
to a decision. As I shall have my evenings and Sundays from December on, I can
th-n give more time and thought to getting information that will be of interest to

you. Th.re is no hint yet that one could stay on here in a private capacity,

I have seen the destruction wrought at Nagasaki and I had tine for a

stroll in the gathering twilight through the ruins of Hiroshima, The results of the
atomic bombing are not so different from those of other types of bombing. There is
the same tangled rusty iron work, tl"u same broken tiles, the some fragments of walls



the; s-.me chimneys standing when ell else is gone. It is the appalling extent of

the damage caused by just one explosion that staggers the imagination and makes one

realise the extent of the forces that lie beneath and around this little foothold

we possess in the vast universe. A man whom I met in Hiroshima told me that in

his village six miles away walls of houses were blown in.

At Nagasaki the old Catnolic Community, dating hack three centuries, was

cut down to the numbers of which it consisted when Japan was opened up last century.

The cathedral and all of its churches are gone, and the only place for 2,000 sur-

vivors to worship is in one corner of a burned-out school building more than two

miles from the center of the blast, I met the priest, a Frenc h-Canadian Dominican.

He was interned in Kobe for the whole war and had only recently returned. No word
had come to him yet. I asked if he would not be taking vacation soon, but with a

smile on his face almost angelic he replied that he -would probably "take his
vacation in heaven." His absorbing passion is to get his church and its institu-
tions running ag§.in.

The Methodist Girls’ School, Kwassui, was very little injured, but its

buildings hav~ been taken over by our Marines, and the school has had to move farthe

out.

I keep b.'nng amazed by various things. Nothing has come up to contradict
my impression that Japan is now wide open for the return of Mission forces. I think
even the Mission organizations could come back as such, though here the organized
church organization might feel on its dignity, as I do not think the individual
citizen would be. That is a point which I want to ferret out during these coming
days

.

But another thing which amazes ms is the way in which these G.I.s and
officers cheer for the foreign mission enterprise. So far only one man has even
hinted that he is unsympathetic, and he is a trustee in a Presbyterian churcht
Take supper this evening, for instance, I sat at a table with a major and a

lieutenant and a civilian, nons of whom I had ever seen before. In no time they
knew what I had been doing out here during thirty-four years; they were asking
questions with interest, and they were arguing tnat Christianity now has the chance
of its life in Japan. Time after time that happens, and you might think that the
army and its civilian personnel too were right back of the idea that Christianity
is the answer to. Japan’s deepest needs today.

Different men have told me that they have been invited to Japanese homes
but have refused the food offered to them just because they did not want to take a
moutnful away from those people. In one case the man had not had language enough
to explain the reason for his refusal, and he was afraid that he might have offended
them; and in another case wnen the reason was made known, the people were deeply
affected. There never has be^-n such an occupation of enemy territory in history,
if I am any judge, Some regrettable things are being done, of course, and some
little Japanese maids are going to have their hearts broken. But on the whole, a
camaraderie is being established which means much for a better world. The average
man in his average contacts may be doing a better and more thorough going job than
people in a mort professional capacity have been able to do.

The Japanese see a give-and-take between officer and enlisted man that
they have nev^r known in their army. Tney now see m^n treat women with a tenderness
and consideration which they have not known on a large seals before. They see
generosity and helpfulness. They see a willingness to help with the otner man’s
burden. They see a freedom from convention and restraint, a lilt and a smile.
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Then they remember how their military loaders w^rj teaching that all thu working of
the democr tio spirit was a work of the evil one; and they know, as many of them
knew in their hearts all the time, that they were lied to. They think of the f^ar

of an American invasion that was inspired in them by propaganda, and of how their
young women went armed with rator blades and knives with which to mak w<.y with
themselves when the atrocities should start; and now tncy comp. r the conduct of
the American soldier witn what they are now learning of ths actions of their own
troops, and th,;ir heads tow in shame, and thm they rise to exor.ss gratitude for

the kindness of this occupation force. And meantime the only members of this

occupation force who we-r arms are the M.P.s, and their main concern is with the

m.mb-rs of the force itself,

A new heaven and a new earth? ilcybe not yet. But something thet is old

but yet new is still at work leavening the lump.

Vary sincerely,

William C. Karr.



KOREAN RED GROUP ASSAILED BY RKEE

Returned Leader Asserts That Plan of Disorders
Has Been Postered by Japanese

V-— By Richard J. H. Johnston

By Wireless to The New York Times

SEOUL, Korea, Nov. 21—In a radio address to the nation here
tonight, Dr. Syngman Rhee, former President of the Korean Pro-
visional Government and returned exile who is here as a private
citizen 'working for the unity of Korean political parties,
"clarified" his position in regards to the Korean Communists.

Dr. Rhee divided the Communists here into two distinct
classes. First, he said, are "those who believe in Communist
principles and believe that some of the economic principles of
Communism will be beneficial to our people." The second group
he asserted, are those who "are not" interested in the economic
development of the country, but are interested in the establish-
ment of a' Communist government. The latter, he said, create
agitation, which causes dissension and division among the
people.

Declaring, "I believe in some of the Communist ideas,"
Dr. Rhee said that when the Korean Government is established
and undertakes to set up its economic policies, he will work for
the adoption of many of these theories.

After paying tribute to those Communists who fought the
Japanese and engaged in underground activities as "patriots,"
Dr. Rhee vigorously attacked radicals supported by the Jap-
anese. The Japanese, he said, had financed such activities
and supported their movements throughout the country to excite
the people and instigate an anti-foreign spirit.

Dr. Rhee charged these radicals with "creating agitation
against the Provisional Government" and said that these forces
were inspired by the Japanese, whose secret aim was to cause
a misunderstanding between the Americans and the Koreans so that
the Allied military government would soon leave Korea. Dr. Rhee
charged further that Communists in this group were "determined
to create misunderstanding between the Soviet Government and
Korea with the hope of leading to international complication."

These forces by threats and coercion are creating a state
of confusion and fear, Dr. Rhee stated.

The • only and best way to solve this problem, Dr. Rhee
declared, is for all "good and loyal Koreans" to refuse to be
influenced by these agitators and to organize loyal societies
in the cities and villages.



iXCjiKPTS FxtO.;. LETIrik FRO-. DR. tiQRkCd H. UNDiiltt./OOD

from Korea - Dated November 16, 19^5

Drove out to the cemetery (for the first tine). The old keeper wept with joy
to see us. Itdoesn’t look too good what with trees that have been blown down, the
cutting of many shrubs and bushes and the season of the year, but all things consider-
ed is 0*1'. Mother’s grave is in good conditio.., and none of the stones has bean molested

•Me should have new electric fixtures almost all over the house. Some I can get
nere at exorbitant prices; nice ones you had better pick out and bring or send like
wall paper. I fear we cannot afford to do everything at once. Use your judgment.
Bathtubs and toilet fixtures all seem in good shape, though pipes are blocked, etc.
Bathroom tiles are njt injured. Shower fixtures I think are gone.

Send me from time to time packages to be used for us in the house, towels,
sheets, oillowr cases, other small things wnich are easily sent. Send little things
like candlesticks, table things, etc. etc. If possible, you might send or bring
floor oil and wax, and hardware of various sorts. By the way, most of our doors are

0*k. They may need cleaning, but the wood is not broken, waruod, or irretrievably
marred.

Our window shades are practically all gone. Vie should have them for every
window in the house. Also curtains for all windows where you want curtains.

If you bring or send or plan to have a car sent out, get somebody to help select
a good set of tools for same - not just the set they give with the car - good box
spanner set - proper wrenches, screw drivers, a vise, files etc. (These of course
are not immediate.) At present there is nothing to be purchased here except in poor
quality ana at fearful prices. Probably in a shipment it mignt be well to send some

good American paint of desired colors, stains, varnish, etc. Again we can’t afford
to buy everything at once but these are just to go on the list. If you come early
(as I hope), you will want to bring stationery, ink (perhaps JTU powder), carbon
paper, typewriter ribbons, pencils; all sorts of sewing things and a sewing machine.
You will need a supply or clothes including, of course, shoes. If possible to

purchase, some leather for repairs might not be amiss. I hope that we can soon buy
food stuffs; but if I write that it seems impossible and snipments are possible, an
old-fashioned grocery order might be good. Send out seeds early, and I will have

the garden planted if you are not here to do it yourself, he, of .course, have no

clocks, no oicture frames. Me do have one door mat l l The grass mats are still in

the basement, but whether they can be used or not I do not know. There are no
lawn now rs, no spades, hoes, trowels, garden shears, etc. etc. You may correctly
gather that everything is ’’eupso" (gone). No croquet, no golf or tennis equipment.
Probably mosquito wire screening will be cheaper shipped from the U.S. than bought
here, and cannot be bought at any price.

It would be good to send out a refigerator from the U.S., if we can afford it.

If you can buy now sink boards (either side of sink things), it would be good* All
kinds of washing equipment including clothes-pins,

Dick and his pals have adopted a little Korean boy now christened *’ Ishkabibbel"

.

Dick wants some clothes for him. The boys will pay him here.

Of course, string, rubber bands, tiegs, stickers, etc., ar- unknown here. A
pair of straw shoes sells for Yen 5» and still going up.
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Another thing which will be; necessary here for soil time to come is a supply

of household drugs and first-aid stuff. None available except through army.

Russians are going to cut off our electricity in a short time—they are taking
dynamos and all to Russia.

Send mo some toothpaste and other needed things when you have a chance.

Send out when possibl; som- magazines and especially ads of new products for
Koreans. They are fascinated with rumors of new things.

Signed

:

Horace H. Underwood



LETTER FROM DR. JOHN D. BIGGER

Manila, Philippine Islands
November 12, 19^4-5

Dear Friends:

The local papers are full of the trial of General Yamashita, the tiger*
and the atrocities which he permitted. A 0. S. A. chaplain who came in with the
first soldiers told last night of some of the things he had seen. In one Philippine
house they found IOC charred bodies of women and children who were sprayed with
gasoline then set fire, another, a two-months old baby was found with its body punc-
tured with many bayonet wounds and one through the chest. The Chaplain told that
tne Japs had tortured the baby with their bayonets before the parents, killed it,

then beheaded the father, raped tne woman and then thrust a bayonet tnrough her. He
said that in many villages the same things had been done. Some one should certainly
pay for such inhumanity.

Sunday afternoon - Chaplain Dana who is here at a replacement Camp, waiting
to embark for tne U. S., asked us to take him up to his former hospital unit at
Tarlac about 80 miles north of here, as he wanted to see if any mail had come for

him. He said the hospital was closing and thought we might get some of the expend-
ables (no instruments but supplies that could be used up, like cotton, gauze, drugs,

etc.)

1/Ve got there just in time for dinner 6:30 p. M. and enjoyed a gobd steak,

peas, fresh potatoes, ice water, etc. Thu Hospital was empty, so Roy Boll and I

had a good night’s rest on a real American hospital bed.

Monday a. m. Roy wanted to see an old friend, Spanish, who was the super-
intendent of a Sugar Central at Negros Island but was transferred to the one 5 miles
from Tarlac, so we drove down there and they had so many things to talk about that
we stayed to lunch, fried chicken, etc. Spanish style* The U. S. Army had taken over
the plant, so the Baratas had plenty of good food to eat. I was glad of the opportunity
to meet a cultured Spanish Philippine family. Mr* Barata’s family lives in Spain
and his wife, a very vivacious and pretty young matron, spent ten years there. I

was surprised to learn that many of the Spanish here are pro-American.

After lunch we went back to the army camp and tried to get together the

materials that we could have, but found there was so much, and th. officers wrho

came out with us had to get back to their base that night, so wo left for Manila
about 5*30 P* !«£• and arrived at tne camp 18 miles beyond Manila at 9 P* It was

so late they asked us to spend the night there. We got a real taste of camp life,

folding cots on sloping ground, mud everywhere, (it was cool onough for blankets)
and a chow line for breakfast.

Coming back to Manila we got a puncture and we did not get started to

Tarlac until 1/. P. M. They gave us supper at the hospital but they had already taken
down the hospital huts and beds, so Roy and I went over the Sugar Central for the

night and had a pleasant visit and a restful night, although a rat stole one of my
sox for a sleeping bag! It rained hard during the night.

There was so much equipment, but no beds or instruments, that we had to

borrow a big truck to haul it over to the Sugar Central ; they loaned us a room to

store it in. Just as we had it reody to take away a representative from the

provincial hospital came to get it; some officer had told thorn they could have it

but we had the word from the commanding officer, and so they went away. Much of the

material was being stolen and went into the black nurket. Thousands of dollars worth
of material is passing into tho hands of the black market.
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The material we obtained in Tarlac will be sent to the U* B. Hospital at

San Fernando. I expect to go to Baguio Wednesday with Chaplain Baldwin and Mr. Frei

in a Jeep; we will take some 'White Cross supplies and medicine for local needs there.

Miss Odee, one of the Church Committee for Relief in Asia, a Methodist,

was over Saturday and got a good supply of bandages, cotton gauze, blankets, sheets,

and drugs for the Mary Johnston Hospital dispensary they are starting now. Saturday

P. M. a few of tne missionaries and three chaplains took Roy’s car, and two jeeps,

and drove 50 miles out to Tagaytay, a small mountain overlooking Taal and its little

island that has an old crater and little lake. We had a fine supper. It was a lovely

spot for a picnic, concrete road nearly all the way, most of the paved roads around

here have been more or less destroyed.

The larger order of instruments and drugs that we had ordered in Hew York
have been here in Manila harbor (in ship) for two weeks. Ther^ is no pier available

to land freight. Transportation now is our biggest problem, as the army has control

of everything, and unless one has a military permit (procured in Washington) he does

not get very far. The Chaplains have been a big help to us in this and many other ways.

Mr. Bousman (Presbyterian missionary) is going by boat to Dumaguete on
Friday ana he is taking several bales of clothing and White Cross supplies and drugs
with him. I may get to fly to Culion with Mr. Frei next week to inspect the Leper
Colony there. They are in a most desperate condition, especially those who cannot
help themselves, as the Japanese did not send them any food, and all those able to

run away did so and are back at their homes throughout the Islands*

We will try to get a large enough plane to take them some supplies.

Sunday 11th - I did not have time to finish this before we left for San
Fernando and Baguio.

The direct road to Baguio was impassable and it took us about nine hours
to go via Bauang, but we arrived before dark and went at once to the Rodgers’ place.
The house was completely destroyed. A large bomb had h!it one corner and there was
a crater, where the house had been, about 25 fact by 8 feet deep*

The Rodgers’ cook had built him a little tin house from scraps of corrugated
roofing and was quite comfortable. He hrd managed to slip much of the Rodgers'
furniture from the house when the Jap guards were away, before it was destroyed* As
there is no lumber or other building material to be procurred, all the houses or
sha.cks are being constructed from tin roofing, usually all that wap left, I never
imagined there oould be such universal destruction even in the country. Houses are
so scarce that the cook was offered I)., 000 pesos for his.

We spent Wednesday and Thursday night with him. Thursday it rained most
of the day but we had a good sight-seeing of the place or what was left of it. No
real reconstruction has started yetj the people seem to be in a kind of daze.

However, the farmers have been busy and already rice was being harvested
all along the way, a good crop, so there will be sufficient food this winter, where
rice is grown or can be transported.

I have never seen finer gardens than along Trinidad valley. They are owned
largely by Chinese and worked by the Negritos, who seem to be good workers.
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After lunch we started to go over to the Baguio Cemetery to see Dr. Rodgers'

grave. He died at his home the first part of the war. But, in trying to cross a mud
puddle in the road, we found later it was a bomb crater full of water, the jeep got
in too deep to crawl out so the Chaplain walked a mile into town and had an army car
wrecker come and pull us out,

In stead of going to the cemetery we started out to see the country north
of Baguio along the Trinidad Valley* It is a beautiful rugged, mountainous region
that reminds me very much of the' mountains of Korea,

The road was under repair a good deal of the way and, after about 50 miles,
it became so rough we turned back. All along the road were wrecked cars of all kinds.
The roofs of most of them were peppered with machine gun bullets, evidently fired
from the air* There were numerous fox holes along the road and wh^n we turned back
the skeleton of a Jap soldier, town clothing and helmet half flown away, was lying
near one of the fox holes, a grim reminder of the terrible struggle that took place
in their taking of Baguio. Somo of the American companies lost 80% of their personnel
in this campaign*

The hospital where Mrs. Rodgers was a patient when the bombing took place
was completely burned and we found her grave on a slope just outside tho hospital
grounds. Th^ir servants will remove her body to the cemetery beside her husband as

soon as permission is granted. Tne Rodgers were the first pioneer missionaries of

the Presbyterian Mission in the Philippines. Their wish will be fulfilled to rest

together in their beloved adopted land. Friday morning wo drove down to San Fernando
and visited the U* B, mission hospital. The building had been bombed by the American
forces on their landing there but it was unusually well constructed (by a Japanese
contracter) and all the outer walls, floors and roof were intact, so that the provincial
Gov-rnment was conducting a small hospital and clinic there. They said that they were
evacuating on the 15th at the request of the mission doctor Viduya. He is getting
released in December and plans to reopen the hospital.

We had intended sending to him the surplus supplies we had received from
Tar lac but, three days ago, he had procured from the Hospital wh^re he is the same

kind of expendables wo had, so will not send ours to him.

However, he has no instruments, beds or linen. We are sending him instru-
ments that are now in Manila awaiting to be unloaded (we learned today that they will
come ashore tomorrow, after two weeks waiting). He will be given also some White Cross
supplies and he can procure folding cots from the army for temporary use.

Tomorrow the first shipment of books, clothing and medical supplies will
be sent with Mr. Bousman to Dumaguete by boat.

So far civilian transportation has been completely disrupted. The army has

charge of the railroad, and it runs only to San Fernando and about 25 miles south to
Los Banos. The int^risland boats ate just beginning to carry civilian passengers and
freight, and we hope to get out supplies to the provinces from now on, when they arrive.

Yesterday's paper said that 20 % of the present cargo of the President Pierce is

whiskey and a large part cigarettes.

Wherever the U. S. army has been, great quantities of food and other material
have been given to the people; wages are high, so those willing to work have money,
but priejs have increased from 5 to 20 times the original cost.



The people out in the country who have not contacted the army, and where
the roads are impassable, are suffering the most. Their greatest need now is

clothing, medicine and building material, also farm implements*

,
*

Many of the churches and schools of all kinds are completely destroyed,

The U. S. Army is moving large quantities of their supplies to Japan and

Korea but there will be left here millions of dollars worth of all kinds of food,

hospital supplies, vehicles, and building material that will be turned over to the
Commonwealth Government, besides the billion dollars that United States is giving*

The American Red Cross has given rice and medicine and the U. N.R*R.A. has

donated one million dollars and flour.

Much material has passed into the hands of the black market but the army
and the Philippine Government are trying to stop this.

We may be going to the southern islands soon to make a survey of the needs
in tn&t area. Word has just come that Dr. Carson, president of Si 1 liman, is on his
way out. Mr# Steele is coming by plane on the 15th, and Mr. Stephen Smith and Mrs,
Bell will be coming in January. This is good news for their fellow missionaries
out here and their Philippine friends.

With best wishes to you all for a happy Christmas tine*

Sincerely yours.

JOHN D. BIGGER
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For the first time, United States troops appeared in
winter uniforms, including "Eisenhower jackets," and Koreans
turned- out in their fanciest costumes. American military
police, mounted on excellent Japanese army horses, patrolled
the streets. Except for necessary military vehicles all
traffic on the city’s principal streets was suspended.

About 7,000 peasants from rural areas walked in early in
the morning hours and sat all day on curbstones watching the
paraaers

.

KOREA IN TV/0 PIECES

—Editorial, New York Times
October 21, 1945

The democratic peoples of the world are entitled to an
answer to the question which Dr. Syngman Rhee says he has
asked Generals MacArthur and Hodge, apparently without getting
a satisfactory answer — Why has Korea been divided into
Russian and American zones? To 'this question could be added
the corollary mysteries — When, where and by whom was this
decision made?

Dr. Rhee, who has been advocating the cause of Korean
Independence for twenty-six years, believes that the decision
was made at Yalta. That was the impression given correspon-
dents at General MacArthur’ s headquarters when the dividing
line between the two zones — the Thirty-eighth Parallel —
was included in the surrender orders given the Japanese at
Manila. The American people were told, however, long before
the Korean question arose, that all the agreements of Yalta
had been made public. The conference at Potsdam would seem
to have been a more logical place for such questions to be
discussed.

The initial mistakes of the Korean occupation are grad-
ually being rectified. The transportation finally arranged
for Dr. Rhee, from Washington to Seoul, and the invitation
said to have been extended to Kim Koo, President of the Korean
Provisional Government at Chungking, are the latest evidence
of our good intentions. Both these men have been active in
the Korean independence movement since the declaration of
1919. Other Koreans from outside are also being invited back
to help in the task of restoring a democratic government after
forty years of Japanese rule.

The question of Korea is too important to be cloaked in
secrecy of ambiguity. How strong the moral influence of the
United States in the Far East is to be will be decided in
the way we conduct ourselves in Korea, Japan, the Philippines
and elsewhere in the Pacific and on the Asian mainland. A '

clear statement on Korea, and an explanation of our actions,
would help to clear away the confusion that has attended the
Korean occupation from the very start.
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TELEPHONE WATKINS 0 2000

THE BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS

OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

156 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK lO. N. Y.

No. 850 October 22, 19^45

To the Korea Mission

Dear Friends s

The following actions snould be reported to you at once. These pert&in

to the program for re-entry and especially to the conference with the missionaries
listed in Group A.

people with less tnan three years
list of Group A, as revised, is as

Rev. Edward Adams
Dr. John D. Bigger
Dr. William N. Blair
Rev. Allen D. Clark
Rev. Roscoe C. Coen
Dr. Archibald G. Fletcher
Rev. Harold H. Henderson
Rev. Clarence S. Hoffman

Korea, both in the

of widespread
Board reviewed its

to the extent
provide

ureas

.

Dr. Henry
also VOTED

for one
preliminary

in voting
in general,

full

Miss Olga C. Johnson
Dr. Henry W. Lamps
Mrs. Frederick 3. Miller
Miss Edith G. Myers
Dr, E. A. Rhodes
Dr. Stacy L. Roberts
Dr. Horace H. Underwood
Rev. Harold Voelkei

Revision of Group A List
"In view of the favorable situation now prevailing in

political reorganization of the country and in the absence
destruction which was anticipated with a prolonged war, the

policy with regard to the return of a small number of missionaries
of adding additional names to the list. These additions were also to
a more representative group, both as to the types of work and as to

The Board specifically VOTED to add the names of Dr. Stacy L. Roberts,

W. Lampe , Rev. Harold Voelkei, and Miss Edith G. Myers. The Board
to invite Dr. William N. Blair and Dr. H. A. Rhodes to return to Korea
year to share in the first contacts with the Korean Church and in the
planning for the work of the missionaries. It was understood that,

for the return of Dr. Lampe, it was an exception to the rule that,

of service would not be returned. Th:

follows j

The Board understood that, in accordance with advices received, these
persons would apply for passports at once and that the Board would try to secure
favorable action on such requests, at the same time seeking bookings on the first
steamers available. In taking this action, the Board understood that tfiis was
in accordance witn the procedure adopted by a group representing the cooperating
Boards and that other Boards are being notified to proceed along similar lines.

It was the futher understanding of the Board that in making additions to
the list of Group A for early return, it was in no way changing the basic
program for procedure in resumption of the work in the occupied fields. Group
n will be engaged in renewing the bonds of spiritual fellowship, in relief and
rehabilitation and in forms of service of a temporary n=. ture, making no inde-
pendent commitments of their own services or the resources of the Board beyond
this temporary period. It will not be constituted a Mission. Before the group
departs the Board will appoint from the group an Emergency Executive Committee
and an Executive Chairman, which will take action on any work of a permanent
chars cter which involves personnel or funds, and will make recommendations to
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the Board. It will also advise the Board as to the need for additional mission-
ary personnel, as listed under Group B. It will take the lead in arranging for
the planning conference to be held on the arrival of the Board Deputation which
is to be sent out at a later date to be agreed upon.

In thus limiting the early activities of those returning, the Board does
so with the purpose of making it possible to review the activities of the past
and for the mission group, in conference with the deputation from the Board, to
be free to make recommendations for such changes in the program and methods as
seem wise and possible. The Board recognizes that the situation the missionaries
face will call for many such changes and that it should be free and able to
make these without having to upset other work already started. This may seem
to slow down the starting of what may seem to be obvious pieces of work, but
the Board believes in the long run it will expedite the whole task and most
certainly help in the major task of making the national church assume that
leadership and responsibility which is its right and its duty#”

As stated in the action, the Board revised this list, including additional
names, because of the more favoraole situation pertaining to Korea and it was thought
that possibly additional missionaries could be sent in the first group. Of course
we do not know as yet that xnese persons can enter. We are asking the missionaries
listed above to make application for passport and we shall make application for

oassage. Rev. Ralph M. White, who is in Washington, will press the matter as may be

possible and we shall also take up the question in other ways as may be necessary.
The Korea Committee of the Foreign Missions Conference is discussing these questions
and through the Secretary for East Asia, Dr. Rowland M* Cross and by other means, are

letting it be know in Washington tnat we wish missionaries to get into Korea as soon
as possible. Dr. Cross was in Washington last week taking up the whole matter,
especially the particular question of getting a smaller interdenominational deputation
out in the near future. At an informal meeting of representatives of the Boards the

matter was discussed and our Board at its meeting on October 15, 19^5> took the

following action:

"The Board VOTED to cooperate with the Korea Committee of the Foreign
Missions Conference in seeking to send a special missionary deputation to
Korea at the earliest possible date, with the hope that such a deputation would
be given early permission to return to Korea for contact with the Christian
groups and report. The Board understood that this action in no way changed the
plan for Group A proceeding with their making application for passport and
travel."

You will notice that this does not precludo the plans for the larger group
to press for getting out to Korea. This action simply gave the secretaries here
the authorization to go ahead and attempt to get missionaries out under this special
arrangement, if they can be sent earlier. Dr. Cross is taking up the question more

in detail and trying to get the exact status of any missionaries who might go out

under the auspices as indicated. The report was that some Division in the War
Department was willing to sponsor missionaries going out if they would cooperate
during the first period of tneir arrival with the relief program of the army. They

would be civilians and the Board would pay their salary. They would bo free to give

time outside th<* regular hours to making contacts with the Christian groups, but

during the first period of their stay there they would travel under army auspices

in carrying out the army program. There was not sufficient information as to the

exact status for any definite proposals to be made to the missionaries in Group A.

'//hen we have more information, and if we agree with the propost. Is, we may forward

the information to the Mission group. If only two from our larger group can go

under suen auspices, we would necessarily nave to invite two of that group and it

would be for them to say whether they would accept the assignment or whether they

would wish to await* regular passports and transportation.



CONFERENCE OF MISSIONARIES IN GROUP k

Thera is to be a Conference with the Group A missionaries November 19 to

23, 1945. On the first day there will be afternoon end evening meetings. The
afternoon session is the Board meeting with the missionaries in attendance and in

tine evening there will be a popular address. On the 20th and 21st there will be e

joint conference with the Group n missionaries from China, Korea, Thailand and the
Philippines. The 22nd is Thanksgiving Day but on the 23rd there are to be area
meetings. The missionaries of each group are to meet separately to consider the

special problems and program for their going to the field. There will be sep: rate

programs for these areas. We shall be making a study of these and we would be glad
of - ny suggestions of the Korea missionaries as to the program or things which should
be discussed. You may send these to this office. ’We do have a body of material
already, of course, coming out of discussions and correspondence but perhaps the

situation in Korea now makes us able to judge the possible reception and the Mission
program in a more realistic manner than we could have done a year ago. Certainly the

two letters enclosed herewith from a Chaplain witn enclosures from Korean pastors
give us something of the heroism of our Korean Christian friends. We shall need a

deep humility in making our approach and shall wish to serve the Church in its own

program which it is already outlining for the extension of its work and the winning
of the Korean people to Christ.

With kindest regards, I am,

Yours sincerely.

J. L. Hooper



COPY OF LETTER FROM REV. WILLIAM C. KERR, OSAKA, JAPAN
,
OCTOBER 22, 19^5

I have just had a conversation with Mr. Merita, of Osaka Jo Gakuin, and Mr,

Nakamura, the head teacher.

They were just as cordial as have bean the others whom I have contacted. They
were grateful for my visit to the school the other day, and just sorry they were not
there to receive me. They are full of hope for the future of their country, feeling
that the sacrifices have boon worthwhile for the freedoms which have come to them and
the opportunities that are within their grasp.

They say there is no reason why American missionaries should not come back im-
mediately. When I asked what work the missionary should do they listed school, social
service, hospital, specialized types of evangelism like newspaper evangelism, and even
said there should be some, with a good knowledge of the language, for direct evangelism.
They insisted that there would bo no bad reaction to the immediate arrival of such
workers. They were grateful that the American Church was ready to reach out the hand

of fellowship*
They have contacted Mr. Yamamoto Goro and he will probably call on me tomorrow

night. Someone else will contact Mr* Yuasa Kyoro, as soon as ho returns from a trip.

So I ought to get a report on Mission property soon. Mr. Morita says that three of
tho Kitabatake houses have been destroyed. All the Presbyterian and Methodist Churches
in Osaka City are ’gono, and only two or throe of the Congregational aro loft, Kwanssi
University and Kobe College rare intact. The Kobe Mission residence is gone and only
a part of tho Church is loft. Bishop Naida died of disease earlier this year. The
Navy took over the Chuo Seminary buildings after the union with Tokyo, but the

buildings wore presumably burned, as that region was devastated.
The men inquired eagerly about tho missionaries formerly in Osaka* Mr. Morita

was under a good deal of pressure, and kept from treading on dangerous ground any
more than necessary, but we bore a witness here as Miss Kawai did in Tokyo.

They knuckled under to the military because they had to, but now they are
thoroughly happy that this pressure is removed.

State Shintoism is going to have hard sledding. Tho priests are roally out of a

job* Sect Shinto still has its vogue with the masses. Buddhism can carry on because

of its largo material holdings, but it is in no state to lead the country in its

present crisis* Christianity has the best chance of all, if it can only avail itself

of tho opportunity.
Dr, Kagawa is to speak hero on the 30th, so I may bo able to meet him hero, after

having failod to do so in Tokyo.
Yesterday I attended the nearest church, the main Congregational Church. Its

membership had been largely burned out, though the church building was structurally
intact; and this was tho first service they had had in months. Only a score were in

attendance* A Nisei soldier was with me* After service, we and the pastor’s family
wero invited to the homo of one of the members for dinner. They served sukiyaki, and

provided a meal which showed no signs of tho food shortage that threatens the country.
They must havo dug down deep into thoir store. It was a real love-feast. The son,

just back from an aviation school from which he was soon to have been sent to tho

front, served food to the Nisei in the uniform of the country whoso troops ho came so

close to attacking.
I certainly am drawn to these people more closely with every intimate talk I havo

with thorn* I believe that a rich service awaits the person who comes to thorn at this

juncture*
I shall be greatly surprised if the report of the Committee of Four does not

confirm my observations. The Board had better get sot for speedy action as soon as

tho State Department gives tho green light. There will bo difficulties, of course,
whon it comes to daily living with the people in their needs and in the bitternesses
which may croep out. But unless I am a paor observor, the difficulties will bo out-
weighed by the privileges. Get tho budget ready, and start with the very first in

tho ro-occupationi
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Osaka, Japan
October 23, 19^5

I have just had an interwiew with Mr, Goro Yamamoto.

Mhen tne law was passed for the confiscation of enemy property, the trust
was taken out of his hands, and the United Church was made the agent to administer
it» Since then he has not been able to get any reply from them as to what tney
'have done witn it, - whether they have sold any of it, as could be done legally, or

wnethor they have held it. In the former case there will be difficulties about
getting it beck. In the latter case it may not be too hard, this depending on what
the Judge Advo'cate of the Military Government may decide should be done. I shall

try to put the matter oefore him, even though I have no legal authorization to do

it. Mr. Yamamoto does know that one of the Jos hi Gakuin residences was sold, to be

moved from the site; but before this was done, it was burned in an air raid. So I

cannot tell you now whether tne Foreign Board is wealthy with property valued in-

yen several times what it was before, or a homeless pauper in this land. Mr.

Yamamoto did obey tan order from the Finance Minister on Oct. 2 of this year to send
in a list of tne property for wnich he had been agent, even tho the United Church
is now custodian, and ne so notified the United Church Board. So he has done all
he could.

He says that Baike in Shimonoseki was burned, but Kanazawa, Yamadu and
the house occupied by Miss Sue Hiker at Kitabatake, Osaka, are safe. He does not
know about the Walser house.

Mr. Yuasu has been sending Miss Y#ells her salary all this time. I haven't
contacted her yet.

Mr, Hidekc is editor of the official organ of the United Church.

Mr, Yamamoto is lecturing one day a week at Kwansai University on
Economic Morality, a favorite subject of his.

How for some of his opinions on the present situation.

ne says to send missionaries as soon as possible, old ana new, with a

broad conception of the re-education of the Japanese people. The faith of the
Japanese Christian is not deep enough. The Japanese constitution and Japanese
customs are mystical, primitive, superstitious. All this must be changed, vve want
evangelism, but more than that, tfe want a Japanese democracy. We hope you, your
government and your people will help us. This present time is tn. best and perhaps
the only opportunity to turn over the ground for a new growth. General MacArthur is

doing r.h'- very best for us, what we could not have done ourselves.

Shinto has made no growth in 2, 000 years. It is nothing but 'ceremony

.

Its idea of "good” must be changed. The military have distorted, what was there
originally. Tho- constitution says that tfco emperor is holy. But this was not
intended to say that ne was holy as an individual, but that on coronation he became
holy as a symbol. But the militarists wrongly insisted that he is holy as an
individual. The emperor should be retained, but as a politic' 1, not religious, head,
A large part of the people believe this already. Even if the emperor is taken away,
the Japanese people will hold togetner. But we do eagerly ask that the emperor be
kept as religious head, (Mr. Morita nad already told me that as Japan has no real
religion, and only a shallow national morality, it would have nothing to grasp if
tne emperor were taken away. The ideas of the two men differ somewhat here.)
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The constitution will probably be re-written by next spring* In it,

religion and politics must to divorced*

Sect Shinto will continue, but its superstitions must be changed.
Buddhism has no message for the new Japan. It only compromises* It has little
to do with reviling the national life. It has little to do with reviving; it only
servos to relieve the people from uneasiness.

The United Churcn is interested only in the institution itself: it hasn’t
even a creod. The Presbyterians are not satisfied witn tnis. The United Cnurch will
probably break up. It was based on a legal order from the government, but now that
tills order has been rescinded it has no legal basis at all, A real union should be

accomplisned on a spiritual basis.

oo says ..r, Yamamoto, who is intensely interested in sebing his country
reborn and wno looks to the American churbh to help in the process.

So one more Christian stalwart calls for an immediate return of missionaries.

In speaking of this bef ore, I left out one importu ..t practical matter.
That is th~ subject of housing and feeding, b.th of which matters will be terrifi-
cally difficult. So they should oe taken into account before sending anyone. The

army provides my biliot and serves mo food, all of whicn is brought in from abroad.

As a missionary I shall have to solve these two problems for myself, and I might
be taking a place and eating food that some Japanese should be having. That seems
to bo the real hindrance to an early return. If it can b. solved, let a few at

least come over to Macedonia very soon.

Today, in n conversation with t.ie local director of the Food and Provisions
Control Association I was told that Japan can get through this winter with the food

on hand. The real crisis, he said, will come the end of next sue t. That is the

opinion of one man whose business ought to make him aware of the real situation.

The people had no idea that the air attacks would be as violent as tney
turned out to be, or tnat their army and navy would be so utterly powerless to ward

tneru off. Therefore tneir counter-preparations were 'wholly inadequate. Tney have

turned against those who so deceived them. Yet perhaps tho military deceived even

themselves as well os the general populace.

Little is being done to clear out the ruins and start anew. Her.' and there

tnere is a little garden among the ruins. That is almost all. Yet people ; re flock-

ing back to the cities. The problem is enough to make the m. st optimistic falter.

The G.I.s are a lesson in themselves t.- the people in the matter of

living in a country where the freedoms ore honored. Their wholes ..menus s is having
a powerful effect. At the same time there is a giviiv way to license which is quite

distressing. «n officer remarked to me just this evening, ’’The clergy are going
to nave a terrible task with the ending of' tnis war.” Cost la guerre, I supp.se.

3ut at any rate, Japan now has the chance of her life. Let’s help her to use it

right, and tho whole w >rld will benefit.

Sincerely,

(Signed) William C Kerr
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Dear Dr. Hooper:

This morning a party of three of us made a surprise visit to Osaka Jo

Gakuin. Lt. Lewis son of the pastor of Forest Hill Presbyterian Church, Newark,.

N.J., and Sgt. Allen, a Roman Catholic, the photographer of this part of the

Survey, were the other two. It was Sgt. Allen who, impressed by my tale of my

first visit to the school, had gathered bars of GI chocolate from his mates for a

gift to the students «- These I turned over to Mr. Morita when he visited me a

couple of days later.

•

We arrived at almost 9* when the school was in full swing* It was a very
different sight from the other day when I found only one person in the building.
Several teachers w~re on the first floor in a room shut off by a wall of boxes. On

the second floor of tns concrete box of a building was a class absorbed in an
algebraic problem. On the third floor was a class of almost the same size studying

the Japanese language. On the top floor was Mr. Morita' s own class, studying
religion.

We asked them to sing for us. First they gave us a Japanese - song telling
of longing for home, and then a familiar Christian hymn. I listened to those sweet
voices, I looked out of the great open window frames through which a strong breeze
was pourine. I watched other groups down on the grounds below, tending garden, cleaning
up rubbish and filling in dug-outs, I looked out over the utter devastation on every
side from this, the only building left standing in that area, I thought of the welcome
we in American uniforms were receiving so soon after the cessation of hostilities, I

thought of the other American teachers who had taught in that room, I watched the
effect the scene was having on the other two men, and I am not ashamed to say that
tears rolled down my cheeks.

jut a signal the girls all rushed from the building to seat themselves in
a solid mass facing the front entrance where, after a moment we were being introduced
by the principal and then given a chance to address the students, I in Japanese and
the other two men in English, to be interpreted for them by a wee Nisei teacher from
Idaho. I gave them greetings, told what I know of the former teachers, especially
of having soon jilice Gruoe in Los .angelas just a couple of weeks before, I told them
how proud I was to see them so intont on their studies under such handicaps. I

congratulated them on the ^firje . dom won even in defeat, and challenged them to work for
the new Japan. Lt. Lcwis/tnat no experience during his stay in Japan could possibly
mean more to him than that visit to the school. The sergeant was told that the
chocolate had made its way around a good part of the school, each one of those GI
bars, of almost four ordinary bites apiebe, having been divided among ten of the girls.
The sergeant took pictures, which I hope will be available.

As we left, the girls lined both sides of the road from the gate, hiding
tno piles of rubble behind tnem. We were in two jeeps, and I must say I felt as
perhaps Gen. Eisenhauer felt when going through the streets of Now York. Every hand
was having, and every voice calling out '’Good-bye" or "Sayon&ra.'1

Next Wednesday they are having a bazaar to raise money for a piano.- The
building plan calls for erecting three class room buildings at a cost of 500,000
yonl
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If you could only have been there, or if I could begin to describe that
scene properly, or tell of the emotions that overwhelmed us. I 'wanted to appear in

every church in America at once and tell the t story; It spoke of restored relations;

of healed wounds, of hands joined together for a hotter Japan, u better America, a

better world; Again was I told that people, to help build this new Japan, cannot get
nere too quickly.

Again I am torn between Korea and Japan, What a privilege it is going to
be to take part in the rebuilding; To think of Christian songs resounding between
tnose walls when for months they had been stilled, of testimony for Christ being
given^&ffain where it hud been prohibited, of people talking fre.ly of matters that
would/landed them in prison just a few months ago. Some people who came to see rm

this 'evening agreed that defeat is better for the common man in Japan than victory
would have been. Is that a paradox?

tin official walked out of the Municipal Office witn mo today. Out of a

cl^ur sky he said to me in his own language: "Ye wore fearfully deceived by our
military. .Ye are deeply grateful for American kindness." .and all around were the
ruins caused by American bombs.

Broadcast my story as fur as you can.

Sine ore ly.

William C. Kerr
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Postmaster, S.F.

(At University Club, Tokyo)
October 17, 19U5

Dear Dr. Hooper:

Here is another instalment to add to my letter of yesterday. Pardon the lack of

sequence. I am referring to notes, and not trying to be faithful to an outline.

Today I had a most unexpected opportunity. I learned that a conference of church

leaders in Tokyo, clergy and laity, was meeting at the Reinanzaka Church. Going there
during the noon period I was introduced to the conference and given an opportunity to

speak. They greeted me with applause and listened attentively as I followed much the

suggestions that you gave me. There happened to be a Korean pastor there also, who had

come from Sooul to let them know what the Koreans had been through and to offer the

hand of fellowship even though the two countries might be parting company. I felt it an
honor to be perhaps the first missionary to address such a group since the war.

And now for information gleaned from the Mr. Nagao to whom I referred in my previous
letter. I am sending this only to you, so please use it as extensively as you think it

warrants.

Here are revised figures on churches completely burned out: iplpO out of an approx-
imate 1500, of all the Protestants in Japan; 113 out of an approximate 5^5 °f 'the Church
of Christ in Japan, tho Presbyterian group in the United Church* Four ministers were
killed, none of them Presbyterian. The details are not in from Okinawa , where there
were five Presbyterian churches.

In Tokyo, Joshi Gakuin and tho ICobokan were burned out. Rowa Gakko had moved to
Nagano Prefecture (the school for tho deaf, Mrs. Reischauor’s project). The following
institutions are safe: Meiji Gakuin, ITcananls College, Kyobunlcwan, Aoyama Gakuin, Miss
Kawai*s school and Miss Hani T s school, Fujimi Cho Church. Most of the larger churches
of the various denominations are safe. Miss Kitani of Joshi Gakuin died earlier in the
year of illness.

The former Presbyterian Headquarters in Fujimi Cho are now used as the one
Theological Seminary for tho United Church. Its enrolment has dropped from a peak of
100 to 30* largely because of conscription. There is a Theological Seminary for ’women
at Omori, but there are only about ten students. Some advise uniting the two schools.

During the war both Bible study and worship were forbidden in all Mission schools.

The government dissolved all the Holiness churches and imprisoned the pastors,
largely because of teaching of the Second Coming. This was considered derogatory to the
Imperial House in Japan. Their support of the Jews was also a mark against them. The
Seventh Day Adventists also got into trouble for much the same reason. The Holiness
people were in tho Unitod Church for a time; the Seventh Day Adventists never joined.
Half of the Episcopalio.n churches entered; the rest maintained their independence*

Mr. Cnomura of Sapporo was tried in court for something he said before the Hokusei
study body, but later on was exonerated. Mr. Mizone, the head of the school, was also
concerned in this, and is now retired.

The Hon. Tagawa Kaikichiro was president of the Kyobunkwan for a while, but is not
working now. He is unpopular in church circles, I am told.
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Mr# Oijima of Sakae, near Kobe, lost two children, who vj-ere drowned in a river
while trying to esoape from bombing#

There is much discontent now with the Church Union# It did not come into being
from unity of faith, but governmental pressure# Ho Confession of Faith was decided on,

though the Presbyterian group pressed for this until they were threatened by the govern-
ment# The Methodist and Congregational groups did not back the Presbyterians in this

effort* There is a considerable possibility that the Union will not hold together#

The Japanese Christians did not want war • Before it started they tried to head it

off by prayer# Tho Japaneso people now rejoice that the war is ovor, even the soldiers
joining in this* If the war had continued into the winter thero was foar that tho crops
would have been subjected to attack by planes and the food lost. Everything was in the
hands of the militarists, and tho people couldn't do a thing# Tho Christians were
criticized as not being concornod enough in tho war effort# Even' non-Christians wore
not in favor of the war,, except for those who swallowed the government* s propaganda#

The March 10 attack was the worst# The government was then criticized for not
having sufficient protective measures# The fires were much worse than those after the
big earthquake# The people think it right that the militarists should be tried as war
criminals* Tojo is very unpopular now#

The people really welcome the Americans now. The Japanese people now realize that
it was the Japanese side that started the war# Confession is made by many that Japan
was lacking in morality#. Of course, tho professional militarists approved the war They
had been taught in the War Collego that Christianity and the national structure of Japan
cannot be reconciled#. They believe that if the people had really been united they would
have won the war*. They even opposed the Emperor, who did not want war#

The Japanese knew that if they lost the war they would have to give up all outlying
territory, therefore they are reconciled to what has happened#- They do not have much
hope for the future,, but they know that conditions would have been far worse if the war
had continued#

Now the Japanese Church, on the other hand, believes there is a chance for Japan's
soul to be saved#. Japan is unfortunate in never having had the experience of defeat in

war; so the militarists became too proud# The only hop© for Japan is spiritual rebirth.

The Presbyterian pastors are meeting next month to plan an evangelistic campaign.
Every Christian family has lost someone#- Many young men are intending to enter the
ministry for this very reason#. Most of the pastors stayed by their flocks in spite of
fear of the bombings#.

Not yet is it decided what sort of help should be received from the American
church# . Churches -which formerly recoived a subsidy did not become strong; so it will
probably be best not to resume subsidies#- Spiritual help is what is needed#-

Now for tho first time religious liberty has been secured# Shintoism and Buddhism
may easily have a set-back# If Christianity gets too favorod a position now or too open-
ly associates with former onemies, the roaction among tho non-Christians may bo pro-
nounced# So it may be well to be a little slow about resuming relations# However, talk
of its needing fivo years for this is extreme#

Social service could be undertaken almost immediately, -with the approval of the
populaco# Dcsorted children and helpless old people are numerous# -Mr# Nagao in Juno
triod to cat his lunch in Uono Park, -but could not do so because of tho large number
of orphanod children who flockod about him. -Hospitals, leprosaria, various typos of
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asylums are desperately needed. Rescue work mil become more and more important. Even
the government cannot adequately deal with the problem.

Schools also are needed, and here is another field where the American church could

have a hand almost immediately.

The above is very largely the opinion of one individual, and I have had no time to

check with others# Mr . Nagao said a large part of it without being prompted or question-
ed, and he seems to know what he is talking about.

Mr, Saito tells me that the Y.IvuC.A. lost heavily. The buildings in Sendai, Tokyo
National, the Tokyo City Association’s gymnasium, Nagoya and Kobe were completely
burned out, and Yokohama, Moji and Nagasaki partly. Twelve secretaries, including Mr.
Saito, lost their homes,

X still wonder at the friendliness of the populace, Japanese are not ashamed to
be seen walking with the former enomy. Lots of girls are fraternizing with the soldiers.
People are helpful to those who show uncertainty as to which my to go. The police
salute me regularly as I go about.

The day for the Mission to resume relations seems very much closer than I had
dared hope. Of course, if there is the starvation this winter that some people
prophesy, resentment may arise. Yet Japan seems to know that she is responsible for
this condition, and to be ready to carry her burden; at least, that would seem to be t

true of the capital. The rest of the country may not realize facts so well.

1*11 keep my ears and eyes open for further information. I leave it to you to
judge how useful what I have ’.vritten may be, and how widely it should be used. My duties
are going to keep me from spending much time on independent investigation, but I

expect to learn more in the Osaka-Kobe -Kyoto section where I go tomorrow, and in
Nagasaki where I go after that.

My chief is quite sure he can make it possible for me to get over to Korea.

Sincerely,

William C. Kerr
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Dear Dr. Hooper:

Having my first afternoon free, I went around to see wilmina Girls’ Scnool,
wnicn someone told me had not been burned. Unfortunately, txiis was not the trutn.

I got in the general neighborhood, and saw nothing but a concrete shell standing on
a little rise of e . round . I went on past but was then referred back to this very
scructure. Going inside tne enclosure I saw e lot of twisted iron beds, and so knew
tnat there must have been a dormitory there; . Going up to the li-story concrete structure
I found the name of the school at last. There was one woman teacher inside. School
had let out for the day.

Yes, school is carrying on in that bare structure. The benches and tables
have been borrowed from the police. There isn’t a pane of glass in the plac •. One-

organ is the only musical instrument that survived. When it rains, the water sw „ps

in from all sides. But in that plac.; 8GC students ur. currying onl Half study at a

time, trie oth.r naif working outsid.; at clearing up or caring for the vegetable
gardens which iruv: b^>n planted in all of the open plots, no mutt . r how small.

Mr. 1,-jorita tne principal is away, but due back tomorrow, so I nope to see

him. The teacher whom I found trier , has hud a long connection with trie school. I

have forgotten h-r name t maybe it was Kisoda, Sac was most cordial to me. After
asking about all who nave been conn ct.,d with the school, she told mo what had
happen-ti. The attack came In June, ^t the first warning, students and teach- rs as

usual scattered to their homes. The r_.su It was that not one of them received a

scratcn, though hundreds of people in the noighbornood, c? ugnt in th- narrow streets
or in raid shelter, were burned by the flames as they swept in or w re smotner-d by

the snok:. . Bombs did not fail right then. From the fourth floor I looked around,
and -era after acre all around was nothing but rusty iron and rubbl-, the sight that

is getting so famili -r to me. This is the worst piece of destruction that I have

sen, tr is my first nay here. Doubtless there were worse down by the wat.r front.
Osaka C-'Stl^ and the prsfootural Building not far uwa.y soam quite int-ct. The river
looking cast from the center of the city was evidently followed by attacking planes,

a narrow section on each bank being completely smashed for quite a distance,

The t-acher sa id they hop^d the missionary teach .rs would come back as

quickly as possible. They would get hearty welcome. Thu people ur- all so glad
that the nigntmaru is over tnat th ;y have already discounted all their losses and
b .. r no r-s. ntm-nt , Tnoy wur ; deceived by their military lo; d-rs, for whom now they
have no lovo, Religious exercises which were banned during the war have been resumed,

and. the building resounds with Hymns, The freedom that has b&en won, even under
occupation, has been worth the sacrifice. Let the te; chars come Duck as fast as they
can get here.

The specter that naunts them is hunger. Black market prices have sky-
rok ;ted, ana it is hard to get enough in tne authorized market where prices tr: still
und.-r control,

.nil that she said is t lmost a repetition of what I hoard in Tolyo. I think
that the time to pa ss b- fore missionaries can got back hero can bo cut down pr- tty

n~. rly to the date when the State D-~ rtment will grant passports. This teacher’s
opinions might not be endorsed by all, of course, I shall prefer to get something
mor . official from Mr. h.orita. But she spok- as though the whole teacher body had

been discussing tne subject at length *nd been pretty unanimous in their opinions.
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I hope to get to Nortn Church on Sunday, It is not fur from the Osuku Club

where we ore billeted. There I cun probably meet Mr. Goro Yemumoto, who cun toll me

about mission property. And I hope Mr. Marita will try to get in touch with me as

soon as he ' returns.

On may way to the school I saw a crowd watching a GI operate a bulldozer to

level off a patch of ground. On the way buck I saw the same bulldozer sunk away down
in the mud, and a big truck trying to pull it out; That GI must have felt that he

had lost face before nis crowd of spectators

t

Wo are still to visit Kyoto, Kobe, Nagasaki, and possibly Nagoya. Tne trip
is intensely interesting.

If my chief lives up to his promise ho will get mo a trip to Korea sometime
toward the and of November. If so, there just might be some work to which it would
be wall to transfer for a while. But tnis is all very uncertain as yet* I hope

r. ports ^ r. beginning to come in from Dr. Underwood about conditions over there.

This is the third letter I hi ve written to you. I trust that you have
received the two from Tokyo. I wish I knew all trie questions that people would like
to ask about conditions here. It would help in framing my own questions. But of
course I can only snatch at opportunities to go out on other ventures them those in
wnich the Survey is interested*

Very sincerely,
William C. Kerr
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Dear Dr. Hooper:

"What I write now may be rather scrappy but I want to yet it off to you without
delay. It is tne result of a few nurried talks witn such people as I nave been acie
to see during intermissions*

I arrived here yesterday, in a little over tnree days elaosed time from San
Francisco, via Honolulu, Kwajalein and Saipan, and a good deal less than that of

actual flying time. The weather was ideal for flying. I felt no inclination to stay
at Kwajalein or Saipan - the weather was very hot and oppresive.

.-,'e landed at ^tsugi Airfield, a dozen miles west of Yokohama. From there we

came by truck by a country road to a point south of Yokohama and then by the Tokyo
highway. I am billeted at the University Club, arid the offices are in the ieiji

Life Ins. Building right opposite the palace.

.-.s wre drove along, groups of children waved, saluted, called out "hello,"

Good-bye," "Banzai," with smiles on their faces. Even an occasional adult saluted,

many smiled* many more looked away, out I suw no really sour looks. Sire- tn~n I

have wandered about tne streets by day ana by nignt, anor.g crouds of students, young
men in home defense uniforms, old and young, and have noticed no different attitude
from years before the war. I nave asked Questions, and ceen ins or.-d ;ith t .0 utmost

courtesy. Everyone has the same tala to tell of courtesies received. ,i..n (American)

in uniform may be found most anywh^r. . emu-rican jeeps, cars ana trucks crowd the

streets. GIs find their way about, ride trolleys, hav~ crowns around them as

they make purchases. Today I neard of a case of sonn American sailors robbing the

home of a Japanese pastor. I trust that such incidents are vary uncommon, and that
redress is made.

After lunch today i went to tne old rr..soyt rian headouarters, which is now the

Theological Seminary, I found a teacher by the name of Kag&o. He is also et.stor

of one of the city churches, ana says tnut he was associated witn ur. Lake in

go kaido for many years.

I pu ‘-ped him for information, made a date with Pirn for tomorrow? evening to pump

him some more, was guided oy him to tne headquarters of the United Church opposite
the Y. *C.a», and tnus enabled me to meet Mr. Miykoda. and Hr. Hiraga and to interrupt
a committee meeting of pastors, Hr. Tomite was out of town. .-.11 of tin buildings
mentioned are intact, as is Fujimi Cho Church. But 5GC Protestant churches have been
destroyed, 2eG of these in the Tokyo -Yokohama t; rea a Ion. , as against 100 Catholic.
However, at Nagasaki the Catholic Cathedral and practically the whole of that ancient
Catholic community w -re knocked out. I'll nave more details of the loss, s tomorrow
night, as the churches are far more numerous in the cities then in tiu country,
the losses nave been disastrously nigh*

Of individuals, liss Hetuni died of disease early tnis year. Miss Kicniko
Kawai is well and doint marvelously in m-r senool work, one did not compromise in

her pacifist st; nd, but the officials didn't dare do anything; to h-r. Dr, Hag. a is

co ipuigning now on a peace aov.ment, -.nu gives ; good part of his time to work that
has been requested of him by the government. The other Christian leaders of Tokyo
ar . well on the whole, having at least escaped with their lives, but witr. not much
else in some c-.s.s.
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On our ride yesterday we ca.no through scores of burned sections. There is no

sign of bomb holes: incendiaries did the work, hbout all that is to bo so ;n is rusty

galvaniz d. iron. Hero and there amidst the rubble a little structure built entirely

of this rusty iron is to be seen. The loss of life in such congested districts must

nova boon terrific. From the highway the water front wit:, its factories and ship

yards looked intact, but I have since bo.n informed that only the shells of most of

the buildings are left.

The future of the United Church would seem to bo somewhat dubious. I shouldn’t
be surprised if the Presbyterian Church would bo the one to kick over ths traces now
that government? 1 pressure is renov d. There aro so many fundamental differences
between the various groups that this "shotgun marriage", so to speak, may go n the

rocks. If so, some day a true uni.on may come about, for tiny will have t; sted
coo.o >ration, and they may find the way to solve the theological questions,. Even
yet they have not be on able to agree on a common creed.

I u?a told that the churches will probably be ready to shake hands with the.

western churches and work in harness again. The greater question is whether tr ere

would b: too great reaction against this on the part of the non-Christian population.
In that ci so, the cost mignt oo too great to pay. But in my opinion, if Eastern
ana western business gets together, and if other parts of mho two organisms begin to

cooperate, nm ybe tno churches ..ill be able to avoid this treat and join hands once
more

.

They tall me that many people in th churches opposed the war, but could riot

st nd against governmental pressure.

The Korean church is said to have gone through some very hard times. lore than
once they have come to the Japanese churches for counsel and help, and it has been
given fr.ely. It is anticipated th t the Japanese in Korea ’will return to this
land, .-'any have done so already.

• hr. iyakodu says that the churches are planning to make tne coining months a

period of "repentance and resurrection." He felt tn: t this is the chance of all
chanc-s for a new start to be made on a more solid basis, with the old shackles and
restraint removed.

V.

Pious a let Dr. and itrs . R.sicnauer know that T have turned their letters ov-r
to i-;r. Nuguo for safe delivery.

This is my first instalment of news, ..nd I send it off without waiting for more.

Sincerely,

William C. Kerr

\



FOR YOUR INFORMATION THE MCCALL IE SCHOOL
Missionary Ridge
Chattanooga, Tennessee
October 16, 1945

Dear Kerr:

This letter was written by Bobby Daniel to his father and mother,
i.r. and Mrs. T. H. Daniel of Charlottesville, Virginia, who were formerly at
Chunju, Korea, where Bobby was born. It is a thrilling account of a young African
Navy lieutenant going into Korea before the American army got there and the recep-
tion he got. Much of the letter in my opinion should be sent to our Korean mis-*
sion^ries for it tells them of intact and used property and of the welcome that
awaits them. Please return it to me when you have used it.

Yours,

J. P. McCallie

(This letter was written at various times in many different places. To moke it
readable I am copying it over at Seoul on September 26.)

Dear Folks:

Chunju, Korea
September 23, 194-5

This has been the most fantastic day I have ever spent. I still don't
believe it happened.

This morning we were a couple of AWOL naval officers - now, just a few
hours later, I know what it is to be a celebrity, to have thousands of people line
the streets for miles to cheer you, to be the center of a confetti shower, to be met
by welcoming committees in tall black silk hats and cutaway coats, to shale hands
with hundreds, to make platform speeches to serious delegations or howling mobs, to
autograph hundreds of cards, to be photographed many times and interviewed by the

press, and finally to be guarded by a special detail all nite almost within arms

reach of my bed.
It couldn't happen, but it did. In telling you about it I believe the

best way will be to lead up to it gradually - the way it happened to us. So I sug-

gest you settle back for a long one. Here goes:

We, the other officer is Chuck Lanier, a JG from Aztec, New Mexico,

were still debating the Chunju trip yesterday afternoon. The train trip seemed too

impossible with only third class coaches available and with long lay-overs at three

unoccupied Korean cities. While we were making a futile effort to find a jeep, we

heard of a special troop train going from Jinsen to Fusan (If the names are not

familiar, the story will make more sense if you follow our trip on a large scale

Korean map). It looked like a chance to get first class accommodation for part of

the trip, so we grabbed our two bags — one filled with Army rations and the other

with blankets, our rifle, and two canteens - and started out for the station some

six miles west of Seoul to flag the Fusan troop train.

I won't go into the trouble we had getting the stationmaster to under-

stand what we w anted. It is sufficient to say that our phrases, worked up care-

fully in advance and printed in perfect copy book Korean .style were far from ade-

quate for the occasion. We finally got the idea across just as the phone rang.

It was a call from the stationmaster in Seoul saying that two high ranking Army-

officers wanted the train to make a special run into Seoul to pick them up. T e

eager station master, having just learned that we were two high ranking officers,

assured the S eoul office that the two officers were right then waiting at the out-

lying station and that the trip into Seoul would be unnecessary. It took anothe

hour to convince him that there were two other officers at Seoul

into Seoul would have to be made. If we had not Sone
,“ordered o^sSves fairlv

have been mighty mad. Well, we finally got aboard and considered ourselves y
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lucky when we found an unused bench in the washroom of a second class coach for a
bed. We huddled up in our blankets thinking that the extra delay at Seoul would at
least reduce the layover time at Taiden, the first transfer point.

It didn’t quite work out that way; we arrived at Taiden at 0540, ten
minutes after the morning train had left. That threw our well planned schedule all
out of joint and we saw nothing interesting in the prospect of waiting six hours
for the next train - especially since Taiden was the center of the Jap army in Korea
and there were no American troops anywhere near.

While we were standing there in the dawn, bemoaning our fate and wonder-
ing why we ever started on such a wild goose chase, the usual crowd of Koreans gath-
ered around to stare, and in some way we found ourselves being guided to the station
master's office. There some boy acted as interpreter and we found that the next
train would be '.at 1230. The boy seemed friendly enough nothing was out of the ordi-
nary when he invited us to breakfast. Of course, with his very broken English, it

was some time before we got the idea. Then we thought about all the horribly dirty

food we had seen in Seoul, and the stories we had heard about the terrible diseases

people were catching from native foods. The Army K rations seemed a lot more appeal-

ing. But have you ever tried to get away from an insistent Korean? We didn't have

any choice about it - we were going to eat breakfast with them regardless of what we

wanted to do.
About that time a Jap Army Major and Captain came in, and speaking per-

fect English apologized for not having met us at the train, and then said that the
Jap Colonel wanted us to have breakfast with him. The Koreans were frightened at
the very suggestion; they hastily pulled me aside to say that the invitation was a

trick and that it would be dangerous to go with the Japs. Frankly, the idea of

eating with a clean, well groomed Jap appealed to me much more than the dirty noisy
Koreans, but we didn't seem to have much to say about it. Finally, to settle

_

the
minor international crises, I said we would eat with the Koreans, and then drive

around town later with the Japs. I guessed from a little bowing and hissing that

followed that it was an agreeable solution.

We stepped outside the station and there was a deafening roar of wel-

come from the thousand 0 r so Koreans waiting. We were so surprised it was some
moments before we realized that it was meant for us. The welcome was entirely spon-
taneous - at the sight of anything American, the Koreans laughed and cheered. When
we got inside the Jap car for the drive to the restaurant the cheering stopped, but
many kept on waving.

The breakfast was very simple . With many apologies for both the qual-
ity and quantity of the food, they proceeded to bring us, in the order naired, a
large plate of hamburg, sweet potatoes, delicious pickle, a juicy and tender steak,
mashed potatoes, a bottle of wine, two fried eggs, more wine, tea, and then, of
course, more wine. If the food was not enough to make us almost ill, the sickening
incense in the background should have finished us. But, in spite of the food, and
the incense, and the wine, we managed to survive and left the restaurant feeling
very pleased with life. A couple of times I thought of the tasteless K rations vie

had expected to have for breakfast.
During breakfast, with much gesturing and pidgin English, we learned

our host was vice-chairman of the Alliance of Youth party in Taiden. The stated
purpose of the Party is the conservation of law and order in Korea and the estab-
lishment of an independent Korea. The members reminded me very much of Union Square
communists in their appearance and actions - especially when* we heard that both had
recently been released from long prison sentences. It locked as tho vie had _ allied

ourselves with the extreme radicals. Since everyone thought we were the United

States Government, I decided it would be a good gro'up to avoid.

The breakfast was a lot of fun, but I think both of us were a bit re-

lieved when the Jap Captain came back to take us for a drive.

The town itself was very ordinary with the usual dirty crowded market-

ing areas, numerous narrow lanes called, I suppose, the shopping district, and one

or two modern clean buildings. The best part of the morning.was the time spent at

the Hot Springs Hotel, a spacious, modern, clean group of buildings in a love y
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valley of rice fields about six miles outside of town. We sat for an hour or so
on a veranda there with the Jap officer discussing the war just as if it had been
last Saturday's football game.

He had graduated from Stamford in 1937 and had been called into the
army a year later on his return from Japan. It was the first time I had had a chance
to talk with anyone in the Army and I was mc6 t surprised to find that his attitude
toward the war was very much the same as that of the many civilians we have seen.
The war came as a complete surprise, the lower ranking army had no more enthusiasm
for it than the civilians, he never thought the Japs had a chance of winning, he was
never kept properly informed as to thq progress of the war, the surrender came as

a stunning surprise, and except for the understandable melancholy that went with
defeat, the a my was glad the viiole thing was over. He seemed to understand better
than most that Japan will never again be the same in his lifetime. He saw nothing
encouraging in the future for either hamself or his country. Again, as in Japan,
I found myself feeling very sympathetic toward the Japa - a feeling I have not yet
had for the Koreans. The pleasant chat' ended all too soon and we had to go back
to catch the 1230 train.

At the station we found to our amazement that someone, either the Japs
or our friends in the Alliance, had provided a private car for us and had it well
stocked with food, cake, wine and beer. Who were we to question where it came from.
My Alliance friend said he was glad we were back safely from the Hotel and that he
had some of his men standing guard in the distance in case the Japs tried to pull
anything underhanded!

The usual mob of loafers at the station gave us a rousing cheer as the

train pulled out, and we settled down to the luxury of our private car on the way
to Riri, the next transfer point. The Jap said he would wire ahead, and that a

Jap army officer would meet us at Riri.
To make the rest of this fantastic story sound at all plausible, I

should say at this point that up until today no Americans have been in the south-
westem part of Korea since the beginning of the war. The people know our troops

are in Seoul, they know that we are here to help liberate Korea, they have heard

stories of our troops, but they have never seen an Ams rican soldier. They have had

no tangible evidence of the new order of things. Apparently on August 16, many wel-

coming committees were formed, and everyone has been expecting almost . daily the ar-

rival of the troops. For almost three weeks they have been waiting with excitement

mounting daily. That is the only way I can explain the events of the next few hours.

As we stopped in one station after another a few people in e^ch plac~

would recognize us and their faces would instantly light up in abroad grin of wel-

come . Every now and then someone would wave, but there was nothing

we stopped at a small town called Ronzan. There a girls' chores oi seme 200 voices
^

was at the station to welcome, I think, exiled Koreans returning from Manchuria,

Th»v Sana one song to the civilians and then someone sighted us looking out of th-

Sndow a
8
few cars'ahead. There was a loud shout and at least 500 people .^run-

ning down the tracks outside our car. They gave us a
three loud "Monzac's"

Syne (I later learned it was the new Korean Nauonal Anthem) andttree l*£
usiasti0

(hooray). The whole crowd seemed so g^tefu y PPY
men and women who came

1 ex"e5S theraselyes *

It was a spontaneous outburst I wil never g x last stop before Riri

There were similar ,
but smaUer crowds until tneias^so^

when some weil-dressed man, odiously some sort of^f.ici
^ ^ he had fin-

» d
.
P?£

8
.t

1S
sh2ing"ands,
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a
r
nd being grateful

ished bowing,' hissing, shakin^nanas,^u^^
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police force, the fire department, etc., etc., etc. Fortunately, or perhaps it was
unfortunately the Japs, competent as usual, had provided an excellent interpreter
so we listened to and replied to many speeches of welcome and thanks. They were all

the same, but each man seemed so sincerely thankful that the reception seemed genu-

ine and not just a formality as it probably would have been anywhere in the States.

I said many times that my visit was unofficial, but that did not make any difference.

We were going to get the whole works that had probably been planned for a four star

General. It was finally decided we would go on to Chunju by car, but first we had

to go outside to be welcomed.
I will never forget that sight. The office door opened into a broad

plaza leading to the city's main street. As we entered the plaza two bands started
playing and a tremendous roar went up from the mob that jammed the plaza and both
sides of the street as far as we could see. There was a profusion of banners, flags
and welcome signs that has never been equalled in Hollywood. I could not believe it.

With all the dignitaries in their striped trousers and high top hats, or flowing

white Korean dress, Chuck and I, unshaven, dirty and wrinkled from having slept in

our clothes, and wearing only the simplest of work uniforms joined the procession

around the plaza and down the street, A YMCA band played for us and following that
was a performance by an old time Korean band and dance. Then started the triumphal
march. Amid deafening cheers we walked slowly down the street and back on the other
side. I know we looked ridiculous, but it seemed satisfying to the Koreans. They
cheered and we began to act just as tho we deserved all the attention. Actually we
were too dazed to think anything.

At the end of the walk a big shiny seven passenger Buick Sedan appeared
but before we could get in there was an endless amount of bowing, hissing, being so
"solly" thanks for the long trip, and things about freedom at last.

In the car finally were the two of us, a Jap Captain, who on orders
from headquarters was to protect us - from what I still do not know - the interpre-
ter, and four or five members of the Riri welcoming committee. We learned then
that the whole demonstration had been planned and executed with only twenty minutes
advance notice. That to me indicated that it was simply the entire town turning
out to welcome the Americans - they cheerdd because they were happy and grateful,
not because they had been told to. -

The Riri reception, big as it was, was insignificant compared with what
we saw in Chunju. The thirty minute ride from Riri to Chunju was uneventful, but
as we neared the outskirts of town things really began to happen. We were stopped
three times to meet many Chunju officials. Each one had a prepared speech, and of
course I had to reply to each. I thought that every possible organization in town
must have sent someone out to meet us, but when we finally got to town I saw I had
been badly mistaken, ^e were rushed rather quickly to something that probably was
the Town Hall, and there the speechmaking and formal reception really got under way,
I kept repeating that I was making the trip for entirely personal reasons and that
the reception should be saved for the Army when it arrived, but of course that didn't
do a bit of good. They were determined to put on a real show to anything in uniform,
After the formal speechmaking ended we were herded to the car for the really big part
of the welcome. We drove thru street after street jam-packed with mobs of howling,
screaming people throwing confetti and paper streamers in a manner which even lower

Broadway has never seen. Even with our twenty Boy Scouts beating the crowd back

with their stick, many times the mob was so great we couldn't move, For the entire

drive, back and forth in many different streets the noise of the cheering mob was

so great that any type of conversation in the car was impossible, Someone later

estimated that there were over 80,000 people in the demonstration - and that for

Chunju, as you know, is a mighty big show. We finally ended up across the bridge

at the mission school where we had to get out and make another speech to all the

children. By that time another speech or two was nothing at all to me, but we were

almost killed by the mob that closed in as we left the car. The Boy Scouts came to

the rescue again by beating off the crowd with their sticks; and we were told to get

back in the car to ride to the place where we would spend the nite,

One of the really funny parts of the whole welcome was that the Jap

Captain and interpreter (we now had two Korean interpreters permantly attached to us)
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had had to ride along and see the type of welcome being given the Americans. It
was probably the most humilitating experience for the Jap and he certainly looked
more and more miserable as the demonstration got bigger and bigger. I didn't feel
the least bit sorry for him, but actually enjoyed watching him suffer.

We spent the nite at the home of Dr. Pai P Suk, the son of Rev. Keh II
Sheung, both of whom say they remember you well, and we were frankly looking forward
to some peace and quiet, Ihe events of the past three hours had been too much for
us. The Dr.'s home was just on the mission side of the river and I thou^it certainly
that the big wall around it would give us some security from the mob. But no. While
the crowd had stayed outside, the delegations began to arrive. All of those we had
met officially cane now in threes and fours to pay their personal respects. The
same long tedious speeches of welcome and gratitude had to be repeated all over
again. I thought they would never stop coming, but finally we saw prospects of re-
lief when it was announced that dinner was ready.

The trouble we had with Korean sanitation facilities would make a good
story in itself, but I'm afraid it can't be told here. It is enough to say that
when I found my shoes at the wrong entrance and decided to wear my house slippers
outside, everyone except myself was most embarrassed.

The dinner, served American style, was a repetition of breakfast less
the wine. Again I thought of the large box of rations that we had so much trouble
stealing from the Army. Of course, there was much apologizing about the quality
and quantity of the food, but nevertheless, I managed to stuff myself most comfort-
ably. After dinner we had a most enjoyable hour of music played by one of our
Korean interpreters. It was during this musical interlude that Chuck and I wonder-
ed where we would sleep. Vie didn't exactly relish the idea of sleeping on a hard
floor, but since there was nothing else in the house, it looked as tho that was
what we would have to do. Then, to our complete amazement, a group arrived carry-
ing two Large wooden beds. It was obvious that they had been constructed within
the past hour. When piled high with straw mattresses and beautiful blankets we
found out, later, that they looked much more comfortable than they really were.

. - ... The musical interlude was interrupted by the arrival of more delegations,
and if our interpreters had not rudely announced in front of everyone that it was

time to go to bed and then set the clock ahead 45 minutes to prove his point, we

probably would have had to talk all nite. Only one more official function remained.

The nite guard had reported for duty and we had to go out and review the "troops'

before they assumed their posts!

Breakfast the next morning, served Korean style on the floor, was

another banquet. I had not realized it was possible to consume so much. food in such

a short period. The next two hours after breakfast was spent in receiving more

.

Delegations. Even the Governor of the Province came to pay his respects, bringing

with him a very pretty Jap girl as interpreter. He was most apologetic that we had

had to spend the nite in such humble surroundings and he informed us that some mag-

nificent house was being prepared for us and that we were to use that as long as we.

wished. He also had planned a State banquet for us that evening. As inviting as . -

the prospect sounded we thought we had better get out of town while we could and

before sons authorized Military Government moved in. So we had to decline that,

along with the dozens of other invitations received that morning. After being in-

terviewed and photographed by the press, we started our round of official sight-

seeing. .

First to the mission, a tour of the hospital, and then to the public

school. A holiday had been declared and a couple of thousand of kids were assem-

bled outside waiting for an appearance and a speech. We gave them both.. From

there more touring through crowded streets and cheering people to the shrine where

the King Lee (?) picture was shown us. We were told that very few people have ever

been permitted to see the picture; is that right? Then, without. a moment's rest we

were rushed to some banquet hall where we were wined and dined with more tormai

speeches. (In less than 24 hours I'll bet I made about 50 speeches, but it didn t

make any difference what I said - I am sure that our none too honest interpreter

used each opportunity to get his own ideas across to each audience. I don t turn
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he understood even half of what we said.)
After the banquet came the triumphal return to Riri. By this time

every car in the Province, including the fire truck joined in and the road to Riri
was lined with cheering people. By that time we were taking it like veterans. The
reception at Riri this time was a duplicate and enlargement, if possible, of the
one on the preceding day. There were more bands, more speeches, and more public
appearances. The only uneasy moment of the ceremony came when someone announced
that the Commanding General of the Military Government was expected to arrive in
thirty minutes. Chuck and I certainly didn't want to be caught in the act of steal-
ing the General's show, and we were greatly relieved when the rumor proved false.

All we had told the people in Chunju was the t we wanted to start back
to Seoul sometime in the afternoon, but we had not been able to find ait anything
about trains. At Riri we found that since there were no regular trains at that
time, a special had been planned for us. It so happened tho, that a scheduled train
was many hours late or had been held for us, I still don't know, and with many apol-
ogies they asked if we would mind having our car attached to the regular train. We
assured them that we could bear up under that hardship.

We had expected that everything would end at Riri, and again we looked
forward to getting out of the public eye. No fooling, it isn't any fun to have
thousands of people watching every move you make to have to shake hands with hun-
dreds, and to be so formally correct every moment. But again, the reception could
not, or would not stop. Into our car came members of the Chunju delegation, members
of the Riri delegation, newspaper men, and of course, the inevitable Boy Scouts.
For the next four hours we felt like a presidential candidate touring the country.
At each stop, and there were many of them, there were bands and large cheering crowds.
A platform appearance and speech was necessary at each place. It got so that we
finally started taking turns making the platform appearance, Chuck and I alternating
at each station.

In a state of near exhaustion we looked longingly forward to being wel-
comed by the Japa at Taiden and spending a quiet nite. But again, it was not to be.

All of Taiden was out in force. Our Alliance friends were there ready to feed us
and put us up for the nite, so there was nothing I could do but dismiss the await-
ing Japs. Don't know what they had planned for us. Anyway, the Alliance took us

over, pushed us thru the job to a second story room in their headquarters facing

the station plaza. They wanted me to make a speech to the thousands waiting outside,

but when I saw several squads of Jap soldiers armed and trying to keep some sem-

blance of order in the mob. I refused in the interest of keeping peace and quiet
in the town. To avoid any possibility of trouble I had the leader disperse the
crowd before we left the building. I compromised by agreeing to make a speech to

a select few in the morning.
Then came another twelve course Korean dinner, and after much confusion

and discussion between the Japs and the Alliance over transportation, the Jap Gover-
nor finally sent his car to take us and the Alliance out to the Hot Springs Hotel.
At last it looked as tho we would have a chance to sleep, but little did we realize
that we would first have to take a bath (which turned out to be delightfully re-
freshing in spite of the audience and attention that went with it) and then spend
several hours on the moonlite balcony drinking wine and discussing politics' with
the Alliance. It seemed that someone had made a grave oversight in furnishing wine

without eggs, but somehow in the middle of the nite and miles from any place where

eggs could be purchased or cooked a man was dispatched to get eggs. Finally he re-

turned with a large platter of sliced scrambled eggs which were delicious. The

party seemed to grow and grow and like the ni^it before would have continued indef-
initely if I had not excused myself and turned in. Again we slept on magnificent
looking, but hard and uncomfortable straw beds.

We were awakened early and told that our bath was ready. The more fact

that we had had one just a few hours before didn't make any difference. We bathed

again, this time in a "tub" about the size of the baby pool at Farmington, and

thoroughly enjoyed violating a Japanese and Korean custom by shaving while bathing.

Tea was served when we returned to our rooms; then back to town for a formal breakfast
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followed by a speech to the Alliance and then finally the blessed obscurity of be-mg just a regular passenger on the noon train back to Seoul.
You can see from all this that I was able to do'almost nothing in theay 01 lo°k

^
n
f
UP people or seeing things of personal interest in Chunju. My origi-nal plan had been to browse around, unnoticed, in Chunju for a day and then go on"

over to Kunsan, and in that way I felt fairly certain I would see where you had
spent most of your days. Obviously, \vhen I got to Chunju I could not do anything
except what the committee had planned and I didn’t dare suggest her trying to look
up people or a trip to Kunsan because it would have meant a hundred people and doz-
ens of committees taking care of everything for me. I did, however, meet a lot of
people who knew you quite well, or at least they said they did, but I was much more
impressed by the few old men and women who managed to break thru the guards and bow
before me saying that my father had done this or that for them or their children,

I suppose you have heard from the ’frinns and others of the many physical
changes that have taken place since you left, so I will comment only on v.'hat has
happened since the war started. The Japs did not interfere in the least with the
vork of the hospital or missions. The Korean leaders have continued the work, and
altho there has been no growth during the past four years, the property is still
intact and organization continues to function as before. No one actually said so,
but I gathered that the entire mission was badly in need of funds. Everyone is anx-
iously awaiting the return of the missionaries, and from a political point of view,
I feel certain that the sooner all churches get the missionaries back here the bet-
ter off Korea will be. In addition to the return of the men and women vho already
have won the confidence of the Koreans, I believe the churches have a wonderful op-
portunity to help Korea by sending out forceful men who are willing and capable of
helping Korea learn something about governing herself. At both Riri and Chunju
many, many people asked me if the Government would not please send the missionaries
back as soon as possible. If the churches had only been far sighted enough to have
representatives come in with the invasion forces maybe some of the chaotic condi-
tions now existing would never have developed.

Korea now is truly a pathetic nation. She feels as tho she is a free
and independent nation, but there is not one nor any party anywhere near ready to
assume the responsibility of government. The ignorant people, leaders and masses
alike, think that independence should mean the immediate execution of all Japs and
after that I guess things will take care of themselves. In addition, every towfn,
village and hamlet has formed its own political party and refuses to work with or
trust any other party. For example. General Hodge, wanting to learn the political

sentiment as quickly as possible and that he would meet with two members of each

of the major political parties in Korea. Preparations were made for a small orderly

gathering. On the opening day some 1,600 qualified delegates arrived!
The situation at Chunju is typical of that throughout all of Korea. On

the night of August 15, many Citizens Committees were formed and on the following
morning the Citizens went down to put all the Jap authorities in jail. Fortunately,
the Japs ended up by putting many of the Koreans in jail instead. That resulted in

the formation of more Committees, each group distrusting the others. The only thing

that these committees have in common is that they all want to kill all Japs. They
think that will solve all their problems. I hate to think of the chaos that would
result if the Japs were removed before the Koreans settle down and start learning
something about governing themselves. Each delegation I talked with in Chunju
seemed to be formed for the express purpose of settling some grudge against first

the Japs and second some Koreans who had not acted "properly." It was really pa- n

thetic to hear each present his views of what should be done. I heard only one

man, and he was not a politician, who seemed to have some intelligent grasp of the

problems to be solved before Korea can even think about independence. In the

thousands of years before the Japs, the nation was unable to help itself; now,

after 40 years of virtual slavery and virith no training or experience, they want

to rush headlong into a most complex situation and try to run things themselves.

In some ways the situation could be compared with turning over control of the South
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to the negroes after the Civil War — except that the negroes at least know enough
to get ®ut of the way of a car which is more than most Koreans seem to know, I
would like very much to have some responsible job in Military Government over here
now to try to work out this problem. It is going to be very difficult, and frankly
I don't have a great deal of confidence in the personnel sent here to do the job.

I have talked with lots of them, and there is entirely too much of the attitude
why should we work on it, the war is over and I want to get home, let the "gooks"

(GI for all natives, anywhere in the Pacific) fight it out for themselves. I ex-
pect to be leaving here soon, but I'll continue to follow the developments with
interest.

Sorry I haven't more definite news of the mission or the people, but
honestly, it wasn't my fault!

Oh yes, the Navy. I suppose I am still accumulating pay, and every
now and then I hear some mention of it in the papers. I havb lost track of where
the ship may be, and that is bad since I might accidentally run into her. We are
standing by now f or a plane to Shanghai, but since so far no plane has flown from
Seoul to Shanghai our chances of getting out are very slim. Possibly tomorrow we
will go to Okinawa again and try to get from there to Shanghai, but I don't es-
pecially care for the idea of flying 2,000 miles for a 550 mile trip. Will let
you knew as soon as we do anything.

(Signed) Bob
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TO THE KOREA MISSION

Dear Friends*

Our last numbered letter was sent out on August 19, 19U2* Since that time we
have sent news items mostly about those still in the Philippines* There havo been
items which concerned each of you, but these have not been reported except to the
individual concerned,* There have been general items which came to you in the
numbered general letters.

There are special reasons for writing a Mission Letter to each of the Missions
at this time* The things given concern the Mission so directly that it seems wise
to take this more direct method of giving the information, rather than through a

General Letter*

PROCEDURE FOR RE-ENTERING OCCUPIED FIELDS

’’The Board looks forward prayerfully to the coming of peace in East Asia and
the opportunity for resuming its full program of cooperation with the national
church in China, in Japan, in Korea, in the Philippines and in Thailand. These
tragic years have brought such deep and sweeping changes in these lands that no
mere resumption of work according to the former patterns will suffice* The Board
faces the opportunity and the necessity for a thorough review of every aspect of

its work.

The repatriation of most of the missionary force provides the opportunity for a

restudy of the types and number of missionaries needed and the forms of work in which
they can most effectively aid the national church* The destruction of many build-
ings, serious damage to many others, and the loss of most of our equipment, all

this requires a review of the entire institutional program in which the Board
cooperates* Through carrying on the work alone during this period, the national
church has gained a new spirit of independence that will call for a fresh consider-
ation of the missionary’s relation to the church and the organizational framework

in which the Board should carry on its work. In somo of these countries, great
strides have been made during this period in the field of cooperation and church

union, and the Board must be prepared to enter into cooperative arrangement with

other mission boards, so that,. if it seems wise, a united approach can be made to

the churoh on the field.

As the doors for missionary service reopen, this changed situation demands
a thorough survey and full consultation with the leaders of the national church
before final decision is reached as to the field program to bo undertaken in close

cooperation vrith the national church* . The first missionaries, therefore, sent
out by the Board to each field will be limited in number, s electod for one of the

following types of emergency service* Relief, spiritual ministry, and survey and

consultation* This group shall be termed Group Ai
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Tho members of Group A, selected for their work by special action of the Board,

shall arrive on the field as soon as possible after the cessation of hostilities.

They will be the direct representatives of the Presbyterian Church and the Board,

renewing the bonds of spiritual fellowship, ministering in the name and spirit of

Christ to the needs of the stricken people, and assuring the Christian community of

our continuing aid in the great task of Christian reconstruction#

The members of Group A shall engage only in forms of service of a temporary
and emergency character and shall make no independent commitment of their own

service or of the resources of the Board beyond this temporary period# During this

preparatory stage, the Board will arrange for the setting up on the field of an

Emergency Execuitve Committee to supervise the temporary service and direct tho work
of survey and oonsultation# In this period, no mission is to be constituted and no

permanent committees are to be established. The form of administrative organization
and its relation to the national church and its constituted courts are among the

questions to be considered in full consultation with the leaders of the church.

Following the period of survey and consultation as promptly as possible, a

Board deputation shall visit the field# It is hoped that the visit of the deputa-

tion can be timed so that there will be opportunity for conference with members of

other Board deputations and their Mission representatives# The Board deputation
shall participate in one or more planning conferences with missionaries of Group A
and national church leaders. These planning conferences shall make recommendations
to the Board covering all phases of the program of cooperation with the national
church# These recommendations shall be received and approved by the Board before the
program covered by the recommendations shall become operative#

It is recognized that in the period between the arrival on the field of Group A
and action by tho Board on the recommendations of the planning conference, a

considerable period of time will elapse and it will be necessary to undertake a

limited amount of work of a permanent character, involving the need for additional
missionary personnel and appropriation of Board funds. Such intermediate steps
shall be taken only upon recommendation of the Emergency Executive Committee and
with approval by the Board. Missionaries sent to the field during this intermediate
period for specific tasks approved by tho Board shall be called Group B#

Active missionaries of the mission, not included in Groups A and B, shall be
the mission reserve force. Individual missionaries from this group (Group C) shall
be sent to the field upon request of the Emergency Executive Committee, after con-
sultation with the national church, for specific responsibilities included in the
approved program." (B.A. U/1&/U5)

As this action is given in detail, there does not seem to be any call for
extended comment# The situation in Korea is shrouded in the black cloud of total
war. Our planning at this time is largely based on our knowledge of conditions
and attitudes obtaining in I9I4I and 19^2 . T.hile it is entirely safe to predict
attitudes of our Korean brethren, it will not be possible to know conditions until
our return#

There is no clear indication as to how soon anyone will be able to return to
Korea# Judging from the time schedule of the Armed Forces, as published in the New
York Times last Sunday, it will be later than we had at first thought before our
missionaries may enter Korea# This schedule gave August, I9 I45 as the time for peak
travel of Forces from Europe, December, 191*5 as the peak period of travel across
the United States to the Orient and April, 19i*6 as the period of heaviest freight
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shipment* This could mean much or little, as to the end of the war with Japan#
There is enough in it to make us believe the time for re-entry of missionaries could
well be extended to I9I48.

Again, judging from what is happening in the Philippines, missionaries do not
move in with the Army. There are a few who have remained, but, so far, they have
only secured permits for the return of two people, - one the Secretary of the
Philippine Committee, representing all the Boards# He is going to try to get the
Army Headquarters to grant permission for more of our people to return# But, so far
the general, attitude is that thoy will enter after the war is over and after the
local conditions settle down to permit free travel and local residence#

The main point here is that we shall need to be on the watch for the coming
events and be ready to make our own special representations as to entry and the
services we may render very soon after the military occupation of the country#
Otherwise, we may find ourselves kept out for some time after the end of hostilities
and during the period of military occupation and political reorganization of the
country. Doubtless this representation could best be made as a joint affair. The
Korea Committee could serve as an agent, but we shall need to be active in our own
efforts#

This discussion, after all, has become rather lengthened. However, it is

important and, although there is nothing immediate about it, we should all be
thinking of these things.

GROUP A - FOR RESUMPTION OF WORK IN KOREA

At the meeting of the Board on May ll*, 19^5* the Board took action, designating
the Korea missionaries to be included in Group A, the group first to return to Korea

°In accordance with the general policy of the Board for resumption of work in

East Asia fields, as given in Board action ^45-73 of April l6, 19l*5» the Board VOTED
to include in Group A for the Korea Mission, the missionaries whose names ere given
below*

Rev# Edward Adams
Rev# Roscoe C. Coen
Dr# John D. Bigger
Rev# Allen D. Clark
Dr. Archibald G. Fletcher

Rev, Harold H. Henderson
Rev# Clarence S. Hoffman
Miss Olga C. Johnson
Mrs. Frederick S. Miller
Dr. Horace H. Undemood

It was understood that the immediate task of this group would be that of survey and
consultation with the Church in Korea and for relief and rehabilitation, the group
itself organizing these several activities after arrival on the field# It was also
understood that in case the whole number could not be sent at the same time, the
Board would be under the necessity of selecting those who are to go out at the tine
it is possible to do so.”

As indicated in the comments above, there is no present assurance as to the
number who may be permitted to enter at first. In view of priorities being estab-
lished by the governments, the Korea Planning Committee, at a recent meeting, made
out a priorities list to be submitted to the government and to apply only whilo
travol is restricted.
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APPLICATION OF MANUAL ARTICLE NO. 200 TO MISSIONARIES OF PRESENT CLOSED AREA

"As a general policy covering the return of missionaries to the present closed

areas of East Asia, the Board VOTED that the provisions of the Manual (Art, 200)
which limit the return to the field to those missionaries who have at least three
years of active service before retirement shall continue to be operative. The
Board further VOTED that all missionaries affected by this general ruling are

entitled to the provision of Board action No, 1*2-602 of October 19, 19^2, for
adjusted salaries until retirement, 1

’ (B.A, JU/l 6/1*5)

This action really covers two points,. One is that, in the period following the

opening up of the work, the Board would adhere to its Manual provisions that there,

necessarily, would be a full three years of active service for those who would be

expected to return. The other provision is that the Board will undertake to assist
the missionaries not returning to the field to adjust their stay in America and

retirement, so as to give them full retirement allowances.

Board Action No, 1*2-602 will be found in the Board General Letter No, 83, of

December 2i*, 191*2,

PENSION PROVISION FOR EAST ASIA MISSIONARIES VOLUNTARILY WITHDRAWING

n For tho missionaries of the occupied areas of East Asia who began their
service before April 1, 1927, who may choose to withdraw from active missionary
service because conditions either on the field or at home prevent their return
to their previous work, the Board VOTED to waive the provision of the Manual which
assures pension provision by the Board for service from April 1, 1927, only, to

those who voluntarily withdraw from service, and to make available to those resign-
ing in the period preceding resumption of the entire program of work the full benefit
to which they are entitled by their total years of missionary service,, this annual
payment from the Board of Pensions and the Board of Foreign Missions to become
available at tho age of retirement according to Board Manual," (B.A. i*/l6/i*.5)

This acrion is intended to make a special provision for the missionaries who
may not return to East Asia and is intended to provide adequate pension arrangements
for them in the emergency,

PROPOSALS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE VISITS TO VARIOUS FIELDS

"Further consideration was given to the matter of deputations, having special
reference to tho missions in Asia and the Near East, In view of the present world
situation, difficulties of transportation qnd the probable sequence of post-war
developments, it was felt that in most cases it might be wise to arrange for
administrative visits by the responsible Board secretaries as soon as practicable;
these visits may be followed by formal deputations when conditions are more
settled and when policies and plans can be formulated more definitely for the work
of the missions.

Specifically, the Board VOTED to plan for the following administrative visits,
as conditions may permit, in approximately tho order given;

a, India, Iran and Syria , Transportation to India, Iran and Syria for an ad-
ministrative officer should be available by late summer or early autumn.
In view of rapidly changing developments in all these countries a visit
is desirable. The secretary for these countries, therefore, should make
plans for departure in August or September 19l*5, coordinating his visit
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to India, if possible, with those of executives of other Boards, He should
plan for three months in India, to be followed by visits to Syria and Iron,
returning to America not later than April 191*6# It is understood that this
timetable may have to be revised if other Asiatic countries open earlier
than may now be anticipated*

b* The Philippines, In line with Board Action No# of March 19, 19^5,
the secretary for the Philippines should plan an early administrative
visit, leaving in October 19^5 or as soon -thereafter as practicable. If,

in the interim, other countries in his portfolio open it is understood
that he shall endeavor to make visits to them on the same trip, and also
will consider the possibility of returning through India and the Near East.

c* China* In view of the internal disorganization and the disruption of
communications it is anticipated that the late summer of I9I46 will be the
earliest date for an effective administrative visit to China* It is

recognized, however, that such a visit should be made as soon as conditions
permit* Consideration should be given to the timing of the visit so that
the secretary might participate in the final stage of the survey and con-

sultation by the missions, which are to be made prior to the visit of

the deputation.

In order to maintain effectively the administrative work in the New York offices
it is understood that the Board will invito missionaries on furlough to become active
secretaries during the absences of the regular secretaries on administrative
visits# 11 (B.A. I4/I6/I45)

The Board recognizes that its work in every area has been greatly disturbed by
the war and, as you will note, it is planning for administrative visits to the several

fields as soon as possible# Recently, Dr# Walter J.K, Clothier and Dr# Charles T*

Leber returned from a visit to Latin America# At present, there are three members
of the staff, - Dr# L.K. Anderson, Dr# Herrick B. Young and Mr# Daniel Pattison -

in Africa# Dr# J, LeRoy Dodds expects to go to India in the near future, in accordance
with the action as given# As wo have stated in another connection, just when it will
be possible to get to the Philippines it is not now possible to know# This would also
apply to China and we shall have to wait for further developments#

RE-OUTFIT ASSISTANCE

The Board minute covering re-outfit assistance for those returning after intern-
ment follows*

’’The Board voted that, for those missionaries returning on the second repatriation
the missionary may apply for an immediate re-outfit allowance up to $150# for each

adult and up to $50# for each child, this allowance to be for clothing and each
case cleared with the Secretary of the portfolio and the Treasury Department, 11

(B.A. ll/l5A3)

COMPENSATION FOR LOSSES

For the benefit of our Korea repatriates from the Philippines and also others who
may have overlooked the report of the action earlier, we repeat the actions of the
Board in regard to personal losses arising out of the war:

’’The Board gave consideration to the question of missionary losses of personal
and household effects caused by the war and requested its missionaries to submit
the full list of their losses at replacement costs as soon as all facts can be known#
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The Board recognizes these losses aa very real but does not feel that it can meet the

full replacement costs. The Board VOTED to cover as much as possible of these losses

on the following basis;

’'The Board will grant in full $500 of losses for single missionaries, or $1,000

of losses for married couples, and

"Fifty per cent of the balance of the losses up to a total grant by the Board of

$1,000 to single missionaries or $2,000 to married couples.

"For each missionary child living on the field, a married couple’s maximum may be

increased by $100 up to a total of $300 per family.

"Any special gifts received towards these losses shall be taken into considera-

tion! also any funds received from sales just prior to leaving the fields"

( B.A. 11/15A3)
REVISION IN FURLOUGH SAURIES

"The Board voted that furlough salaries of furloughed missionaries be increased
from $2,310 to $2,1*00 for married couples, and from $1,320 to $1,380 for single
missionaries, as of April 1, 191*5, and that as of the same dote a high-cost-of-living
supplement of 3% on the now salaries be granted to all furloughed missionaries until
revised or recalled by the Board." (B.A. 5/AA5)

INTERIM STATEMENT BOARD POLICY RE PROPERTY

The Board, on March 19, 191*5, took the following action*

"in view of the ohanged dircumstances on the field and the necessity for an
interim statement regarding certain property questions which have arisen, the Board

took the following definitive action on Board policy regarding property*

The present Board Manual reposes in the Board complete and final authority
in every question of property transfer or sale. The trend of recent actions re-
garding property indicates that some modification of the regulations may be needed.
Pending further study, with a view to such Manual revision as may be required,
the Board feels the need of defining its attitude on certain questions which have
arisen or may arise, particularly with regard to the relation of Board property
to nationals and national churches*

Classifi c ation; Since property used for different purposes may need to be
treated differently. Board property is divided for the present purpose into the
following classes;

1* Missionary residences a nd lands
2* Church buildings andi lands
3# Institutional buildings and lands (schools, hospitals, etc.)

il* Miscellaneous other properties

1* Missionary residences and lands * Such properties are to be held by the
Board for the purpose intended, except as otherwise provided for by Board action.
When such properties are not needed as missionary residences, the Board is free
to sell the property and use the proceods wherever, in its judgment, they are most
needed* However, when such missionary residences are closely connected with
churches or institutions, either by being related to their work or by being an
integral part of the property, the Board will give due consideration to the needs
of such churches and institutions as questions of the use or disposal of the
property arise.

2* Church buildings and lands * In respect to the Board's property equities in
churches, chapels and manses for nationals (except where they form an integral
part of a general mission compound, when each case should be considered on its
merits), the Board proposes to act in accordance with the following principles*
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(1) Board equities shall be held for the benefit of the church in the
respective countries to be used for the extension of the Christian program there.

(2) As may seem advisable from time to time, those equities shall be trans-
ferred by the Board, preferably to the highest church court, for permanent
Christian use.

(Note* This principle will also be followed in the case of church
property which forms a part of a mission compound* if such church
property can be segregated from the rest of the compound.)

(3) The higher church courts may make suitable arrangements with any local
congregation by which the latter may, by financial payments, come into full
ownership of its plant.

(b) The sums received from these payments may be constituted a permanent
Church Erection Fund for use by the National Church.

(5) In the transfer to church courts of the Board’s equity in church property,
assuranoe must be given that such courts have adquate legal status to insure the
conservation of the property for its intended use.

(6) The national churches will be encouraged to accept responsibility for
undertaking and carrying out future church erection projects, any participation
by the Mission and Board being through the higher church courts.

3* Institutional buildings and lands * Questions of the transfer of the title
to institutional plants will be considered individually, as cases as presented to
the Board. Such transfers will be on the basis of the organization of a competent
Board of Trustees or similar legal body, responsibly related to the higher
church courts, and so constituted as to preserve the educational or professional
standards and the Christian purpose and spirit of the institution.

b» Miscellaneous other properties : Each case of this kind must bo considered
in accordance with the specific circumstances. YiThen a property is definitely
linked up with a project which should be taken over by a national Christian body,

tho Board will be guided by the considerations outlined in Sections 2 and 3 above#

Unused property, unless, in the judgment of the Mission and Board, it is

definitely needed for present or future missionary activities, should usually be

sold. When unusually large amounts are involved, the Board will decide how the
proceeds may best be used, but normally they should be used to meet needs within
the country itself, in accordance with the current preferred property list of the

Mission. An amendmant to the Manual is suggested to make this the regular
procedure.

General* The Board will carofully guard equities in its property which have
been established through gifts within the country, as provided in Board Manual
Article 123* So far as possible it will be its policy to consult donors in the

U.S.A, who have given units of property before any disposition or major modification

of thoir use is effected. The Board does not favor the transfer of properties to

be used as endowments for the support of local churches.”

ALLOWANCES CHILDREN RETIRED MISSIONARIES

As you will remember. Manual Article li4+ (1) stated that "No allowance is paid

for children of retired missionaries.” At its meeting on March 19# 19b5» "the Board

took tho following action*

"Effective April 1 , 19b5» allowances will be paid to the children of retired
missionaries, the allowance and conditions for each child to be the same as for

children of active missionaries in the same age brackets, with the additional pro-
vision that no family shall receive more than the maximum total of #12 in any year."
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MANUAL ARTICLE 207

The Board at its meeting on February 19 * 191+5 , took the following action regarding

pension payments to men missionaries withdrawing between the ages of 65 and 7°:

’’The Board voted to amend Article 207 of the Manual with regard to pension

premiums, reading as follows*

•If a missionary voluntarily withdraws at any time between 65 and JO years of

age, his age pension will be supplemented to the sum that he would receive if he

had been under the New Pension Plan since he entered Board service, but without

extra supplement to bring it up to the proportion of the 31,800# age pension.’

and to insert the following:

'If a man missionary voluntarily withdraws at any time between 65 and JO years

of age, his age pension will be supplemented for service rendered prior to April

1, I9I+2, in such amounts as to provide payments on the basis of the following
annual rates*

For married
For those

missionaries
retiring at 65 m &.500 for 1+0 years of service

it tt it tt 66 m 1,560 it tt tt tt tt

it tt it tt 67 . 1,620 tt tt tt it it

it it 11 11 68 - 1,680 it tt it it tt

ti tt it it 69 - 1 , 71+0
tt tt tt it it

n it it 11 70 m 1,800 it tt it tt tt

For single missionaries
For those retiring at 65 3 900 tt n it tt tt

tt u tt tt 66 m 920 n it tt tt it

tt tt tt it 67 - 91+0
tt it tt tt tt

it tt tt it 68 mm 960 tt tt tt tt it

tt tt « it
69 - 980 tt tt tt 11 tt

tt tt it tt JO - 1,000 tt it it it tt

We understand that this is in line with the provisions of the Board of Pensions
and of the General Assembly, that men missionaries may retire from service at 65 years
of age# Heretofore the Foreign Board has, under the Manual rule quoted above, not
paid any supplements for service rendered prior to April 1 , 191+2 # This made a great
discrepancy in what a missionary would receive retiring at any age between 69 and JO
and what he would receive at JO, In this new action the Board has decided to pay
for such services prior to April 1 , 191+2 on a graduating scale# At JO years of age
a married man would receive after 1+0 years of service, 51+5*00 per year for each year
of service prior to April 1 , 191+2 * This is the amount which has been paid and which
was promised under the Now Service Pension Plan when it was adopted in 1927 and when
it was adapted to the Foreign Mission service. For each year under JO there is a

smaller amount paid until at 65 years for a married man the rate would be at the rate
of for 1+0 years of service#

We do not wish to complicate this for you but there is one other factor which
needs to be taken into consideration# You will notice in Board General Letter No. 80
that the Board, in conference with the Pension Board and with the approval of tho
General Assembly, voted to change the Pension Plan so that, after April 1 , 191+2 ,

the amounts paid by the missionary and by the Board into the Pension Board, would
be sufficient to enable the missionary to earn the pension which is to be paid to
him on retirement, the amount being at the rate of 31,500, for 1+0 years of service#
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Therefore a missionary who entered the service of the Board prior to April 1, 1942,
will be paid at the rate indicated in the revised Article 207 * The Board will
supplement tho amount to make up for such service but no supplement will be needed
for service subsequent to April 1, 1942 j the Pension Board will pay the full

pension of '31,500. Board General Letter No* 83 will give further explanation of
this pension plan*

POST-WAR SCHOOLS FOR MISSIONARY CHILDREN

•’In response to inquiries from some members of the Korea Mission as to future
schooling for their children in Korea after the war, it was VOTED to approve tho
statement of ’Principles governing administration of and to schools for Mission-
aries * Children’ as outlined in the study given to the question in December 1944*
Those are in brief

j

1* ’The provision of at least one adequate plant for a boarding s chool
carrying the upper elementary and the high school courses should continue
to be a recognized responsibility of the Board wherever adequate facili-
ties are not offered in government or mission schools and where the number
of missionaries given reasonable promise of a continuous need for such a

school*
2* ’The expense of day schools for the primary grades or paralleling the
Mission boarding school should be carried by the parents, although available
mission property may well be loaned for this purpose and such time of local
missionaries as the Mission deems suitable*

3* ’Provision for the travel of children and necessary escort to or from a

boarding school for at least two round trips a year should be provided for

in Class I of the Estimates* Such an appropriation, while based on the number
of children, should be a lump sum freely transferable from child to child

but not transferable to other uses*

4# ’Aid to the schools for current expenses should be either by the appointment
of missionaries to the staff where that is practicablo and desired or by an

out-and-out grant-in-aid to the Mission for the school and appearing in Class I

of the Estimates.'

It was understood that the application of these principles and the actual
setting up of a school or schools in Korea would be a question to be acted upon
specifically after the return to the field of the missionaries* 11 (B.A. 6/20/45)

KOREA MISSIONARIES AT ” 156"

Wo have been privileged to have with us in the Board Rooms five members of the
Korea Mission, serving in various capacities. Mr. John F. Genso has been in the
Treasurer’s Office for some time, rendering much needed assistance* Rev* William
M, Baird, Jr* is also there, giving temporary help*

Dr, Archibald G. Fletcher has been here for several months, giving special
attention to the needs of Mission hospitals in the post-war period* He is to re-

main here for some time, and, during the visit of Dr. Walter J.K. Clothier to
Africa, beginning in August, 1945# Dr. Fletcher will assist Dr* E.M. Dodd in the

Medical Office, in addition to carrying on his study of hospital needs*
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Rev. Edward Adams will be hero through the Fall and Winter, continuing the

special study of the records in regard to property and studying, in other ways,

the special needs of the Mission as it returns.

Dr,- Horace H. Underwood, who has been rendering such signal service in the
Department of Gpocial Gifts and Annuities, is leaving in a few days for China, where
he will be doing special work for the government. He will have opportunity to
contact the Korean group, which is in Chungking, and will be able to give particular
aid to the Christian group there.

V/ith kindest regards, I am.

Yours sinceroly,
J, L. Hooper



Hq. XXIV Corps, APO 235
% PM San Francisco, Calif
September 29, 19^+5

Board of Foreign Missions
of the Presbyterian Church
Now York, N.Y.

Dear Friends

j

It has been my pleasure since coming to Korea with the XXIV Corps
to meet many of the Korean leaders in the Christian churches here. I

have asked them to prepare reports of the circumstances which have sur-
rounded the churches since the missionaries were forced to leave four

or five years ago* in order that I might send them to you.

The enclosed letter from Mr. Kim Kwan Sik is one he wishes sent to
you now while he and others prepare more detailed statements. This
letter, I know, leaves many questions unanswered. Just as quickly as I

can get the more complete reports, I shall forward them to you. The
statements in Mr. Kim’s letter concerning the Russian situation should
not be made public, but should be a serious matter of prayer among your
own leaders. Our military government is aware of all conditions and
is doing everything in its power to bring the entire country to a con-
dition of order.

There is an imperative need now for missionaries with experience
in this field. Some property seems almost hopelessly entangled; all
of the private schools have been closed for the war years; churches
are without pastors* equipment and funds are scarce; leaders are handi-
capped by these and local conditions left by the Japanese government.
There is a vast amount of reorganization that calls for the guidance of

experienced missionaries* I know you will do your utmost to obtain
permission from the government to get a few key men to the field in the
near future.

I am sending a similar letter and a copy of Mr, Kim’s letter to
the Methodist Mission Board, also. You may correspond with your church
leaders here through me; let me know what I may do personally, for I

want to do all that I can to assist you and them.

Sincerely in Christ,

Bruce W. Lowe
Chaplain

Incl.



Presbyterian Mission Board

New York City, N# Y.

U. S. A.

The United Church of Korea

89, 2nd St*, West Gate, Seoul
Korea

Sept# 26, 19^5

Dear Friends in America :-

You may be anxious to hear about how our Korean Churches have been

getting along all these years, so I am here telling you what and how we have

gone through# I am grateful to your army men here in our land for their kind-

ness in letting me to write to you and promising me to send this to you#

Since your missionaries left here lQltO, more than J>00 Churches, on

account of the Japanese oppression, have been closed up, and over ^000 Christians

were put into many different prisons. Those in prisons were all against the

Shrine worship, and such pastors as Ki Chul Choo, Pong Suk Choi, Sang Im Choi

and others including J>00 Christians were martyrs to their sense of faithful-

ness to our Lord, Jesus Christ#

There were two Churches into -which the Japanese officials put up
their shrine by force* Many other Churches were about to face the same
trouble, but I thank God He had stopped them from doing such things as that#

They tried in every way to stop our worshipping services in the Churches, but
we managed somehow to hold our services either in the mornings or evenings,
and there was always present a spy in every service we held# They regarded
our Churches as their public halls and whenever they had meetings, they used
them at their will* Moreover, our Church activities such as Christian Young
Peopled work, evangelistic work and revival meetings had to be stopped# When
there was a meeting consisted of two or three people, it was necessary for
us to get special permission to have it. So many pastors had withdrawn from
their pastoral work and many Christians had stopped coming to Churches, but
thank God, majority of them have kept their faith in our Lord and looked after
the Churches, bidding defiance to many obstacles#

Seeing that the more they oppressed us, the firmer we stood in spite
of their tyranny and realizing that they could no longer tyrannize over the
Churches as the tide of war was about to turn in favor of America, they changed
suddenly their attitude toward us and showed us a mind to help with our work
by uniting all the different denominations into one organization# Thus
started the United Church of Korea just before their surrender#

The peace of God has visited even this poor land of ours to deliver
us out of the pit of the Japanese despotism by sending us your men over here.
The joy, rest, peace and happiness your people here are now giving us will
be spoken of all through our lives with tears of gratitude. The happy feeling
of our heart is beyond our description*

CONFIDENTIAL *• HOT TO BE QUOTED

But we are very sorry to say that there is an undesirable shade
over the sunshine of our happiness in our land# The Russian soldiers
have taken all the provinces in the north of 33 degree, carrying off
the very necessities of life forcibly, committing rapes one after
another with violence, shedding: blood, treating people roughly, and
putting in prison those holding a democracy. They are really worse
than the Japs# The suffering of the innocent cry to God and to you
for vengeance#
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What we want you to do for us, if we may say that way, is that you
tell your Government about our story in behalf of us and that you send out
your missionaries here again as soon as possible. Such big places as Pyeng
Yang, Euijoo, Hamheung need your missionaries’ help very badly. We know that
the Russians will not do so much violence as they do now and that the work of
His Kingdom and Righteousness through their cooperation will be greatly
extended.

With best regards,

Yours most sincerely,

K. S. Kim
Moderator of the United Church of Korea



CHAPL/IK SECTION
aXIV COi'JS

A.J.O. 255

Owi, Sea. Francisco, Cal

.

22 September, Ie45

Board of Foreign missions
Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
156 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York

Gentlemen:

After being in Seoul, Korea, for a little over a week, i would like to

give you a short report about the state of the Church here. Later we wiil send you
a. more complete report, and will have Korean pastors send their report through this
office for faster delivery to you.

During the Japanese occupation in the past years the churches were told
that they could have only one service a week, these services to last not over one

hour, and all services were strictly censored. At tne start of each service alle-
giance was pledged to the Emperor c; bowing to the east. This was distasteful to

mos Korean Christians, and many stopped attending. Many of the church buildings
were taken over by the police, and some were sola Under the pressure for funds. The
schools were ordered to teach no religion in their curriculum, and the Bible houses
were closed.

Recently eight Protester 1 churches united. Pressure was brought by the
Japanese to this end, though it had been the desire ol most crunches to unite for

some time. Representatives were called, asked to vote, and tne votes taken by tne
Japanese. But the results of the voting were not maae public, and the Japanese
appointed a leader for the United Church. There is some question with many leaders
a; bout his position, though ail concede that he is a good, man . he agrees with the
others that a new General Assembly should be held as soon as possible to draw up a

new constitution and to have a reflection . This office nas been in constant touch
with him, and he and his staff have given us valuable cooperation.

There is a question of some capable leaders who are in disfavor witn tne
church because they were forced to cooperate with the police, while they have the
best interests of the church at heart, their ministry cannot be effective till they
have come again into the favor of the church people. There ere also some jealousies
between some of the leaders that are detrimental to the best interests of the church.
These problems can be settled only when adequate help can be given by missionaries
who know the situation and are trusted by Koreans.

The churches are now increasing their programs as fast as possible,
the encouragement of the occupational authorities. Attendance is on the mere
and there is every reason to be optimistic about the outlook for the future,
are still problems of immediate importance.

with
ase.
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but we have no control over the area.



At the samt time, much of the support previously given to the Communist teaching
has been discredited by the actions of the Russian soldiers.

Church property, having been in the hands of the police in many cases,
needs to be straightened out. This can be finally accomplished only v.nen tnose who
havu authority from the Boards can return.

The leaders of the church neea advice and guidance from mission:, ri s as
they hever have before. While they desire to maintain the United Church, they v.ant

this nelp from the denominations previously represented in this fieiu.

The leaders of the United Church, the previous leaders of the separate de-
nominations, and many others have been into this office for help. V.e have given
them the best we could, and v.lii continue to do so. Still v.e are not capable of
giving the help they need, and have not the authority to do many of the things they
ask. We appreciate the welcome they have given us, and desire to help in any cay ve

can; but v.e are not qualified.

All church leaders are anxious for the return of former missionaries.
First they want the most experienced men who have guided the church m the pest.

Then they feel that specialists in various fields, such as education and medicine,
are essential. We hope with them that these men can return as soor. as possible.
Even if the men return at first without their wives, the work is sufficiently urgent
to warrant their temporary separation.

We will do what we can from this end to try to get military approval for

their return.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) HENRY V. LAmPE
C ha plain Section
XXIV Corps



July 1, 1945

Dear Friends:

Perhaps you all knew that we left Korea in September 1941 at the request of the

Japanese Government because we were suspected of having broken the lav/ against the

promulgation of seditious literature. We v/ere guilty of having passed on to Koreans
the program of the Women's World Day of Prayer, as we had done for the previous
fourteen years. The "seditious clause" was a prayer for world peace. Having waited
five weeks in Shanghai for steamship reservations to the United States, we were ad-

vised to go to Manila to secure passage. Our party of twenty-three missionaries
arrived in Manila November 1st. Twelve of us accepted the invitation of the Philip-
pine Mission to remain for missionary work in the Philippines, The others sailed on
the President Coolidge, the last ship out of Manila, --November 29, 1941.

We two, Harriet and Gerda, v/ere assigned to missionary v/ork in the City of Cebu,

the second largest city in the Phillipincs, and wo arrived there December 6, 1941.
While wc prepared to livo in the only vacant house of the compound. Rev. and Mrs,
Wm. J. Smith, the only other Presbyterian missionaries there, provided our meals and
helped us in other ways. Our Christmas dinner with them was interrupted by an air

raid signal, but "all clear" sounded in time for us to enjoy the meal. In obedience
to repeated orders to evacuate, Mr. Smith took us ft certain distance out of the city
in his car, and then Mr. Cannen, our Filipino guide, hired a truck for the next stage

of our journey up into the hills. Twenty-five Filipino evacuees climbed into our

"private conveyance" with their household goods, including a fighting cock, a clock,
and a mirror for each family. At dusk we arrived in apouring rain at a house beside
the road where we were welcomed by the owner and his family of six who shelterod
throe families of evacuees. The house had a large kitchen, living room and small
store room. They insisted upon our having the house altho it was difficult for them
to find quartors elsewhere. Mrs. Cannen, wife of our Filipino guide, joined us and
helped us establish our housekeeping, acted as interpreter and was on invaluable
friend.

r
This young couple and their two children were with us in all of our moun-

tain experiences.

January lS£ 1942, while v/e were in the midst of an inspirational service with
Filipinos of the neighborhood. Rev, and Mrs. Smith arrived with Rev. and Mrs, New-
land, missionaries of thq Church of Christ, and their two children, A few days later
they moved farther into the mountains. January 15th v/e left the Nev/lands in the
house and walked several hours over steep mountain roads to the home of Mr. Bingtan,
the leading Christian of that community, head of the National Guard of the village
of Sacon, Mr. and Mrs. Bingtan gave us their large guest room and turned theii* ves-
tibule into a kitchen for us. Four of their eight children helped us in various
v/ays. From a distent spring they carried water in a bamboo pole, holding almost five
gallons. Gerda made a portable charcoal stove end an oven out of tin cons. During
our three months stay in the home of the Bingtan family in the mountains, v/e had
daily devotions with Mr. and Mrs. Bingtan end their eight children. Also one whole
week was given over to special Bible study. Harriet held a two weeks D.V.B.S. with
Mrs, Cannen aS interpreter and chief teacher. She also held a daily reading class,
using the chart of an expert Filipino teacher, and nine year old Flora Mae Cannen
to give tjae correct pronounciation. Gerda held a ten-day Bible class in another
village during the Easter season. There v/as marked evidence of changed lives be-
fore the class closed. Altho communications v/ith our Mission Treasurer in Manila
were cut off, and v/e were reduced to five pesos, we thank the Lord that He kept us
from anxiety and opened the v/ay for tho Board to send funds to Rov. Smith through
the U.S. Army,

When a rumor reached us in January that tho Japanoso had invaded Cebu City, Mr.
Bingtan spend a sleepless night planning for our safety, and assured us that he would
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take care of us even to the building of a house near a cave. After the invasion of

Cebu April 10th, he was notified by the mayor of the municipality that he was en-
dangering his family by sheltering Americans, and therefor with much embarhassnent
he asked Mr. Cannen to evacuate us immediately. April 14th, after wandering eight
hours in a pouring rain over mountain trails, we found Mrs. Smith waiting for us
with warm blankets in Baliang, The Smiths moved on inland, and we remained and kept
house in a Phillipino house. Every evening at sunset we held a vesper service on
the hillside attended by the four Christian families of the grove. After Mr, and
Mrs. Newland moved near us, we studied Ephesians twioe a week, and also the Cebu
language. We had time to ponder the precious truths of the Word of God and feast
upon his promises which were our main stay tin the difficult months that followed.
Friday evenings we had open house alternately for talks on Foreign Missions, and
for games which our guosts played with great enthusiasm, from six year old Oliver
Cannen to seventy-year old dowager Josefa Juntilla. The day before leaving the

mountains we were invitod to a fea6t at the Juntillas hone. We watched the barbe-
cuing of a pig and the resulting "lechon" was the choicest dish served. In the
local church services we met people who had walked six hours in order to attend, and
we had the joy of seeing four accept the Lord Jesus Christ.

After the moderator of the General Assembly had been interviewed by the repre-
sentatives of the Religious Department of the Japanese Military Authorities, he

visited us and advised us to report; so we all went to Cebu and surrendered July 22,

1942, There we were interned in the Junior College building with about one hundred
and fifty others. Here the food was paid for by the internees. Those who had
money, paid proportionately for those who had none. As no cooking arrangements for

the camp were provided by the Japanese, iron gates set on stones furnished a place
where open wood fires produced three meals a day. A coirmittoe of men prepared break-
fast consisting of cereal, carabao milk, sugar and coffee, as well as lunch of vege-
table soup and fruit. Committees of women took turns preparing dinners and vied with
one another to give us the best menus the larder permitted. Thanksgiving day we all
sat at one table with sheets for tablecloth, hand made decorations. Gifts of rice
bread and cakes from the Filipinos outside, were added to our own meal.

The week after our arrival in the Cebu comp we contracted dengui fever and were
ill for two weeks. As we lay upon our canvas cots with high temperatures, entertain-
ment was furnished by High School classes taught by one of our room mates. In

October the camp was merged to the Club Phillipino. Although the club grounds in-

cluded Golf Links we were confined to a very small area. It had frequently been im-

pressed upon us that Japan had supremacy of the air. One morning as a Japanese
transport was taking off from a nearby air field, we saw a dark cloud of locusts
descending. They interfered with the machine and the plane crashed killing several
Japanese, Our camp duties here included dishwashing, waiting on invalids and
tutoring.

Doc. 14, 1942 we were all transferred from Cebu on an inter island freighter.
Vie slept literally like sardines, men, women and children on the floor of the hold
with little • ventilation and much heat., Japanese soldiers occupying the rest of the

space. During the five days and nights, we did not have access to a change of

olothing and other necessities. Therefore we were a sorry looking sight upon our
arrival in Manila at Santa Tomas Internment Camp Doc. 19, 1942, Santa Toma* is the

oldest University under the American flag, founded in 1642, by tho Spanish Catholic
Fathers. It has a forty-acre campus dotted with large trees and blooming hibiscus.
Here four thousand people wore housed, some in tho fire proof main building where w©
lived; others in less durable adjacent buildings. There were forty-six women in our
room, and there was only fifteen inches space botwoen tho beds. At ni^ht over each
bed was raised a mosquito net to cheat the largo hungry mosquitos of their feed.
Men and women were segregated as to housing; white and negro Americans, British,
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Dutch, and. Mestizzos, rich and poor, cultured and uncouth were crowded together

sharing a common lot,

Mr, C.C. Grincll, chosen by the Japanese Commandant, was chairman of the Exe-

cutive Committee, the members of which were elected from among the internees. This

Executive Committee 'with its several sub-committees organized and managed the af-

fairs of the camp in a very democratic way. The days went quickly with our camp

duties (cleaning vegetables or tutoring), standing in line for meals served cafe-

teria style from the central kitchen, cleaning our room space, doing our laundry

and mending, gardening a small plot of our own. There were no monotonous moments.
The evenings passed pleasantly on the plaza listening to musical records over the

loud speaker. The last year we were in such a weakened condition from lack of

proper food that an extra trip down ond up stairs to hear the music was too much for

us.

Early in 1943 the Japanese Civilian Commandant spoke to internees assembled on

the plaza and said: "We, the victors, can afford to be magnanimous." At that time

we could buy vegetables and fruit from a comp market, occasionally meat and eggs and
personal supplies. Once a day food v;as allowed to be sent in by friends outside the

camp. But in February 1944 when the Japanese Military Authorities took charge of the
camp, privileges mentioned above were gradually curtailed, until we -were on a star-
vation diet of rice and greens. During the month of February the loud speaker was
almost worn out and the internees* nerves became jittery because each of the five
successive Commandants had new rules to be announced.

In order to have a retreat from the over-crowded living quarters, internees
built small frail bamboo shanties of one room on the campus, which gave shelter from
the hot sun and rain. We, too, had a tiny bamboo hut whore we cooked our lunch on
a charcoal stove and ate our meal away from the crowd at the dining shed.

Red Cross supplies from America via the Gripsholm arrived just one week before
Christmas of 1943. Vitamin tablets, clothing and toilet articles were distributed
pro rata by a camp committee. Receiving of individual kits of canned meats, coffee,
butter, cheese, dried fruit, chocolate, bouillon and povrdered milk raised the camp
morale to an all time high. Medicines enabledthe doctors to relieve suffering and
saved some lives. Comfort kits from Canada added cheer to our first Christmas in
camp. Our xirst letters since internment and one parcel-post package each arrived in
April of 1944 and were received with indescribable joy and tears.

x he Department of Education altho handicapped by lack of spa.ee and equipment,
carried on a school for all grades from kindergarten through first year college.
Thu students took turns using available text books. The program of the Religious
Committee included daily morning meditations, weekly Bible classes, Sunday School
J or children and adults, 'worship services, and prayer meetings. Special a.ctivities
featured lectures on religions, history, astronomy, famous characters and other
special subjects. All the meetings wore held in the "Father^s Garden", a restful and
beautiful plo.ee set aside for meditation and religious activities.

September 21, 1944 will long be remembered. We saw formations of planes coming
out of the clouds in such numbers as to assure us they wore not from Japan. U.S.
Bombers began to drop bombs, then the air raid siren sounded. When we saw smoke
rising from the bay area wo knew that our hopes of rescue weroto be fulfilled soon .

The morale of the camp went up and down according to the frequency of later raids.

After two years in Santo Tomas we two, with one hundred and fifty others, were
transferred to the Los Banos Camp, situated on the campus of the Government Agri-
cultural College about forty miles south of Manila. Some of the buildings were occu-
pied by the Japanese, and barracks built native style of bamboo had been provided
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for internees, two thousand of whom had preceded us from Santa Tomas. The day we
moved we had breakfast at 1:30 A*M., roll call 2:15. - 3:00 and traveled in a box
car from 4-8 A.M, After another two hours of roll call at the Los Banos railroad
station, v/e had a refreshing three mile walk under guard to the camp. We were wel-
comed by friends and reunited with six other members of our Korea party. Our bar-
racks accommodated ninety-six women, Protestant Missionaries and Catholic Sisters,
Food rations were even less than in Santa Tomas, Following camp custom we lost no
time in starting a garden (1x2 meters) which produced several kinds of greens,
Gerda spent Christmas and New Years holidays in the comp hospital with a high tem-

perature, the cause of which is still unexplained. The diet of rice gruel and

greens, supplemented by our only can of tomato soup, which had been hoarded three

years for an emergency, did not increase her weight,

January 7, 1945 the Japanese Commandant and his staff, heard rumors that Gen-

eral McArthur's forces were landing on Batangus, and hurriedly turned the camp over

to our Executive Committee and left us at 3 A.M, At sun rise American and British
flags were raised and there was a service of thanksgiving and prayer. Tears flowed
from nearly every eye and those who could control their voices sang the "Star

Spangled Banner," The Committee, with uncanny foresight distributed to each in-

ternee five kilos of rice, to be used in emergencies. After our six days of freedom
the Japanese Commandant and his staff returned and again took control of the camp.
Our rations were reduced day by day until they were giving us only small portions of

unhulled rice. Without means of hulling wo would have been foodless except for our

emergency supply. The Commandant refused to see our Committee when they attempted
to ask for more food, but he was ready and willing to permit individuals to barter
with Japanese guards their watches, valuable jewelry and clothing for meager
quantities of beans, bananas and cocoanuts. Ninety-eight percent of the internees
had beri-beri, and we were so weakened that the necessary daily work was burden-
some, The hospital was full of those severely ill, and the death rate the last
part of the time was one a day.

Two members of our Mission passed away within two days - June 19 Rev, C.N.
Magill of Lucena who was ready for retirement j June 20, Rev, H. E, Blair, our
friend and neighbor of many happy years in Korea, Mrs. Blair was a patient in the
hospital at the time. She has been wonderfully sustained in her sorrow by the
Grace of God, Many internees spoke of Mr, Blair's helpful sermons, the last one
entitled: "It is Finished," His cheerful trust and joy in the Lord to the end were
manifest to all who knew him.

On Washington's birthday 1945 we watched the U.S. airplanes dropping bombs on

the hillside near us to do stray powerful machine guns aimed at our camp. Twice a
day, morning and evening, v/e were lined up four deep out on the road for roll call
by the Japanese guard. This particular morning February 23rd at 7 A.M, just after
the gong for roll call had sounded, we heard the roar of American planes and saw
paratroopers dropping near camp. Rules against going out of barracks and looking up
at planes were forgotten in the general excitement of shouting, laughing and jumping
for joy. Fighting soon began, and we heard bullets whizsing thru the air as v/e took
refuge under our beds. Within half an hour, about two hundred Japanese guards and
soldiers had been overcome by our U.S. Amy- and a large band of Filipino guerillas,
v/hich, during the night, had encampod in the nearby hills awaiting the psychological
moment of attack. For more than three years we had been seeing the Japanese sol-
diers v/ho are small in statute, and when our U IS. Army men arrived to perfect our
miraculous rescue, they looked like giants. They called out "Pack personal belong-
ings only what you can carry. We are leaving immediately." In our weakened condi-
tion wo were able to carry very little in a straw bag. As v/e walked to the gate,
the lower barracks on both sides were in flames. Soldiers helped us to amphibious
tractors and v/e rode three miles to the lake. Wo had one adventure ohrouto when
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some Japanese in ambush shot and our men put into action the machine gun for a few

minutes. No one was hurt on our tank. As our alligator glided for an hour or more

over the smooth water of Laguna de Bay, U.3. airplanes circled over our heads, assur-

ing us of protecting care. Having crossed the lake, we were behind the American
lines. We were lifted from the tractor by the strong arms of kindly hearted sol-

diers and taken in trucks to New Bilibid- Prison in Muntinglupa about twenty-five

miles south of Manila*

Our rescuers had been told that the task before them was very hazardous and that

they would do exceedingly well to rescue Q0% of the internees,— - but 100% were res-

cued without casualties. General MacArthur remarked, "God was with our undertaking

to -day”

.

At New Bilibid Prison we spent six weeks feasting on the abundance of America’s
choicest food, real bread and butter, and other delicious things. Vie are unspeak-

ably grateful to the United States Army for their timely rescue and their wise,

generous care, as well as to the Filipino Guerillas for their brave and loyal co-

operation. Again the Red Cross came to our aid with toilet articles, stationery and
warm clothing for our voyage.

Vie thrilled with joy when the announcement finally came that we should be ready
to sail April 9th. On ship-board we were required to wear life belts at all times.
Frequent "abandon ship" drills reminded us of the very real danger our gallant
soldiers and sailors face every day. We owe a debt of gratitude to the U.S. Navy
for a safe voyage, with good food and care.

Our hearts overflow with thanks to the Red Cross for their helpful service
since our landing. We were met at the pier, guided thru Customs, fed and taken in a
bus to the Elks Club of Los Angeles. Here we met dear friends, representatives of
our Board of Foreign Missions ready with money for our personal needs and travel.
God has been gracious, has tenderly guided us all the way and we thhnk Him for every
one who had a share in our rescue and restoration to normalcy, especially for the
dear ones who have provided clothing, shelter and such thoughtful care that we hope
soon to be able to do our bit of service as God may lead.

With gratitude to you all for your prayers in our behalf, the letters of
welcome and the hospitality received along our way home.

Yours sincerely.

Harriett E. Pollard
735 Judson St.,

Evanston, 111.

Gerda 0. Bergman
108 No. 80th
Seattle 3, Wash.




